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SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

The Specialists'meeting on Theoretical Modelling of LMFBR Fuel Pin
Behaviour was held at the Fontenay-aux-Roses Nuclear Research Centre
of the French Atomic Energy Commission on May 28 -June 1, 1979.
The meeting was sponsored by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
on the recommendation of the International Working Group on Fast
Reactors (IWGFR) and was attented by 21 participants and observers
from Belgium, France, The Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Japan,
The United Kingdom, The United States of America, the CEC, the IAEA
and the OECD/NEA.

The purpose of the meeting was to provide an opportunity for exchanging
views of theoretical modelling of LMFBR fuel pin behaviour and to sum-
marise the IWGFR member countries'knowledge in this field. The special
emphasis was placed on normal operating conditions.

The technical part of the meeting was divided into six sessions,
follows :

as

1. An overview of fuel modelling studies.
2. Key factors and basic phenomena relevant to fuel pin behaviour

modelling.
3. Application to steady state operation and normal transients.
4. Experimental validation through pins in service and specific

irradiation experiments.
5. Advanced fuels.
6. Brief review of existing codes.;

During the meeting, papers were presented by the delegates on behalf
of their countries or organization. The papers, which are included
in this report, were either in the form of a general survey of the
subject, or on specific technical subjects. In each subject area
presentations appropriate to the subject were made from the submitted
papers. The presentations were followed by discussions of the questions
raised and summaries made.

A final meeting was held on Jure I, 1979 to discuss the resulting summaries,
conclusions and recommendations which were agreed upon by the delegates.
The agenda of the meeting, a list of participants and technical papers
are reproduced in appendices to this summary.

SESSION 1

AN OVERVIEW OF FUEL MODELLING STUDIES.

The meeting was opened with a short introductory session to review
the general s ta tus of fuel modelling and resu l t ing codes in the
different count r ies . There was of course a general agreement on
the usefulness of modelling for p rac t i ca l appl icat ions in fuel
pin design but , as regards to the degree of general i ty and the
theore t i ca l level required, differences in philosophy were ap-
parent .

Concerning the genera l i ty of codes, most countries t r y to construct
single computer codes for the complete behaviour of a fuel pin du-
ring i t s en t i r e l i f e . France has a di f ferent posi t ion : many possible
in terac t ions between phenomena having been ruled out experimentally,
d i f ferent aspects of fuel pin behaviour are as far as possible t rea ted
independently in separate codes.

In many countries or communities (G.B, JAPAN, DEBENE) several global
codes are developed in p a r a l l e l . Although these codes are supposed
to fulfill the same purposes, this multiplicity is justified by the
fact that they can incorporate different mechanisms for a given phe -
nomena or just more weight on a particular aspect of the total beha -
viour (I.e : thermal or mechanical).

In the USA a system of reference models is being developped which
are used as a basis for communication between developpers ana to
provide a consensus for design and, ultimately, licensing.
Each developper aslo maintains separate models for individual, in-
vestigations .

It is also recognized that a global code may be,by nature, unwieldy.
For this reason, there is a certain proliferation of smaller simpli
fied codes adapted to specific problems.

From the very start of the meeting, there was some discussion on the
theoretical nature of fuel modelling. Considering only two extreme
positions, modelling may be purely theoretical (or mechanistic, or
physically based) or empirical that is based on experimental results
backed-up of course with a simple sc ient i f ic treatment.
Clearly the f i r s t position is generally speaking most
satisfying and is strongly supported by the UK delegation.
But there is a general feeling especially in France, that
the number of phenomena involved in fuel modelling is so
large and diverse in nature, that purely mechanistic modell-
ing is idea l i s t i c at least for pract ical applications, and
furthermore, would introduce in coding an insuperable com-
plexity.



SESSION II

KEY FACTORS AND BASIC PHENOMENA ON FUEL PIN BEHAVIOUR MODELLING

Mr. STEPHEN pointed out that the LIFE code system,constructed on a

set of mechanistic models, is well advanced.

The basic deformation mechanisms of fuel and cladding (creep, hot-

pressing swelling-and cracking) have been modelled.

In his presentation, Mr. STEPHEN emphasized the importance of

inserting a reliable oxygen redistribution model in the code. In fact local

stoichiometry variations affect several fundamental processes such as fuel

local melting, thermal conduction, creep deformation, self-diffusion, as well

as the fuel/cladding chemical interaction. The LIFE group has at present

adopted the EVANS-AITKEN model for oxygen migration (counteracting gas and

solid-state transport).

Four of the sub-models in the FRUMP code were identified as

key-factors in different applications :

i) Gas bubble swelling in controlling early gap closure and cushioning the

response of the pellet to power changes.

ii) The Hayns void swelling model, particularly through its estimates of the

effect of stress and of temperature changes in interpreting pin diameter

changes.

iii) Evaporation-condensation mechanisms for closing fuel cracks and increasing

the central void.

iv) A model describing the sintering of Vibro fuels, which controls the

maximum obtainable initial rating.

All these models are based on theoretical studies of the relevant

phenomena along with specific experiments.

The Japanese modelling philosophy is to have two codes : a rapid 2

running empirical code for arrangement of experimental data and a mechanistic

code for research and development.

Mr. KATSURAGAWA gave a comprehensive list of about 30 mechanisms

relevant to fuel pin modelling and listed which of these are included in the

various codes. It was the fuel relocation model which provoked the most

discussion.

Mr. ELBEL presented a survey of the reliability of the model

predictions with respect to the three design criteria : no fuel melting, no

cladding failure and no excessive cladding expansion. He recognized that

possible errors arising from an inadequate fuel characterization and from

design tolerances and certain operational conditions may be larger than errors

due to approximations or simplification inherent in the code structure. Since

most of these uncertainties cannot be eliminated, a statistical analysis of

the fuel expected performance has to be carried out with simple, but validated

codes, whereas single phenomena could be understood and analysed with separate

more comprehensive models which do not necessarily have to enter in a pin

performance code.

The French approach is to use analytical models for the various

phenomena based on experimental investigation. This has proved satisfactory

for F rench fuel design.

For LMFBR improvement according to the 3 general criteria the

main lacking pieces of information for reactor design are :

- power to melt covering the whole in pile life for each design

- effective swelling and creep laws for every specific cladding

material

- thorough estimation of cladding damage essentially based on testing

of cladding mechanical properties after irradiation.

The emphasis in the discussions was naturally on the controversial

feature in each model. It was clear however that the codes share a common basis

of fundamental physical mechanisms ; namely, much of the temperature calculations



and hence the differential expansions of the different annuli and its accommo-

dation by elasticity and various creep and plasticity mechanisms. It seems

possible that, if test cases could be specified, which avoided controversial

issues, such as fuel re-location and restructuring details then all codes would

give essentially identical results provided a common set of material properties

data could be found.

A certain discrepancy is still arising in the evaluation of the

importance of some of the effects examined :

- All the participants agreed that fission gas kinetics (especially swelling

and release) is of primary importance in determining the extent of the

fuel / clad mechanical interaction.

- More debated is the role the fission gas plays during the free swelling (gap

closure) stage. Here the concept of re-location, defined as a fuel bulk dis-

placement by fuel cracking and subsequent thermally activated crack healing

with their implications on the stress/strain calculations represent a comple-

mentary model.

- A rather fundamental question is the interpretation and prediction of the

void swelling model and irradiation creep in stainless-steel. Two fundamental

models are available developed in USA and UK respectively. These models and

the derived phenomenological rules present a substantial difference in

considering the interdependence of irradiation creep with void swelling.Clari-

fication of these models and their experimental background is necessary.

For rapid power ramping after long term operation at intermediate

power it is necessary to investigate both the analytical situation (especially

gas behaviour and gap closure)and experimental behaviour .

SESSION III

MODEL APPLICATION TO STEADY STATE OPERATION AND NORMAL TRANSENTS

An important use of the pin models to date has been in guiding the

programme of experimental fuel irradiations and in interpreting the post irra-

diation observations. This latter task is difficult because the pin cladding

dimensional changes are dominated by voidage swelling with its considerable

intrinsic variability and irradiation creep under fission gas pressure, while

the plastic strains arising from pellet-clad interaction are so small.

The models are now being applied directly to resolution of design

questions such as the effect of several design options on the performance

limits (fuel temperatures,pin deformation, cladding breach), in addition to

supporting and interpreting the tests.

In the fuel one of the main characteristic that has to be described

correctly by fuel pin modelling codes is the central temperature, associated

with the criterion to avoid fuel melting. Because columnar grain growth and

central hole formation as well as gap closure are time dependant mechanisms,

one has to be aware of rather high temperatures at BOL despite gas bubble

swelling and instantaneous radial relocation.

Fuel melting is thus more likely to occur during the first days of

irradiation. In the USA the potential for high fuel temperature late in life in

large cores is being studied.

Generally, fuel / clad mechanical interaction can not be prevented

by fuel pin design measures because the fuel cracks and relocates and, as a

result, the gap originally present between fuel and cladding closes early in

life «.1O days). Fuel / clad mechanical interaction is quite definitely a

combination of radial contact pressure and axial forces due fuel / clad friction.

In steady operation clad stressing arises mainly from inner gas pressure ; no

significant contact pressure appears, because for current designs the mixed-oxide

fuel exhibits a favourable plastic and creep behaviour under irradiation. In the

USA FCMI is observed and modelled for advanced designs.



For load follow and sufficiently slow power ramping no significant

difference compared to steady state operations were observed by experiments in

agreement with the calculation results.

For rapid power ramping after long term operation at intermediate

power it is necessary to investigate both the analytical situations (especial-

ly gas behaviour and gap closure)and experimental behaviour .

In the USA the threshold and effects of FCMI during power changes for

advanced designs are being studied.

Local effects leading to stress and strain concentration should be

analysed in more details.

Fertile fuel can be modelled in a manner similar to fissile fuel.

SESSION IV

VERIFICATION

Verification as discusses in this session was split into four

stages : fuel temperature and structure in early life»fuei temperatures

at high burn-up,clad diametral strain and failure. The concept of veri-

fication was interpreted differently by each delegation, reflecting diffe-

rences in the philosophy of fuel behaviour modelling. It was agreed that

' adjustment of codes based on models should be limited to adjustment of

measurable fundamental constants within the range of measurement uncer-

tainty obtained from and checked by specialists. This has to be sepa-

rated clearly from the more fundamental problem of verifying the vali-

dity of the models used in the code by appropriate experiments. The

distinction was made between modelling adjustments to match independent

tests for specific models and integral tests of synergistic pin behaviour.

The Belgo-nucleaire presentation on thermal behaviour stressed

the ability of COMETHE to predict power to melt in early life without

adjustment of the model. In contrast as part of the verification process

of the LIFE code certain parameters were adjusted within their range of

uncertainty. In the French presentation it was stressed that out of pile

data on fuel conductivity were inadequate and this property had to be

recalibrated to give good temperature estimates. The UK and Belgo-nucle-

aire delegates favored adjustment only to independent tests for specific

models. The delegates from France, F.R.G.. and U.S.A. favored both to meet

mechanistic and design objectives. It was agreed by all that experimental

results for individual and global model verification was essential and

emphasis was made of the need of well instrumented and well characterized

parametric experiments ; moreover, a particular uncertainty in reported

clad temperatures at high burn-up was apparent. As the limited data indi-

cated a tendency for fuel centre temperatures to increase at constant

power due to contamination of the fuel and the fuel interface, it was

felt that further tests to find power to melt at medium and at high burn-

up should be performed and if possible techniques for determining centre

temperatures exploited.

One important aspect of the verification process was the inter-

pretation of the observed rapid gap closure seen in fast reactor fuel

pins. Examples include radial relocation of cracked pellet fragments by

estimating a fitting parameter in MIPEC based on HALDEN tests. A similar

mechanism was interpreted in terms of crack surface roughness in IAMBUS

and rapid fission gas swelling in COMETHE. However, gap closure over a

period of S hours was reported from instrumented pin tests in RAPSODIE.

Examples of verification of clad strain predictions at steady

power were given by the LIFE, MIPEC and IAMBUS codes. Of these, the U.S.,

Japanese and French verifications indicated cladding inelastic strain due

to FCMI. The LIFE code was also the only code for which evidence of veri-

fication of failure prediction was submitted. These results were prelimi-

nary but gave encouragement to others to venture into this important

domain. The French and DeBeNe experience is that the inelastic strains

of standard pin clads are entirely due to an irradiation creep of the



cladding and fission gas pressure ; the mechanical interaction is

only thought to be able to induce damage during transient operating condi-

tions.

All present recognised the difficulties in predicting clad

strains because of the large and uncertain contribution from clad swelling.

There was some discussion of the assumption used in the calculation of

pellet-clad interaction. It is now general practice to subtract from the

measured cladding swelling (assuming isotropy), rather than calculated

from correlations, to obtain the residual inelastic strain. One aspect

discussed was the nature of the fuel crack models used ; the U.K. • and

French delegations felt that crack models should handle cracks normal to

the 0 and Z direction independently, which introduces anisotropy into

the fuel behaviour. Results from IAMBUS also indicate the importance of

treating the fractional interaction between the pelletd and clad after

contact not only for the prediction of fuel stack length variation but

also for radial fuel redistribution.

It is worthwhile that contact continue to arrange verification

of models against reference test data and hypothetical problems, which

will :

. Increase confidence in the verification.

. Establish agreement on the state of the art and work to be done.

SESSION V

ADVANCED FUEL

At present, only two codes seem to exist which describe the irradiation performance
of FBR pins with advanced fuels,LIFE Carbide and SATURN IK. Both codes were derived from
previous modelling of oxide fuel pin performance. The FRUMP code has also been used to
interpret the behaviour of the low rated He-bonded carbide pins in DFR. Taking into account
the actual irradiation experience existing to day for oxides and for advanced fuels, it must be
concluded that fuel pin modelling for carbides and nitrides is in a much less mature state

than for oxide fuels and fuel pins. However, there are other differences
between both fuel types which should be considered. Comparing irradiation
conditions and relevant fuel properties between oxides and advanced fuels
lead to the following conclusions.

1.) Advanced fuels are very sensitive to the exact values of the pin

design parameters and reactor operation parameters. As regards the pin

design this is reflected by a variety of pin concepts as He-bonded solid

pellets,He-bonded annular pellets, vibro-compacted particle fuels, vibro-

compacted sol-gel sphere type fuels and Na-bonded solid pellets. Concerning

the reactor operation parameters three ranges- of the linear heat rating

for advanced FBR fuel pins obviously exist, 400 W/cm to 600 W/cm, 600 W/cm

to 1100 W/cm and 1100 W/cm to 1400 W/cm.

2.) Based on this variety, advanced fuels must be "tailored" for each

combination of pin design and reactor parameters.

3.) The required accuracy in the modelling of the relevant details

of the in-pile performance of advanced fuels is much higher than for oxide

fuels.

Until recently modelling of advanced fuel was exclusively concer-

ned with pellet fuels, however, first attempts are now being made to model

the thermal conductivity of sphere-pack carbide fuel and oxide fuel. This

certainly will lead to the development of more complete models and codes

to describe the in-pile performance of this type of fuel especially

during its first periode in the reactor, when strong restructuring occurs.

As regards modelling of the irradiation performance of advanced

pellet fuels at the meeting a new approach was presented which differs in

several aspects form the traditional approach used in establishing codes

like LIFE Carbide and SATURN IK.

In the traditional approach the code usually is developed around

a detailed theoretical treatment of the thermal, elastic plastic and frac-

ture behaviour of the entire pellet and its interaction with the cladding.

Phenomena like restructuring, fission gas swelling and gas release are



often introduced by relatively simple physical or phenomenological laws.

In view of the different situation in advanced fuels the "real structure

approach" starts from analysing the various physical contributions to swel-

ling. An important physical property of the fission gas swelling is the

existence of a critical temperature above which these bubbles start to grow

rapidely. The second basic item of the approach consists of the definition

and description of 4 structural zones with their zone boundaries. Each zone

represents a ring shaped fuel volume with rather well defined properties

as regards the laws of swelling gas release, creation of swelling pressures,

yielding to external stresses etc.... Thus each zone can be treated sepa-

rately with models describing the in-pile kinetics in a physically correct

way. For describing the behaviour of a fuel section the structural zones

are composed and the boundary conditions at the boundaries taken into

account. Models describing the zone boundaries and the zone properties were

presented. However, several details are not yet in a state, which allows

a quantitative description of the irradiation behaviour of a total pin sec-

tion or fuel pin. In general, the method looks promising.

Another conclusion is the necessity to have accurate and reliable

models for the heat transfer coefficient h between fuel and cladding. For

He-bonded pins the present state of knowledge on this point is particularly

unsatisfactory. An analysis of instrumented capsule irradiations with

small initial gaps has led to the conclusion that the repartition of gas

phase heat transfer hg and solid heat transfer h$ by a linear dependence

upon contact area F is not appropriate to advanced fuels. An additional

term seems to allow a better description of h, A further result of this

analysis concerned the relation between h and the contact pressure. Once

the contact pressure comes into a range which corresponds to the yield

stress of the cladding and h becomes larger than 2 W/cm K, the experi-

ments indicate relatively large and completely irregular fluctuations

of h. More detailed experiments and concurrent development of models are

required in this field.

SESSION VI

DESCRIPTION OF THE CODES

1. BRIEF REVIEW OF EXISTING CODES.

The most important codes among those which have been presented

not only under this topic but also under the other topics of the meeting

have been :

LIFE SYSTEM

ACTIVE-MIPEC-PIPER-SIMPLE

FRUMP-SLEUTH

IAMBUS-SATURN

ROSACE-TUREN-VULKIN
COMETHE

United States

Japan

United Kingdom

Germany, Federal Republic of

France

Belgium

These codes share some basic characteristics ;

. Axisymetry is assumed all along the pin,

. The pin is divided in axial and radial homogeneous modes,

. The irradiated clad properties (swelling, irradiation and thermal creep)

are given by input equations involving neutron dose, temperature

and s t r e s s ,

. The cladding mechanical calculation assumes plane strain,

. Arbitrary power histories can be taken into account, but the eventual

application of these codes to safety relevant situations was not consi-

dered in this meeting.

The main differences between these codes appear :

first, in. the purpose the code is intended to fulfill and the..second

in the approach to the phenomena occuring in the fuel ,pin.

Some differences which appear in the specific models used in the

various codes are related primarily to:



. Fuel pellet mechanical analysis (including cracking),

. Fuel swelling,

. Fuel restructuring,

. Fission gas behaviour,

. Thermal and chemical behaviour of the fuel pellet,

. Gap closure mechanism,

. Fuel/clad heat transfer calculation.

The approach reaches from very sophisticated mechanistic models

to purely empirical descriptions.

In addition to these codes which are giving a deterministic

picture of the local and global pin behaviour, some other codes have been

or are being developed to handle with very specific situations.:

. Non axisynmetric cladding treatment in case of hot spots,

. Non axisymmetric treatment of the fuel either in case of pellet

excentricity or in case if post-failure pin behaviour,

. Probabilistic treatment of hot spot.

2. SUMMARY OF THE DISCUSSION.

Relocation which is modelled in some codes gave rise to a discus-

sion mainly based on LWR results.

Attention was payed to the ability of the codes to predict correct

temperatures. The in-piles perturbation of thermal conductivity by irradia-

tion, oxygen distribution, porosity variation and burnup is still unresol-

ved.

The main question at high burnup is the variation of power-to-melt;

temperature estimation is only important for safety purposes.

Fuel-clad mechanical interaction is important for evaluation of

clad damage.

A code must provide the opportunity to be simplified to rough

calculations according to very specific requirements. It must also be able

to couple different processes when this is made necessary by experimental

or theoretical results.

RECOMMENDATIONS WHICH AROSE FROM THE DISCUSSIONS WERE :

. Calibration against experiments is essential and should provide

the guide to further model improvement,

. Sufficient theoretical understanding of the physical process is

needed to allow a proper data extrapolation,

. Applicability to a wide range of fuel pins designs should be armed

at in order to analyse fissile as well as fertile pins,

. Independent development of different models (best-estimate and conser-

vative) on the same phenomenon provides the basis for an improved

extrapolation of experimental experience.



FRENCH APPROACH IN FUEL PIN
MODELLING FOR FAST REACTORS

R. PASCARD
CEA-Centre de Fontenay-aux-Roses,
Fontenay-aux-Roses,
France

The purpose of this short introductory paper is to present the

general philosophy on the problem of fuel modelling now prevailing in France

after a twelve years period of tremendously increasing knowledge on fuel
behavior.

At the beginning, when the RAPSODIE fuel pin was designed in

1962 , little was known about the behavior of a mixed oxide fuel pin under

fast flux ; but a large body of knowledge on UO, behavior in thermal reactor

was available together with some sparse irradiation results on (U Pu)O, in

french experimental reactors. The performances assigned to the pin were then

rather modest in rating ( = 400 w/cm) and in burn-up (30 000 MWd/t),

The AISI 316 steel in solution annealed state was chosen as

cladding material. The clad itself was supposed to deform by thermal creep due

to fission gas pressure (100 % release), and was affected consequently by

a strain limit criteria. The importance of clad temperature (=650 °) was

considered only in connection with thermal creep, the possibility of a

chemical reaction between mixed oxide and clad being at that time hardly

suspected.

RAPSODIE had only been at full power for a few months when

appeared the evidence of stainless steel swelling under a fast neutrons flux.

This swelling was observed on RAPSODIE pins as soon as they experienced

sufficient neutrons dose, roughly one year later. This entirely new problem

came immediately in the front stage (and is still of major importance

to-day), and was at the origin of the change from the RAPSODIE to the

FORTISSIMO core in order to accelerate materials testing versus void4g«

swelling by multiplying the flux by a factor two.

Even with unforeseen swelling, the design of the RAPSODIE

and later on FORTISSIMO pin, allowed not only to reach the goal burn-up,

but to increase it steadily to roughly 100.000 MWd/t. Since then, the

french approach in fuel pin design has still retained something of its

original simplicity, and technological efficiency, attitude which is

justified by the following considerations :

The many problems concerning fuel pin behaviour which

have been encountered when developing LMFBR , have been mostly solved by a

judidious extrapolation of the previously obtained experimental results.

In order to perform this type of extrapolation, we need :

- First of all and mainly a correct analysis of the technological

key-phenomena (e.g. clad deformation) as a function of the known irradiation

parameters.

- Then the inventory of the other phenomena which maybe implied in

the above analysis in order to unknot the inter-linkage and cross

effects.

When no such effect can be found it is then of no use for

the desired extrapolation a heavy, general and complex behaviour code

containing what we may call " the unitary theory of the fuel " for a simple

calculation dealing with the few implied parameters is quite sufficient. =

A typical example may be given with clad swelling

It is known that clad swelling induces thermal changes in the fuel and

changes in the loading of the clad by the fuel and the fission gases. When

it is experimentally established (as it is) that the mechanical interaction

between fuel and clad remains weak during steady state operation, the whole

description of the fuel and clad in interaction becomes of no use for the

modelisation of clad swelling.

O i
O ;
CD !
o;



On the other hand the general code would be bandy-legged

if a proper model for such an important phenomenon as clad swelling were

lacking (as it is).

The following list gives the inventory of the different

phenomena or properties dealt with independently, and the mechanisms and

main parameters involved. When these elementary mechanisms are obviously

interdependant, we have to do with'a code " stricto sensu " (ROSACE) ;

when they are simply additive, the "code" resume in fact to a computer

tool (VULKIN).

Since a few years, we observe in every country, a substantial effort

to extend fuel modelling,up to now mainly restricted to the evaluation

of fuel performance, to the safety domain. No doubt that this will be very

beneficial for design codes, whose "theoretical" level will certainly improve

through the safety incentive.

Another point, subject of some dispute in fuel modelling, is the

extent and the soundness of the physical bases needed to construct useful codes,

that is, to make reference to the very subject of this meeting, to decide up

to which degree, modelling ought to be theoretical. The answer obviously depends

on the domain to which modelling must apply. For steady-state anormal transients

operation , the designer certainly would prefer exact empirical laws to physically

based but approximate ones. This is the case for clad swelling, for which

satisfying theoretical prediction (still lacking) would not preclude the use of

laws laboriously elaborated from experiments. The general philosophy of french

fuels modelling as a tool to evaluate the fuel pin performance is then to rest

mainly on a large body of experimental results. Theory is the indispensable

support which makes us confident in the significance of these results, their

reproducibility , and permits a reasonable degree of extrapolation.

Things are very different when we enter upon safety studies,

where experimentation is much more difficult if not impossible and exclude

any kind of statistical approach. Then we need absolutely the purely "intellectual"

construction represented by theoretical fuel modelling in order to master

completely the phenomena in these entirely new conditions. Furthermore, when

we pass to safety, the order of preseance of vital questions may be modified.

A classical example is given by fission gas release for which the designer is"

satisfied with a conservative value of 100 %. On the other hand, because fission

gases are supposed to play, a crucial role in whole-core accidents, an exact

value of retained fission gases and a theoretical mechanism for their release

during transients are obviously needed.
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From a scientific point of view it may be considered that any event in the life

of a fuel pin under irradiation should be perfectly well understood and foreseen ;

from that deterministic point of view, the whole behaviour of the pin may be analysed

and dismantled with a specific function for every component part and each

component part related to one basic phenomenon which can be independently

studied on pure physical grounds. When extracted fron the code structure the

subroutine is studied for itself by specialists who try to keep as close as possible

to the physics involved in the phenomenon ; that often leads to an impressive

luxury in details and a subsequent need for many unavailable intput data.

It might seem more secure to follow that approach since it tries to be

firmly based on theoretical grounds. We should think so if the phenomenological

situation in the pin were less complex than it is. Just as for Hi-fi the value

of a code is that of it's less valuable key-component ; so, whatever the

scientific concern in developing highly sophisticated physical models, and as

long as some of the pieces will be missing in the puzzle, we consider of no help

the incorporation into the general codes of models whose level of elaboration and

precision is well above the overall uncertainty ; we rather think that such

models may induce an over-estimation of the whole code capability even when they do

not conceal behind fittable parameters their own inaptitude to cope with the

complexity of the described phenomena.

That clear-cut assessment was necessary to define the more technological and

seemingly rather rough approach we adopt with regard to fuel modelling : our

codes are not designed for an ambitious and, in our opinion, out-of-scope

exact reproduction of the detailed features happening during an irradiation.

They are designed to help as a tool in a fuel design procedure which is mainly

based on experimental testing. We should not be too confident in the absolute

values pedicted by the codes, but we actually take care of the relative trends
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they indicate and that is what we need to make sure that our technological

purposes are fulfilled.

We are indeed aware that such codes would not be adequate for off-normal

operating conditions since for the accidental transient conditions the key-

phenomena would not be the same as for steady-state or slow transient conditions.

The orientation given to fuel modelling is based on our two main technological

constraints which are :

- no fuel melting

- no cladding failure.

- no excessive cladding deformation

In this context, the only relevant models are thos.e which have a significant

influence on the maximum temperatures in the fuel or on the cladding damage ;

hence the selection betweenkey-models and unrelevant models which will next

be done.

Before that, we have yet to define the operating limits of the codes. The fuel

pin undergoes many changes during the irradiation, and the problems encountered

at beginning of life are not the same: after some burn up. Cladding and fuel

are clearly well better defined at beginning of life with no fission products ;

when the amount of fission products grows larger, we may get some reaction

with the cladding which besides is modified by irradiation damage ; a more or

less thick layer grows between cladding an fuel made out from a mixture of

cladding, fuel and fission products compounds with rather ill-defined thermal

and mechanical properties ; the fuel is perturbed too, with plutonium and

fission products segregations, gas bubles, modified oxygen content, modified thermal

properties.

Code designers are confronted to a very complex situation which has nothing

to do with the relative simplicity of beginning of life and it appears a hopeless

trial to look for a purely physical thermal and mechanical description of the

pin at this stage. We think that codification must then use rather crude methods

such as virtual mean properties and empirical laws just to keep close to the

experimentaly determined behaviour.

The operating conditions we intend to follow with the fuel modelling concerned \\

in this meeting are those which are normal for reactor operation, that is

steady state and cycling (so, there is no need for code extrapolation in a

field where no or few experimental tests have been performed). Subsequently,

empirical laws for the elementary models are quite adapted to our needs.

For the fuel design purposes, not fully physically based models are still

sufficient as far as the parametric studies concern geometrical and fuel compo-

sition variations rather than operating conditions. If these are concerned too,

a recalibration of the codes by experimental testing must be provided.

We shall now make a review of the models which are implied in codification of

fuel behaviour first at beginning of life and then at steady-state. The models

will be introduced in relation to our two purposes : thermal behaviour and

mechanical behaviour.

I - Beginning of life

By beginning of life we mean the first stages, of the irradiation of a fresh

pin including rising of the power and fuel rearrangement within the pin.

Depending on the irradiation conditions these stages may take a few hours,

a few days or a few weeks. The end of this period is reached when the gap

between fuel and cladding is closed and the eventual central hole is formed.

The codes used to describe the beginning of life are for the thermal

behaviour and for the mechanical behaviour.

We shall distinguish two stages during beginning of life. The first one is

the first rise to power during which the fuel and the cladding do not

come to contact with standard pin design ; there is therefore no problem of

mechanical interaction between fuel and cladding and the problems are

merely thermal. During this stage we might get some restructuration, fuel

relocation and expansion through retained gases. These phenomena lead to

a decrease in fuel maximum temperature and it is precisely why we ignore them

during this first stage to get an upper limit of what vould be the maximum

temperature if the reactor were rised to power- very fastly : in order to get



Some margin in the power to melt investigation we prefere not to rest upon

the help afforded by such time consuming mechanisms.

An other phenomenon goes the other way and might give a temperature

increase, it is the release of initially retained gases; we take it

into account, including a certain amount of pollution in the gas plenum.

In the second stage of the beginning of life are included all the phenomena

leading to the further steady-state stage : pore migration, Plutonium and

uranium migration, fuel relocation, fuel swelling, fission gas release.

The only migration phenomenon we include in the first stage is oxygen

migration since it has been shown experimentally to be instantaneous

A) — First rise to_maximum_Dower

Since we are only concerned with variations in reactor operating condi-

tions which are slow when compared to thermal inertia in the pin, the

Sodium-cladding-fuel system is always calculated in stationary state.

The temperature chart is obtained by a simple iterative calculation

involving local conductance and heat generation with no direct incidence

of time.

For fast breeder reactors we have no neutron absorption in the fuel and

the heat generation is the direct picture of the- fissile atoms

distribution which is initially homogeneous.

The heat removal from the pin by the sodium flow will not be developed here

since it would lead us outside of the pin ; the thermal-hydraulics of

the subassembly are derived with special codes ; for our needs, a

simple equivalent-channel model with a balance betwee.n heat flux through

the cladding and heat flow through the axial odium flow is sufficient

to give us the mean temperatures in the sodium,, along the pin. Then the

outer cladding temperature is calculated with a classical heat transfer

model by coolant flow. The inner cladding temperature is, in turn,

obtained with a law for thermal conductivity of the cladding. Up to

now we have not encountered any major uncertainty source for temperature

evaluation and the inner cladding temperature will be known with less

than 10 degrees Cof uncertainty. The first difficulty is reached with

the gap between cladding and fuel ; here the heat conductance

may be low enough so that the temperature drop between fuel and cladding

is to vary of several hundreds of degrees C. In this respect, the model

for heat transfer through the fuel-cladding gap must be retained as a

most relevant one.

Related to that problem is the size of the gap which is determined by

the differential thermal expansion between cladding and fuel. The thermal

expansion of cladding and fuel is produced under thermal gradients, so

that thermal stresses are induced in thecladding and in the fuel. We

first meet here the problem of coupling between thermal and mechanical

behaviour.

It appears that in that case, there is no need for an exact mechanical

treatment :

- The cladding undergoes pure elastic strains and further irradiation

creep under the thermal stresses does not result in a cladding

expansion different from that calculated assuming a thermal expansion

with the mean temperature.

- At powers as low as 100 W/cm the hoop thermal stresses go above

the yield stress of the fuel and radial cracking occurs with essen-

tially no plastic flow.

When exact mechanical calculations are compared to simple ones performed

with a mean thermal expansion for the cladding and a o-stress

yielding for the fuel no significant difference can be found.

So we think that coupling of our mechanical and thermal codes is not

necessary as long as there is no mechanical interaction between fuel

and cladding, that is before the end of beginning of life.

An other problem related to the gap heat transfer is the eccentricity

of the fuel in the pin. Calculations performed with a bi-dimensionnal

code show that although, the effect on fuel surface temperature may be

not negligible, it has only second order effect on fuel maximum

temperature ; we therefore do not need abi-dimensionnal code.



After the determination of the outer temperature of the fuel we have

to calculate the fuel temperatures taking into account the fissile

atoms distribution (which is perturbed by restructuration and void and

plutonium migration).

Heat transfer through the fuel depends on the local thermal conductivity

which is known to depend highly on the four following parameters :

- temperature

- oxygen content

- Plutonium content

- porosity

the first two being of special weight.

We furthermore know from out of pile measurements that thermal

conductivity is largely scattered even for a same fabrication. It is

clear that since the major temperature drop occurs within the fuel,

the effective thermal conductivity is the most meaningful data to be

introduced into the codes. We say "effective" as it is not clear

whether the out of pile data may be used in pile with no care of

restructuration effects ̂ specially at high temperature) and irradiation

effects (especially at low temperature).

Thermal conductivity is known to depend on oxygen content. This effect has

been proved to still exist in pile and, although it is quite smaller than

out of pile, it remains in the range of some hundred degrees C which is

enough to be taken into account in fuel modelling.l/e therefore had to

calibrate our thermal conductivity in function of stoichiometry on in pile

experimental measurements (which include oxygen migration). We can list

down what are the requirements for modelling of the first rise to power stage

- a heat transfer model between fuel and cladding

- an experimental determination of in pile thermal conductivity for the fuel

- an experimental determination of the in pile effect of oxygen content on

fuel thermal conductivity;

) :!:ransit:ion_stage_to

As we shall see, there is no new mechanical problem during this sta

during this stage and the fuel temperatures can only decrease.

However, the thermal state of the fuel after full

restructuration is of major concern when one think of taking advantage

of a pre-irradiation stage at intermediate power level in order to reach

afterwards a higher nominal power level thanks to the thermal improvment

afforded by restructuration.

To describe this stage we shall neither need a true coupling between our

thermal and mechanical codes since there is not yet mechanical interaction

between fuel and cladding.

On the cladding side , the mechanical calculation of the thermal stresses

relaxation by irradiation creep does not lead to a variation in cladding

geometryithe effect of thermal creep remains very small ; so for the

pressure of the standard gas plenum ; irradiation swelling does not yet

appear.

On the fuel side many things occur :

1 - As we previously noted, but we must describe the pore migration

towards the hot center line of the fuel.

For that we have developed a semi-physical model which does not

describe the formation of lenticular pores but which allows a true

calculation of the flux of the vapor fuel species. The partial

pressures of these species are calculated taking into account the

local oxygen partial pressure. This rather sophisticated model allows

a parametric study based on stoichiometry but is not really indis-

pensable and might be replaced by empirical laws governing matter

transport. It has yet the advantage of calculating by the way the

plutonuim and uranium migration associated to pore migration which

otherwise should be empirically determined. Any way, we must keep

in mind that from a thermal point of view, the PU/(U+Pu)variations

are of second order before central hole formation and that we cannot

avoid some empirism in the description of that late phenomenon since

a fine description of pore formation,interlinkage and retention

would be too heavy.

2 - Even a rather crude model will so give the mean radial matter

transport through the fuel and hence the evolution of porosity and

cracking volume in function of time. In this manner we obtain



crack healing in the hot part of the fuel. With crack healing

we recover the mechanical integrity of the fuel and the possibi-

lity of developing new stresses associated to thermal or volume

changes. This will particularly hold for power cycling : due to

the irreversibility introduced by fuel restructuration, hoop and

radial stresses will be generated in the hot part of the fuel

when power is lowered; if the fuel is hot enough, it wili come

out some plastic flow or creep before cracking. This will in turn

induce irreversibility when coming back to full power. Here we

find something leading to fuel relocation.

3 - The fission gas generation fills up the fuel with gas bubles ;

although they are not alone responsible for fuel swelling, they

may contribute, especially at beginning of life, to fuel expansion.

More ready are the gases issued from the volatile elements which

are present initially in the fuel as impurities ; they also may

contribute to a fast fuel expansion.

Because of early gas release, there might be a substantial pollution

and heat transfer degradation in the gap before gap closure.

4 - The rate of gap closure remains one of the most important unknown

for beginning of life modelling Due to the low thermal conductance

in the gap,it's closure affords the main temperature variation

(several hundreds degrees C.). The kinetics are still unknown

because experiments are rather rare and mechanisms too numerous and

complex ; for example the cycling mechanism described higher in

§ 2 is certainly not alone since gap closure has been found to

occur even without cycling.

If we try to extract the most relevant models that are required for

this stage we find :

- a model describing gap closure as a whole

- a model for central hole formation.

II - Steady - State

A) - Thermal behaviour
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As we already pointed out, we enter then a phase of the irradiation

where we are to find many unknowns. Actually we know that, at least for a

long time, there will not be major thermal problems with the fuel :

the decrease in fuel temperature obtained through restructuration and

fuel relocation is high enough to allow a long respite time before

thermal conductance and conductivity degradation could lead to find

again the initial maximum temperature. That time is experimentally

evaluated basing on the evolution with burn up °f fission gases retention

and micro-structure of the fuel.

Yet, the steady-state fuel maximum temperatures might be required

for fuel design taking into account that they are more representative than

the transient oneSs at beginning of life as regards the permanent margin

between nominal power and power to melt,

For this purpose we have once more to deal with thermal conductance

between fuel and cladding and through the fuel.

For the second point, it has been experimentally shown that the thermal

conductivity of fuel simulating various burn up is only slightly

decreased by fission products (less than a few per cent below 10 at %

burn up). The effect of oxygen content of the mixed oxide should be

stronger and a model (or a law) is needed for the mean oxygen content

variation with burn up. Furthermore, for power to melt the decrease in

melting temperature of the irradiated fuel must be taken into account.

For the first point we are bound to get a coupling between our

mechanical and thermal codes. We know that the thermal conductance will

strongly depend on the quality of the contact between fuel and

cladding There indeed exist a few models to treat the thermal conductance

between two solids in contact taking into account the contact pressure,

the roughness of the surfaces, the gas environment etc... The problem



is in fact to properly determine the contact pressure which depends on

fuel swelling rate, cladding deformation rate, fuel and cladding

creep properties ; so for the roughness which is far from being known

due to cladding-fission products and fuel chemical interaction.

Furthermore, early enough, a layer begins, to build between original

cladding and fuel and the conductance problem in the gap turns to

become a heat transfer problem through a multi-conponent medium, one

component of which is thermally undefined.

From the complexity of the situation we infer that an enpirical experimen-

tal law is needed-rather than a lot of short-coming models. Moreover

since were are dealing with melting problems, the experimental

conductance law should be based on power to melt measurements as a

function of burn up.

It is then quite clear that such a conductance law will not be a

universal law but will have to be recalibrated for every type of

design. For this reason we think that the endof life over-heating of

the fuel turnB rather to fall out of the codification scope.

B) - Mechanical_behaviour

The main problems for fuel pin model ling during steady state are clearly

the problems of fuel containment (fuel pin integrity) and pin deformation

(in relation to channel reduction, pin to pin interaction.bundle to

subassembly interaction).

These two problems are treated by two different types of codes.

a) - Pin damage

For this problem, it is well known that the evolution of the

mechanical properties of the steels under irradiation are of

primary importance and that they are badly handled. There is a

lot of scatter in the ductility, yield strength, thermal and

irradation creep measurements with often a disconcerting dependancy

on the ingot origin.

Even if these properties were well defined it would not be

practicable to deal with local weakening of the cladding induced by

corrosion.

We therefore do not try to use too deterministic damage functions

and only trust on conservative laws.

We use strain criteria including plastic flow and thermal creep

under the pressure in the gas plenum of the pin and internal

stresses in the cladding. The calculation is of safety type and is

performed by the VULKIN code.

No account is taken of the stresses that may originate from

mechanical interaction between fuel and cladding since, as far as

we know, they are not high enough to induce any damage in the

cladding apart from specific cases which are treated separately.

b) - Pin deformation and fuel-cladding mechanical interaction

Here is the main action field of our code which is

particularly concerned with the many stresses that are applied

on the cladding from the inside of the pin.

There remains still a large amount of the pin deformation that comes

from external interactions (especially with the wire) but they

are out of the scope of fuel modelling

For a proper analysis of the cladding deformation we need fundamen-

tal properties of the steel under irradiation such as :

- swelling rate as a function of temperature,
time and dose

- irradiation creep as a function of temperature

- coupling between swelling and creep

- thermal creep of the steel.
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He then need information on fuel behaviour :

- fission gas release

- fuel swelling rate

- fuel-cladding gap closure rate when gap is
re-opened

- irradiation creep of the fuel

- plastic properties of swollen and fission
products doped fuel.

•Here the use of the code has proved to be efficient as it

has allowed to disqualify the mechanical interaction between

fuel and claddingCunder constant-power operation and as long as

there remain cracks or central hole)as a relevant competitor for

cladding deformation.

There remain some operating conditions under which strong mechanical

interaction between fuel and cladding might occur and we actually

need a code to evaluate the consequences of cycling under many

operating conditions.

The most relevant models necessary to analyse thoroughly the

situation are :

- gas retention at low power and release during
transients

- swelling behaviour of the fuel during transients

- gap closure rate at intermediate power.

On this basis we have described what are the main lacks in our understanding of

fuel behaviour. They are mainly concerning :

- thermal transfer through the fuel and through the gap

- fuel relocation at beginning of life and during the steps at intermediate
power during cycling

- evolution of cladding mechanical strength under irradiation.

We intend to focus our attention on these critical points within the frame of

our experimental program with realistic in pile testing.

CONCLUSIONS

As may be seen we try to keep a rather pragmatic view on codification with a

special focus on a few determinant aspects of fuel behaviour and no attention

to models which are nothing but decorative. Fuel modeling is merely

considered as a link between our experimental pieces of knowledge ; it serves

as a guide for further improVments in fuel design and as so happens to

be quite useful.



THE VULKIN CODE USED FOR EVALUATION
OF THE CLADDING TUBE'S PERFORMANCE

G. MARBACH
DDEC-Centre NucKaire de Cadarache,
St. Paul-lez-Durance,
France

1 - INTRODUCTION

The french approach for fast subassembly project is to analyse

each component part of the subassembly and each basic phenomenon

to estimate the total behaviour.

The VULKIN code describes the mechanical behaviour of a clad

alone.

A cladding damage parameter is calculated from the observed defor-

mations. When it is greater than a fixed value we consider that

the rupture probability is'TOt negligible.

But this function is not the only one limit for the irradiation

project. Other limits are bound to other problems : no fuel melting

bundle t interaction behaviour.

2 - VULKIN CODE - PRESENTATION

The VULKIN code gives the evolution of stresses and strains

distribution in the thickness of the cladd with the hypothesis of

revolution symmetry.

This programm takes into account temperature dilatation and radial

thermal gradient, fission gas pressure and steel swelling due to

neutron flux.

The fuel clad mechanical interaction is not described by this

model. Experimental results show that its influence j s negligeable

for the most usual subassemblies but, if it is necessary»a special JJ

calculation is obtained using a specific code like TUREN described,

in another paper.

This model does not consider the stresses and strains resulting

from interaction between bundle, and wrapper . An other model

describes the bundle behaviour and determinates diametral defor-

mation limit from the subassembly geometrical characteristics.

The clad is considered as an elasto-plastic element. Plastic flows

instantaneous, (thermal creep or irradiation creep are determined

at each time.

The data of this code are the geometry, the irradiation parameters

(temperature, dose) the fission ga's pressure evolution, the

swelling law and the experimental relations for thermal and irra-

diation creep.

The mechanical resolution is classical : the clad is divided into

concentric rings.

At each time the equations resuiting* from the equilibrium of strengths

and compatibility of displacements are resolved.

The cladding damage function is proportional to the thermal creep

and instantaneous plastic deformations. Swelling and irradiation

creep are regarded as no dammaging prosses.

The limit values for platicity or thermal creep are deduced from

specific rupture experiments on irradiated steel according to a

security factor.
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MECHANICAL INTERACTION BETWEEN FUEL
AND CLADDING DURING NORMAL
TRANSIENT OPERATING CONDITIONS

Y. GUERIN
CEA—Centre de Fontenay-aux-Roses,
Fontenay-aux-Roses,
France

To avoid pin failure, it is necessary to be sure that the

operating conditions .will not induce in the cladding some damaging

form of deformation. Stresses and strains taking place in the clad-

ding have different origins :

- The cladding deformation due to fission gas pressure

occurs by irradiation creep and this is not a damaging strain.

- The thermal stresses induced in the cladding at the

beginning of life by the thermal gradient relaxe rapidly by thermal

and irradiation creep. The resulting damage is negligible.

- Stresses induced by the swelling gradient in the

thickness of the cladding probably relaxe by irradiation creep.

But we cannot be sure that the swelling laws deduced from axial

profile still apply in the cladding thickness. In particular the

influence of stress on swelling is not yet well-known.

- Analysis of fuel-cladding mechanical interaction (F C M I )

shows that during steady-state operation it is very unlikely a

damaging form of strain due to F C M I to take place in the cladding.

It is only during non-steady state operation at power increase that •

such a strain can occur. Therefore two types of operating conditions

may be feared : the increase to full power after continued operation

at reduced power and the load follow power cycling.

I. Increase to full power after continued

operation at reduced power.
18

If a reactor operates at reduced power during a long period,

the shrinkage gap can close so that at the end of this period fuel and

cladding can be in close contact. Through simple differential dila-

tation, the increase to full power (F.P.) is thus accompanied by a

F C M I theoretically able to cause some small plastic flow in

the cladding, this interaction adds itself to. the slight interaction

due to the forming of craks in the fuel since the increase to F.P.

is generally preceded by a reactor shutdown.

The plastic deformation obtained is greater when the

increase is big and the rate of increase high. The limit speed under

which stresses may remain within the bounds of elastic resistance

is all the slower when the initial power is low.

The deformation percentage computed using simple differential

thermal dilatation remains however rather low in the ordinary cases

(of a magniture of 0.2 % maximum for an increase from 2/3 F.P.

to F.P). It is nevertheless not impossible,for an accelerated

transient stored gas swelling due to the increase in temperature, to

occur in the fuel during the power increase run ; tnis is a little known

phenomenon that could increase the deformation percentage.

II. Load follow operating conditions

We must be able to know whether load follow operating

conditions can induce a strain in the cladding and what type of power

cycling (amplitude and frequency) would be the most dangerous:

a) Power cyclings of low amplitude (<( 10 to 15 %) would

probably not be very dangerous even at high frequency

because the corresponding differential dilatation is

moderate and leads only to elastic strains.
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b) Cycling of high amplitude O 40 %) could only be

dangerous if the pins stay a very long time at reduced

power. Therefore it is no longer a case of load follow

operating condition but the one which has just been

treated of continued operation at reduced power.

c) It is probably the cyclings of medium amplitude

(between about 20 % to 35 %) which have to be feared,

because the amplitude is high enough to generate high

stresses (exceeding the elastic limit of cladding

material) during the power increase and the reduced power

is high enough to allow a closure of the shrinkage gap

in not a too long time.

For a given amplitude, the most dangerous frequency will

be the one for which the time at reduced power equals the

time necessary to close the shrinkage gap. This time is all

the shorter when reduced power is Tiigh.

Thus, the xestiltihg-damage is the product-of a term

increasing with amplitude (the plastic strain per cycle) and of a

term decreasing with amplitude (the frequency of dangerous cycling).

The closure rate of the shrinkage gap is not yet known well enough

to be able to determine the location of the maximum of this

product.
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FUEL THERMAL BEHAVIOUR

J.P. GATESOUPE, J.P. MARCON
CEA-Centre de Fontenay-aux-Roses,
Fontenay-aux-Roses

G. LAMBERT, G. MARBACH
DDEC - Centre Nucleaire de Cadarache,
St. Paul-lez-Durance,
France

Our interest in the thermal behaviour of the fuel mainly comes

from the safety criterium which prohibits any fuel melting in the

pins. Due to the gap lying between fuel and cladding, the highest

temperatures are most probably occurringat beginning of life (B.O.L.)

before completion of the central hole formation and before any

subtantial gap closure has taken place. However it cannot be

ruled out that after some burn up the thermal transfer-

between fuel and cladding becomes worse than it was at B.O.L.

Then if the power does not decrease the maximum temperature might

become higher than at B.O.L.

In order to get an overall experimental validation of our thermal

calculations we need to cover the entire range of the pin life.

Actually the methode cannot be the same for B.O.L. and end of life.

For B.O.L. (part I) it is possible to get a direct thermal measure

throughthermocouples, but this method is no longer practicable

after some days due to the failure of the thermocouples under

neutrons flux at the temperatures of interest.

This failure may happen before or after complete gap closure is

reached and the rate of gap closure (part II) is especially

meaningful for the B.O.L. thermal behaviour. O
O
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An other aspect of the thermal behaviour is the statistical one

which may be got thanks to the post-irradiation examination of the

fuel microstrueture ; although it is not a proper means to get the

absolute temperatures in the fuel it is one of the most Jirect

ones to have an insight in fuel thermal dispersion at B.O.L (Fart III)

and over-heating at end of live (Part IV).

1 - There is no large un;ce.r;tait>-ty coming from the heat transfer through

the gap and the description of heat conductance when the gap is open (what

even the eccentricity of the pellets) is most correctly given by applying

FOURIER's law and using the actual thermal conductivity of the gas with no

special care of plenum pressure nor contact thermal resistance between gas

and solid.
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I - EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THERMAL BEHAVIOUR

IN FUEL PINS

AT BEGINNING OF LIFE

We report here on two experimental irradiations which were performed in the

RAPSODIE reactor. For each irradiation, three pins were set into a special

device and each,, pin was instrumented with a thermo couple plunging in the

central hole of a pellet stack. (1)

The temperatures were measured during the short-time irradiation including

a stage of step-rising of the power followed by a constant power operation

of the reactor.

The pins and fuel pellets were carefully characterized.

The fuel pins were similar for both irradiations except for the gap between

fuel and cladding which was small in one case and larger in the second one. In

each device we had for the three pins three types <s£.fuel only differing by their

stoichiometry.

The parametric nature of this study and the pretty well known

temperatures and power level in RAPSODIE allowed us to get a thorough study

of the impact of stoichiometry and gap width on thermal behaviour.

Simultaneous analysis of the small gap test and of the large gap one makes

it possible to ^separate the two components of heat transfer : heat transfer

through the fuel and heat transfer through the gap.

We may summarize the main results we obtained as follows :

When the gap is closed or almost closed a heat conductance of

2 W/cm2/°C accounts well for the drop in temperature between the two

solids.

2 - We may study the thermal'behaviour of the stoichiometric fuel since we had

one stoichiometric pin in each device (small and large gap).

When we compare the temperatures as measured at different power levels to

those we can calculate with the help of our out-of-pile fuel thermal

conductivities, we find that there is a constant disagreement of about

100° C (whatever the power level) the calculated temperatures being too low

This discrepancy appears as well for small and large gap with the same

value, so that it clearly comes from the fuel and not from the gap.

We think that this effect, which was already apparent with thermal reactor

irradiations,has to be attributed to a decrease in fuel thermal conductivity

at low temperatures in comparison to the out-of-pile value that might be

due to fission spikes.

3 - When we analyse the difference in central temperature between stochiometric

and hypostoichiometric fuel and when we compare the experimental values

to those calculated with the help of our out-of-pile fuel thermal

conductivities we once again find a disagreement :

Whatever the size of the gap between fuel and cladding, the difference in

central temperaturebetween stoichiometric and hypostoichiometric fuel is the

same, so that this difference is clearly due to a difference in fuel thermal

conductivity. Yet this difference is quite smaller tharu the computed values

(several hundreds degrees C).



This result, has been more than once already observed in thermal reactor

tests and must now be taken as a clear proof of a large reduction under

irradiation of the thermal degradation due to oxygen vacancies in the

oxide fuel which is measured out of pile.

4 - We used for these experiments fuels of high stability under irradiation :

The pellet density was high enough to avoid any re-sintering effect and

very little restructuration by pore migration especially in consideration

of the rather low maximum temperatures (between 1700 and 2000° C).

This situation should have led to a high stability in thermocouple records.

In fact this was the case for both irradiation during the steps at

intermediate power ; this was still the case for the small gap irradiation

test at maximum power when steady state was established. But this was

no longer the case with the large gap irradiation test where we observed

that when the central temperature exceeded about 1700° C there was a clear

decrease in the rate of temperature increase associated to the power rise.

Then, when the power reached its maximum value and kept there, the central

temperatures began to decrease and reached within a few hours (3 to 5)

a level comparable to that which was obtained with the small gap test.

This phenomenon was observed on the three pins regardless of the oxygen

content. As further inquiry showed that it could not be attributed to a

device failure, we infer that it should be due to gap closure.Such a fast

gap closure we think could only be due to fuel expansion through spurious

gases pressure above a temperature close to the sintering temperature.

CONCLUSIONS

We used these irradiations to re-calibrate our codes without changing anything

but some numerical values.

We considered that for the beginning of life there was no need for complex

laws for the heat transfer through the gap.

We had to introduce a temperature dependant correction for the fuel thermal

conductivity at low temperature.

We had to introduce a stoichiometry dependant correction for the effect of 21

hypostoichiometry on fuel thermal conductivity.

For the moment we donnot take into account the early decrease in temperature

that we observed during the first few hours of the irradiation with open gap ;

we need further parametric tests to calibrate a phenomenon which might be

related to gap closure.

(1) M. CONTE, J.P. GATESOOPE, M. TROTABAS, J.C. BOIVINEAU, G.COSOLI

International Conference on F.B.R. Fuel Performance.

March 5-8, 1979 MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA.

II - GAP CLOSURE

In the gap which is lying between fuel and cladding we know

that we are loosing a large amount- of degrees(some three to five hundred

degrees C, and even more after some burn up). Unfortunately it

looks also like a dark pit for our knowledge as we seem unable to

properly understand why and even how it may evolve during the

irradiation.

It would be of primary importance for example to know whether their

may be some gap closure during the first rise to maximum power

which could counter-act occasionnal operating at too high temperature

such a phenonenon , provided some care in the start up operating

conditions of the reactor, would allow higher linear powers.

Also of primary importance is the knowledge of the void distribution

inside the pin in relation to mechanical interaction between fuel

and cladding. When cycling the power we introduce void inside the

pin by differential thermal expansion, we also break (by cracking)

the mechanical strength of the fuel. In order to evaluate the strength

of the mechanical interaction when coming back to nominal power

we need to know what is the extent of crack healing, that is gap



Closurewithout lost of mechanical integrity, we have got during

operation at intermediate power. In this case we see that we need

enter somewhat more into the details of the gap closure mechanisms

3 - The rate of gap closure is a strong function of time

whith a large part occuring during the first days and

then somewhat a slower evolution.
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If, for example, their may be some gap reduction by gaseous fuel

expansion due to fuel decompression when power is lowered, even

a short time stay, at low power will be enough to get mechanical

interaction when coming, back to full power. This would not be the

case if gap closure only occured by fuel expansion at intermediate

power by a time consuming mechanism ; and then the further mecha-

nical interaction would depend on the way by wich gap is closed ;

There will bepractycally none if it is obtained by mere displacement

of fuel fragments without crack healing.

For the moment we dispose of statistical information about gap

closure which is issued from RApSODIE and PHENIX standard fuel.

Gaps were measured after irradiation and compared to the initial

gaps. The major uncertainty comes in fact from the initial gap

size ; when the actual tolerances are taken into account it may

amount to about 100 M. The initial gap values were infered frOm

the mean pellet diameter as measured on check samples and from

cladding internal diameter as measured on the sample after irra-

diation. This method is rather crude but local characterisation is

not possible on a statistical scale.

Nevertheless it was possible to get some pieces of information

out of this study :

1 - The influence of cycling on the gap closure rate is not

strong at least for high temperature operation. Further

investigation an specific instrumented pins shows that

it remains true at low central temperature.

2 - There is a rather strongthermal activation of gap

closure.

From that study we deduced an empirical numerical law for gap

closure to be introduced into de codes. The formulation gives

the rate of gap closure as F = A t exp where t isr_ 5 '•
L Tc i

the time at full power and Tc the maximum temperature obtained in

the fuel.

Some short comings.of it must be pointed out

a - The scatter is rather large and that is mainly due to

the absence of characterisation.

b - The initial stage of gap closure, that is the first days

when a large amount of the gap is closed, are not properly

studied because of the small number of standard pins

extracted at beginning of life.

c - There is no precise information available concerning gap

closure after a substantial burn up when gap is occasionally

re-open=d (by cladding swelling or operation at intermediate

power). We infer that gap closure should occur quickly

enough as no fuel melting was ever observed due to cladding

swelling even with high swelling rates and low conducti-

vity gas mixtures ; but no definite kinetics can be

proposed.

Hence we think that there is a serious need for an experimental

programme designed to give a direct and precise answer to these

questions. This programme has two main lines :



1 - Beginning of life thermal behaviour of fuel with a

thorough investigation (through thermocouple measure-

ments) of the thermal effect of gap closure and the

kinetics as a function of power, initial gap etc...

2 - Investigation of the mechanical effect of gap closure under

cycling operation. The evaluation of gap closure kinetics

(for different burn up and power level, cycling rate, etc)

can be obtained from measurement of unit cladding deformation

using a soft material as cladding.

We think that a convenient experimental programme may help us in

finding laws which will be more directly useful.than any attempt

to modelise the too many phenomena involved in gap closure.

Ill - THERMAL BEHAVIOUR DISPERSION IN THE

RAPSODIE - FORTISSIMO STANDARD FUEL

AT BEGINNING OF LIFE

At beginning of life the fairly dense oxyde fuel undergoes a restructuration

which gives a central hole and a densified zone with columnar grains.

The numerous micrdgraphic examinations which have been done on standard

RAPSODIE-FORTISSIMO fuel at different burn up show that columnar grains

structure does not change before 5 or 6 at %.

Therefore the limit of the columnar grains zone is characteristic of the
beginning of life.

We try to connect the observed dispersion in columnar zone diameter to

fabrication parameters such as fuel-clad gap and fuel thermal conductivity.

This study is based upon 60 measurements performed on 25 pins taken out

from 8 irradiated bundles (0.2 to 5 At. %).

The dispersion in columnar grains boundaries is shown on the joint figure

where are also shown the calculated boundaries taking into account the

fabrication scatter.

IV - THERMAL BEHAVIOUR OF HIGH BURN UP

RAPSODIE - FORTISSIMO STANDARD FUEL
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Since the start of the RAPSODIE - FORTISSIMO core a lot of examinations

have been performed on fuel pins with irradiation times ranging from some

hours to some hundred days.

These observations were made on samples of single pins taken out from

different bundles and also from the sections of an entire subassembly.

All these examinations allow to describe the thermal behaviour of

FORTISSIMO fuel up ito 15 at %.

No structure evolution is noticed before 5 to 6 at % . When the burn up

increases above this value, a continuous rearrangement of the microscopic

fuel structure is observed.

The boundary of the columnar grains become then a characteristic of the end

of-life thermal behaviour.

This allows calculations of temperature distributions in the fuel when
assigning a temperature at this limis. (fig. 1).

The calculated fuel surface temperature increases whith burn up. However the

central temperatures are kept low (always < 2000°C with a mean deviation

about 30° C ) .

This continuous degradation of the heat transfer coefficient with

burn up is the same whatever the nature of the clad and especially

it's swelling behaviour.

These results allow us to describe the thermal evolution of the fuel

(fig. 2).



- The decrease of the heat transfer coefficient implies a continuous

elevation of the surface temperature.

- This degradation is essentially due to fission gas generation and

possibly to an increase of the fuel clad gap(due for instance to

excessive clad swelling).

- The central hole diameter increased with irradiation. This is caused

by the transport of the void issued from the fuel -clad gap eventually

increased by clad swelling in the central hole.

This central hole increase prevents any serious overheating.

T ' C A

2000

4500

-looo

A begining of life

© gap closure

*A. J< end of life

0.2. radius (cm)
Fig 1- temperatures distribution.
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Fig 2 - Thermal evolution of the fuel

1 _ Central hole due to fuel restructuration

2 - Observed central hole :
- fuel densification

- tempering of cracks

3 - Columnar grains zone

4 - Fuel - clad gap :

- initial gap

- swelling

- pellet sintering

5 - a.existing cracks

b.tempering cracks



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON
CLADDING PLASTIC DEFORMATION

Y. GUERIN
CEA- Centre de Fontenay-aux-Roses,
Fontenay-aux-Roses

G. MARBACH
DDEC - Centre Nucteaire de Cadarache,
St. Paul-lez-Durance,
France

I - PLASTIC DEFORMATION OF FORTISSIMO

CLADDING TUBES
25

After substracting the part of the total cladding deformation which

is due to the swelling of the steel under irradiation, there remains

the deformation by external strengths that we call "plastic deformation".

From the point of view of fuel understanding and modelling there are

two questions, about the plastic deformation.

The diameter increase profiles and immersion

density measurements performed on, a great number of irradiated

pins provide a substantial amount of experimental results on the

plastic deformation of the cladding.

Thus it has been shown that the plastic deformation

observed in standard pins occurs by irradiation creep under fission

gas pressure. Therefore the resulting damage is negligible even with

high plastic deformation.

It is only in special cases, in peculiar pin designs or

operating conditions, that a damaging type of deformation takes place

in the cladding.

These two types of information allow a validation of our

mechanical codes.

- What is the cause of this deformation (for example fuel cladding

mechanical interaction, fission gas pressure...) ?

- What is the mechanism of material deformation ?

We attach a special importance on this second question because for a

similar deformation the cladding damage is not the sane for irradiation

creep, thermal creep or fast plastic deformation.

The detailed analysis of the deformation of about one hundred of

standard and experimental irradiated pins in solution annealed steel

shows that the plastic deformation is proportional to the internal

fission gas pressure and to the integrated neutron dose at any tem-

perature. In particular we see along the plenum a plastic deformation

decreasing with the dose.

At this lcv-sl there is no fuel and the only cladding stresses come

from the internal pressure.

This deformation mechanism is like irradiation creep with the par-

ticularity that the calculated modulus increases with the temperature

(figure 1) (one order of magnitude between 400° C and 600° C),

*\/ ^^^Ml
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The creep modulus lies between 1 and 2 10 Pa dpa at low

temperature (450° C) wich is very close to the value commonly

given by direct irradiation creep experiments.

For the same type of steel (solution annealed 316) the dependance

of the fabrication (compositionj annealing) seems to be less im-

portant than for the swelling.

The dispersion of the experimentally deduced creep moduli can be

partly explained by a swelling creep correlation : for a similar irra-

diation temperature the high creep modulus values correspond to the

high swelling.

This correlation can result from the atomic mechanism but it is also

possible that some external reasons (temperature fluctuations , mate-

rial structure evolution) have the same influence on creep and

swelling.

In conclusion the internal fission gas pressure should be a

sufficient cause to explain the plastic deformation of the FORTISSIMO

cladding tubes. We do not see any influj.nce of the fuel cladding

mechanical interaction even if the final fission gas stress is very low.

II - SPECIFIC IRRADIATIONS SHOWING CLADDING

DEFORMATION DUE TO FUEL CLADDING

MECHANICAL INTERACTION

The analysis made with Turen shows that in standard pins

irradiated in RAPSODIE, the fuel cladding mechanical interaction

(F C M I) is probably not strong enough to cause a significant

plastic deformation of the cladding:because of the high oxide creep

rate, the pressure exerted by the fuel on the cladding keeps a value

much lower than the pressure of the fission gas. This analysis is in

good agreement with the experimental results previously shown in

part 1.

Results on experimental pins, some of which have already 26

been published provided the information allowing a validation

of the code Turen.

1 - A good agreement is observed between calculated and

measured deformation on pins irradiated in thermal

reactor. These deformations are due to F C M I thanks

to peculiar operating conditions.

2 - Pins with very small gap and different oxygen content,

irradiated during a short time in RAPSODIE, show

cladding deformation (due to F C M I) :

- Very small when there is a central hole in the fuel.

- Rather large, especially with low 0/M ratio when

the fuel was in form of solid pellets. The pin containing

the oxide with the lowest oxygen content failed after

30 irradiation days.

Deformation calculated by Turen, using the temperatures

calculated by Rosace, are in very good agreement with the

measured ones ; in all the pins, not only diameter increase

profiles but also axial elongations are fitted fairly well.

3 - In a lot of pins, deformation peaks appear on the UO,insulator pellets

at each extremity of the fissile stack. These deformations are due to

mechanical interaction between the insulator pellets and the cladding.

Such a mechanism of interaction can be easily explained but it seems

rather difficult to develop a model predicting the amplitude of the

peak : the accumulations of fission products show a partly stochastic

behaviour and the various chemical forms of the fission products

compounds are not yet well understood.

1 - J.P. GATESOUPE, Y. GUERIN, C. COURTOIS, J.TRUFFERT,

Proc. "Int. conf. on Fast Breeder Reactor Fuel Performance,

Monterey , California, March 79, P. 246
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DESCRIPTION OF THE CODE TUREN

Y. GUERIN
CEA-Centrede Fontenay-aux-Roses,
Fontenay-aux-Roses,
France

The analysis of the mechanical problems involved in fuel modelling

is done with the aid of the code TUREN.

In each cylinder, the integrals are calculated analytically when •

it is possible and numerically when not. Constants of integration are

derived from boundary conditions using matrix multiplication to pass

from one cylinder to another.

To modelise the fuel cracking, when one of the three main stresses

exceeds the fracture stress, a directionnaly defined cracking strain is

introduced into the constitutive equation ; the value of this strain cor-

responds to the crack width necessary to relax the stress perpendicular

to this crack. This cracking strain varies with radius and time ; healing

is also allowed.
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The aim of TUREN is not to describe the mechanical state of a pin

during its 'Whole irradiation life but to analyse the stress and strain

state in some special conditions and particularly in the ease of mecha-

nical interaction between fuel and cladding. This is the reason why for

example thermal calculations have not been included in this code ; the

temperatures calculated by ROSACE are used as input data.

TUREN takes into account thermal dilatation, swelling and cracking ;

it calculates elastic strain, plastic flow, thermal and irradiation creep

as a function of radius in the fuel and in the cladding.

Assuming axisymetry and generalised plane strain, the axial forces

are deduced from the friction forces between fuel and cladding and from

the boundary conditions. The fuel and the cladding are divided into con-

centric cylinders the number of which can be suitably chosen. The elastic

moduli are supposed to be constant within each cylinder ; all other pro-

perties (thermal dilatation, creep rate, etc...) depend on temperature and

therefore vary with radius.

The constitutive equations are solved by an incremental strain method

and step by step calculation. Time step is automatically adjusted to gua-

rantee a smooth variation of stresses, thus avoiding the problem of non

linearity of the thermal creep. To avoid too small time steps, the inner

boundary of the fuel is moved to the radius where the stresses can be

neglected.
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ROSACE AN EXPERIMENTALLY BASED MODEL

J.P. GATESOUPE
CEA—Centre de Fontenay-aux-Roses,
Fontenay-aux-Roses,
France

The Rosace code was mainly developed to get an

evaluation of the sensitivity of fuel thermal performances to

design parameters such as geometry, density and so on.

From our point of view, such a code has not to be able

to give an a priori entirely faithful description of fuel behaviour

in any imaginable situation. We can best satisfy ourselves with

a thorough special calibration of the code within the restricted

area of any specific investigation. That is the reason for the

rather light structure we have built for the Rosace code ; we

are now describing this structure in more details.

I - GENERAL FEATURES

Rosace is a one-dimension code with a spatial division

in concentric annular rings and axial sections. These elements

are considered homogeneous in content and are delimited by the

inner and outer radius and the inner and outer temperature ; all

other quantities are averaged within the elements.

The pin is defined in an initial state which is unir-

radiated fuel, clad and plenum gas at room temperature.

Then, the irradiation is described through successive

steps of time by the specification of the irradiation conditions

for these steps : duration, linear power (or neutronic flux)

entry temperature and flow rate of the coolant, axial curve of

the neutronic flux. The values are defined for the end of each

step and are used to give the thermal stationary state of the

pin at the end of the step ; but an intermediate thermal statio-

nary state is formely computed with an average value for the

irradiation conditions in order to allow a definition of the

mean thermal field and geometrical state in which all the time

consuming phenomena will evolve. The required step is in fact

automatically divided into intermediate steps whose duration is

determined to avoid too large temperature changes during the

steps .

II - CHARACTERIZATION OF THE PIN
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The pin is initially characterized by the following

data :

II.1.- Fuel characterization

- Pellet density

With no distinction between open and closed porosity.

This distinction will not be raised during the irradiation

since gas release as well as fuel swelling are treated by

empirical laws ; furthermore not enough information is avai-

lable on the dependance of mechanical properties on the

balance between open and closed porosity. Pellet density

specification mainly influences fuel thermal conductivity and

central hole size after restructuration.

- Plutonium content

Is known to influence the thermal conductivity and

melting temperature of the fuel.

- Oxygen content

Has an effect on the thermal conductivity and thermal

expansion of the fuel.
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- Pellet internal and external diameter



II.2.- Cladding characterization

- Cladding internal and external diameter.

- Parameters needed for the swelling and creep laws;

11,3.- Plenum gas characterization

- Initial composition of the plenum gas.

- Volume of the plenum.

- Initial gas pressure.

II.4,- Coolant Chanel characterization

- Mean pressure in the chanel.

- Hydraulic diameter and flow section.

Ill - THERMAL STATIONARY STATE

the following procedure is used to calculate geometry

and temperatures during and at the end of each step. It is applied

to each axial section along the stack. No allowance is made for

axial thermal fluxes as they can be neglected.

III.l.- Power production through the fuel

The calculation is based on the fissile atoms distribu-

tion through the fuel which results from the last step.

III.2.- Coolant and cladding external temperature calculation

This is made taking into account the predetermined

temperature in the section which lies just below, the power

extracted from the section and the coolant chanel parameters

(flow rate, flow section, hydraulic diameter, specific. heat,

thermal conductivity).

ill.3.- Cladding internal temperature

Calculated from the external cladding temperature and

the linear power extracted with the cladding thermal conduc-

tivity.

III.4.- iterative procedure

the temperatures in the fuel depend On the thermal

conductance in the gap which depends in turn on the thermal

expansion of the fuel so that ah iterative procedure is

needed to determine both geometrical and thermal state of

the fuel.

No allowance is made for the stresses which may hot

be entirely relaxed in the fuel as it has been demonstrated

that: the oxide fuel is so brittle at low temperature that

it will crack as soon as there will be some 260 or 300° C

difference between the hot arid cold radius of the pellet

and there will be afterwards rid difference in fuel geometry

with a fuel which would have been initially cracked;
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The successive steps of the procedure are the foll6-

wing

Iil.4.1,- Calculation of the power prbducEiori arid heat fluxes

III.4.2.- Calculation of the heat transfer through the gap,

taking into account the thermal conductivity of the gas

mixture which is considered homogeneous in the whole gas ple-

num ; it also contains a radiative part. When the diametral

gap is smaller than 10/» a linear interpolation is made

between the heat conductance for a 10^- gap and the conduc-
2

tance through contact which is taken equal to 2 W/cm /°C.

In any case this value is taken as a maximum value.

III.4.3.- Calculation of the temperatures in the fuel with the

local heat fluxes and thermal conductivity values (depending

on local fuel density, tsxygen and plutonium content).



III.4.4.- Calculation of the associated oxygen profile through

the fuel which is supposed to be instantaneously settled.

The calculation is based on a linear variation of the oxygen

potential with temperature. The oxygen potential is obtained

in function of the local temperature, oxygen and plutonium

content with a specific model [_ \_J.

III.4.5.- Geometrical state of the fuel

The thermal isotropic expansion is calculated in each ring in-

dependantly with a law depending on temperature and oxygen

content. The radial position of each ring is then found by

getting the rings close together without any deformation.

This is only a first estimation, since the fuel external

diameter may exceed the inner cladding diameter. If it is

the case a relocation of the fuel by mechanical interaction

with the cladding is necessary and will be described next

but we assume no consequence on fuel temperature since the

simplified conductance we use does not include any dependence

On contact pressure.

IV - FUEL CLADDING MECHANICAL INTERACTION

Rosace is not able to treat mechanically the problem

of the interaction which is merely represented by a simple

two. zones model calibrated with the help of the TUREN code

which is truly mechanical. The external zone of the fuel is

harder than the internal one. The two zones are delimited by

an isotherm, the temperature of which depends on the type of

interaction. During a typical power change, there is no place

for fuel nor cladding creep and the interaction is harder

than during a steady state operation where irradiation creep

may allow almost entire accommodation of the interaction by

fuel creep.

In the outer cold zone, no deformation of the fuel

is allowed. The interaction with the cladding is accommodated

as far as possible by the deformation of the hot inner part

(with an eventual reduction of the central hole) but with no

axial deformation. The remaining deformation is absorbed as

permanent deformation by the cladding.

V - TYPE CONSUMING PHENOMENA J\

We now describe the changes which are allowed for

during every step of the irradiation.

V.K- Fuel swelling

A constant rate in function of burn up is used and

applied to the volume locally occupied by the fuel. We donnot

use elaborate models involving fission gases as the major partof

the swelling seems to come from low density compounds of fuel

and fission products. These compounds and their distribution

are not well enough understood to allow any modelisation at

present time.

V.2.- Gas release

We use an empirical formulation which has been derived

from experimental measurements of gas release in function of

time, fuel temperature and burn up. We consider that the

released gas is uniformly distributed in the gas plenum and

is at isotopic equilibrium.

V.3.- Cladding creep

The deformation of the cladding under the fission gas

pressure is computed using the relevant experimental

laws l_ Z_J and the mean plenum gas pressure during the step.

V.4.- Cladding swelling

The deformation of the cladding due to swelling is

computed'using the relevant experimental laws.

V.5.- Fuel relocation (gap closure)

We use an empirical model which has been calibrated

on experimental results. It takes into account the burn up



and the maximum temperature which has been endured in the

fuel section. The relocation is obtained by a fuel volume

expansion constant along the radius. This fuel expansion and

the void so introduced in the fuel yields in case of mechani-

cal interaction with the cladding.

V.6.- Void and plutonium migration

Taking into account the local temperature, oxygen and

plutoniuo content, we calculate with the help of out of pile

thermodynemical data the vapor pressure of the plutonium and

uranium oxyde species along the radius. We also calculate a

diffusion coefficient in vapor phase based on gas kinetics.

We then obtain the material fluxes through the thermal

gradient. They are considered as mean fluxes through a homo-

geneous medium and it is necessary to introduce an empirical

limit to fuel density in order to take into account the

remaining porosity which actually cannot be dragged out from

the fuel.

This procedure allows by the way the calculation of the

demixion between uranium and plutonium through gas transport

which is the only way we retain as we have no definite

experimental evidence of plutonium migration through solid

phase.

£lj~ M. de FRANCO J.P.G.

The thennodynamic properties of UPuO

described by a cluster model. ~~

Pu and other activities . 1976

£2J Y. GUERIN. G. HARBACH

Experimental results on cladding plastic deformation.

I.W.G.F.R. meeting. CENFAR. 28 May. 1 of June.

MIXED OXIDE THERMAL BEHAVIOUR AT BOL:
COMETHE UI-J MODELS AND
IMPACT ON POWER-TO-MELT

J. VAN VLIET
BELGONUCLEAIRE,
Brussels,
Belgium

SUMMARY

The mixed oxide thermal behaviour at beginning of life is very important
because it can impose a limitation to the fuel pin peak power, and
therefore to the reactor thermal output.

The relevant physical processes leading to fuel restructuring are modelled
in COMETHE III-J in a kinetic way. This ensures that the temperature
and power history are properly taken into account.

These models are described and their impact on the calculated power to
melt early in life is analysed.

1. INTRODUCTION

High linear ratings are an essential requirement for designing a
performant FBR fuel. In order to improve core thermal output and
to reduce the fuel cycle cost, fuel pin linear power has to be increased
near the corresponding technological limit which is the well known
non melting design criterion.

Satisfying this criterion, i . e . holding the fuel peak temperature under
melting point, must be maintained throughout the fuel pin life, but is
difficult at s tart of irradiation : due to the fabrication clearance, a
high thermal resistance between fuel and cladding increases fuel
surface temperature and therefore the fuel overall temperature
conditions.

These high temperatures, together with fission, lead to important and
irreversible changes of the fuel pellet structure through such processes as
cracking, sintering, equiaxed and columnar grain growth, fission gas
bubble swelling, and so on.

Due mainly to fission gas bubble swelling, the fuel clad gap closes
progressively, improving thereby the heat transfer between pellet and

O :
to=
O •
O i

Si



cladding. The resulting decrease in fuel temperature quenches the still
acting restructuring processes, and a quasi steady-state fuel pattern
is obtained which is only modified by long term burnup effects.

The power which can be achieved in this pattern is usually significantly
higher than the maximum allowable power achievable on as-fabricated
fuel. In order to avoid any long term penalization on core thermal
output due to early fuel behaviour, the start-up of fresh fuel should be
optimized to avoid excessive central temperatures.

This optimization requires a good prediction of the transient fuel
temperature evolution which occurs during restructuring. This require-
ment can be fulfilled by a well calibrated set of restructuring models,
as those included in the COMETHE III-J computer code .

The fuel restructuring models included in COMETHE IH-J are discussed
in the first part of this presentation. The second part provides an
illustration of those models capabilities related to the calculation of
the centerline temperature at start-of-life.

2. RESTRUCTURING MODELS INCLUDED IN COMETHE III-J

2. 1. Introduction

Before describing the restructuring models included in COMETHE
III-J, it is useful to mention some ideas that have led to their selection.

The processes leading to fuel restructuring are quite complicate
and numerous. On the other side, the models aiming at their simulation
must remain simple enough to avoid excessive computing time, and
sufficiently sophisticated to describe in a realistic manner what actually
happens during the first days of irradiation.

Another important remark is that many fundamental features such
as e.g. oxygen redistribution are not clearly understood / l / , even if
it has been demonstrated that they can play a significant role. In this
aspect, the development of empirical models remains possible, but has
to rely on a wide enough calibration data base.

The individual model calibration and the global code benchmarking
are the most important parts of code development. In the case of
B.O. L. fuel behaviour, this requires a lot of very short and well
instrumented experiments which are obviously rare, but essential to
reduce the uncertainties on early pellet temperature distribution.

In COMETHE III-J, the most important models during fuel
restructuring are related to :

- fission gas bubble swelling ;
- in-pile sintering ;
- equiaxed grain growth ;
- columnar grain growth ;
- fission gas release.

Other models devoted mainly to early chemical behaviour (oxygen 33
and Pu redistribution) are under development and calibration /Z/ but
good agreement between calculation and experiment is already obtained
in most situations.

2.2. Fission gas bubble swelling

Fission gas atoms generated within the fuel grains diffuse through
the mixed oxide matrix, eventually being trapped by defects or going
back in solution by fission fragment damage. As irradiation proceeds,
fission gas atoms are trapped at grain boundaries or escape through
open porosities. If temperature is high enough, the trapped atoms
form bubbles which grow progressively depending on temperature,
burnup and hydrostatic pressure. This phenomenon becomes signi-
ficant above 1300 - 1400°C. Once bubbles are large and numerous
enough, they begin to coalesce and progressively form "tunnels"
which communicate with external voids through cracks or open
porosity. The tunnel formation liberates the gas contained in the
bubbles, the inner pressure of these bubbles decreases and the
tunnel is interrupted. A dynamic equilibrium situation is reached
and tunnels are in continuous process of creation and interruption.
This corresponds to a saturation in the fission gas swelling which
depends on temperature and hydrostatic stress.

By lack of experimental data it has been assumed that the
burnup required for reaching such a saturation is temperature
independent. The model equations are, if b is the local burnup,
and P o the initial pellet porosity :

db~ Vo Vo
\ .(SL\

VVo> - PT

(1)

(2)

(3)

'gb is the fission gas bubble swelling ;

is the temperature and stress dependent f. g. b. swelling
saturation level ;

is the corresponding saturation porosity ;

is the porosity that should exist without any f. g. b. swelling ;

is the maximum saturation porosity in a stress-free 100 %
dense fuel ;



is the temperature dependence, chosen to be linear between
O for a treshold temperature Ti and I for a saturation
temperature T2 ;

is a function of the local hydrostatic stress ojj (hot pressing)
which is equal to unity under a treshold stress o. and which
then decreases exponentially with a stress constant a ; i.e.

b s is the burnup constant for reaching saturation.

This model is essentially empirical, and its parameters have
been selected by comparison mainly with LWR experimental data.
which are much more numerous than FBR ones. The most important
coefficients are C and b s .

From LWR irradiation data (see e.g. /3/), the peak swelling in
a stress-free oxide can be shown to be as high as 20 to 40 %, which
gives an order of magnitude for C. The question related to bs is
more difficult, as it can only be deduced from parametric experiments
where fuel swelling has been measured as a function of burnup (see
e.g. /4/) . Calibration of the model on such experiments has shown
that b s is usually about 1 at % burnup.

Concerning the hydrostatic stress effect, it must be mentioned
that fission gas bubble swelling is acting in the hot part of the fuel
where fuel creep modulus is rather low. Therefore the assumption of
instantaneous hot pressing is well justified, except in fast power
transients.

Finally, the kinetic formulation of equation (1) allows to take
the temperature and burnup history correctly into account ; this
equation is replaced by

- 0 (k)

in case of temperature decrease, to avoid an unrealistic sintering that
should happen if the f. g. b. swelling was above its calculated saturation
level.

2. 3. In-pile sintering

In-pile sintering is only significant in fuels with low (85 % TD)
or medium (90 % TD) density. It plays an important role in the
kinetics of FBR fuel gap closure and it should be avoided by obtaining,
a so-called "stable" porosity distribution as described in / 5 / through ade-
quate manufacturing process.

Usually, in FBR conditions, the in-pile temperatures far exceed
the fabrication sintering temperatures. In addition to the well-known
irradiation induced sintering (see abundant LWR literature), a thermal
contribution can appear at high temperature, simultaneously with
grain growth. This can be correlated to variations in the mixed
oxide diffusion properties as suggested by Marlowe / 6 / (Fig. 1).
However this "high temperature sintering is obviously masked by
fission gas bubbles swelling, described in the preceding section ;
it can therefore be neglected in a model.
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The COMETHE III-J model is therefore simply given by

(5)

where P o is the initial pellet porosity, a2 being the fraction of
this porosity which disappears by irradiation induced sintering,
and b the local burnup.-

Of course, a2 and hz depend on the fuel fabrication process
and present wide variations with density and manufacturer. Their
value can be deduced from out-of-pile resintering tests in the
following manner : when submitting the same pellet to irradiation
induced sintering during a time t£rr a n (^ to an out-of-pile thermal
resintering test performed during a time tfa at a temperature T,
one gets the same final porosities if

D. t.
irr irr = Dth *th (6)

where D j r r and D^ determine respectively the irradiation induced
and the thermally induced diffusion coefficients. These two coefficients
can be written

D. = K'F = K db
dt and Dth = Do 2-

where F is the fission rate and b the burn-up. The equivalence
between out-of-pile time and in-pile burn-up is then

"tit
b

K
D"

K

th

Q
(7)

This equivalence allows to determine the constant
tests, which yield also the a£ coefficient.

from out-of-pile



2.4. Equiaxed grain growth

Due to its thermally activated process, grain growth is quite
temperature dependent and is therefore a quite useful temperature
mark during long term irradiations. The model used in COMETHE
III-J is mainly due to Ainscough /l/ and is given by the following
relationship :

f (8)

G is the grain size,
Gm is the temperature dependent limiting grain size, given by

= G exp (- Q /RT)
mo v v m' '

(9)

Moreover, the grain growth rate is set to zero when a
sufficient amount of f. g. b. swelling is reached, its effect being to
stop grain boundary movement by accummulation of bubbles on those
boundaries.

This kinetic model is essential for understanding grain growth
during short term experiments. The effect of stoichiometry on in-pile
grain growth has not been modelled by lack of corresponding data,
and also by lack of comprehension of the O/M redistribution process.

2.5. Columnar grain growth (c. g. g.)

Columnar grain growth is one of the most important processes
occuring at start of irradiation of FBR fuel, as it decreases in two
ways the centerline temperature : first, when moving toward the
pellet center, the lenticular pores associated to c.g.g. leave after
them a very high density material with an improved thermal conduc-
tivity ; second, the c. g. g. associated central hole formation reduces
through a geometrical effect the temperature drop across the fuel.

This process, which also heals the hottest part of the pellet
cracks, leads in fact to the transfer in the central hole of an important
part of the volume contained in the fuel porosity, cracks and fabrication
gap.

The velocity of migrating lenticular pores has been evaluated by
several authors /8 , 9, 10/, the common result being :

(10)

where p is the pore inner pressure, i.e. filling gas and fuel vapour
partial pressures, T is the absolute temperature, |dT/dr| being the
absolute value of its radial gradient and R is the gas constant.
Q and C denote an activation energy and a temperature independent
quantity which vary with fuel composition (Pu content) and stoichiometry.

The as-fabricated fuel contains much porosities with low total
pressure. Following formula (10), their mobility is high and they climb
the thermal gradient. Another source of low pressure porosity arises
from the fuel cracks. The latter disturb the local temperature field
and induce localized high temperature drops across their width. This
temperature differences trigger evaporation-condensation processes
and lenticular pores are formed which move up the thermal gradient
and heal the initial cracks. These effects were investigated by Ronchi
& Sari/10/, which showed also that the experimental results were best
reproduced by assuming a constant pore volume V and gas content n
(in moles), i.e.
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p = (ii)

The temperature dependence of the pore radial speed is shown
in Fig. 2 for five different correlations /8, 9, 10, 17 / . This dependence
is particularly strong and shows how much columnar grain growth can
vary with linear power. The stoichiometry dependence is also quite
strong ; moreover, recent experimental results suggest that oxygen
redistribution is strongly perturbed in the columnar grain zone.
Therefore, the evaluation of correct pore velocities is a quite difficult
task, and more empirical models are believed to provide a satisfying
description of the process.

From the pore velocity distribution, a characteristic time for
densification td can be defined :

(12)

where ro denotes the final pore position, i.e. the central hole radius
and ri the starting pore position. Nichols / l l / has integrated expression
(12) and has shown that the main parameter influencing ta is the
temperature Tl corresponding to the radial location r i .

From comparison between his theoretical expression and experi-
mental results, Nichols has provided the following result :

td = to exp ^ (13)



This formula is used in COMETHE III-J in a damage-like rule,
i . e . one calculates at each time step ^t a n d for each calculation
point i the ratio ^t / td(i) . By summation, one gets for each point
and at each time t the so-called " c . g . g . fraction"

r-t
(14)

When this fraction reaches unity, it is assumed that almost all
the porosity has been drained to the central hole, the remaining one
resulting from a compromise between swelling and movement toward
the central hole.

Special features are also added to this model to simulate that
columnar grain growth can stop or recede toward the pellet centre
when temperature is decreasing.

2. 6. Fiss ion gas re lease

Due to the high tempera tures characterizing fuel restructuring
at s tar t of irradiation, gas re lease at s tar t of life is usually important
and plays an important thermal role : the manufacturing Helium filling
gas is progressively diluted by low conducting fission gases Krypton
and mainly Xenon. The corresponding gas mixture conductivity change

' affects the gap conductance, which is fundamental for determining fuel
tempera tures .

The fission gas re lease model used in COMETHE predicts the
amount of gas which reaches the boundary of a sphere which has the
same specific surface as the fuel with respect to the external void.
It assumes that the gas which reaches the boundary of that sphere
(the so-called Booth equivalent sphere) is free for these voids.

This model, due to Capart, is based on the assumption that the
mechanism controlling the re lease to the plenum, in the temperature
range below equiaxed grains growth, is the diffusion of single gas atoms
to the Booth sphere boundary. It is very similar in this respect to the
original model of Booth / 1 2 / . However, the number of atoms which
effectively participate to diffusion resul ts from a balance between the
trapping of gas atoms by defects and resolution from these defects by
radiation damage. Basically, this latter effect is due to the fact that
small cluster of gas atoms which tend to form by nucleation are
continuously dispersed by the passage of fission fragments. Because
of this process , a significant fraction of gas is maintained in solution,
even above the kinematic solubility l imit.

The model is based on the following fundamental assumptions : 36

- as in the original model of Booth / 1 2 / , the fuel is considered as
made from .effective grains having approximately the same sizes
and no preferred orientation as regards their shapes. Under such
conditions, it is best to approximate the grains by spheres, termed
Booth spheres , with given equal radi i ;

- in describing the diffusion to the Booth sphere boundary, it is
assumed that the latter behaves as a perfect sink for gas atoms.
In other words, atoms reaching the Booth sphere boundary have
zero probability of returning to the matr ix ;

- the atoms trapped in defects or precipitated in bubbles are considered
immobile, that is the model does not consider bubble migration ;

- the probability of trapping of gas atoms by defects and bubbles is
assumed independent of t ime, either directly or through the concen-
tration of gas in the grains ;

- the rate or probability of resolution is similarly assumed independent
of concentration and t ime.

Assuming for the moment that these assumptions hold true
without further justification, the concentration of gas in each sphere
obeys the following coupled differential equations :

Sc

c*

+ D

gc - trc

- gc + bm

(15)

where c = c(r ,0) , is the concentration of gas in solution and allowed
to diffuse ;

m = m(r, 0), is the concentration of gas trapped at defects or
precipitated in bubbles ;

P = Y-R , is the number of inert atoms created by fission per
unit time and unit volume. It is defined as the product
of the fission rate density Rf and the fission yield Yf ;

D is the diffusion coefficient for single gas atoms ;

g is the capture rate (s~*) by defects and bubbles ;

b is the resolution rate (s~*). It expressed by : b = n.Rf where
n is a resolution coefficient (cm^),'



The differential equations (15) have an obvious physical meaning.
They express the changes in the concentrations of the two sorts of
atoms as the difference between the rates of production and disappearance.
The influence of the sphere boundary is considered by assuming the
boundary condition of zero concentration on the Booth sphere surface
at all times :

c(a,e) « m(a,e) « 0 ,

where a is the Booth sphere radius.

(16)

This set of equations and initial conditions can be analytically
integrsted. A main conclusion is that the influence of trapping, reso-
L'Cion and Booth sphere size, can all be accounted for in a diffusion

model by the definition of an effective diffusion rate :

D b
a2(b + g)

(17)

The diffusion coefficient D in (17) refers to unimposed diffusion
of inert gas atoms in the perfect monocrystalline material during
irradiation. It can be written as the sum of two terms :

D = D + D' = D exp ( - ___ ) + 6R,
g g

(18)
RT

where D~ is the usual thermodynamic diffusion coefficient and !>*„ is
a radiation enhanced diffusion coefficient proportional to the fission
rate P.f (number of fissions per unit volume and unit time).

The main problem in the actual application of this model is the
definition of the equivalent sphere radius a. This radius depends in
fact on the connection between the spatially distributed porosities.
If all porosities are open, one can reasonably assume that this radius
is equal to the fuel grain radius : the gas reaching any grain boundary
is released from the pellet. Oppositely, if all porosities are closed,
gas reaching the grain boundary has still to diffuse till the pellet free
surface (including cracks) before being released.

The leading parameter is therefore the ratio between the specific
surface S of the pellet cracked sector and the corresponding volume V,
i.e. the Booth sphere radius a is defined by :

i - i S/V (19)

This ratio can be measured by gas adsorption techniques on the
as-fabricated pellet, and then corrected in order to take the cracking
pattern into account.

This equivalent sphere radius depends strongly on the porosity
connection which is influenced by f. g. b. swelling. With the notations
of section 2.2, it is possible to define a "bubble ratio" b r
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p - p l
(20)

which expresses the ratio between actual porosity increase due to
fission gas bubbles swelling and the actual porosity limit under given
conditions of temperature and hydrostatic stress. In COMETHE III-J,
once this bubble ratio reaches a treshold value, the equivalent sphere
radius is put to half the grain size : fission gas release is so
enhanced, simulating the so-called "tunnelling" effect experienced in
LWR conditions / 1 3 / and always present in FBR conditions.

2. 7. Conclusion

The presented models share some important features as :
- their kinetic character ;
- the semi-empirical approach of processes which are too difficult

to model completely theoretically ;
- their low computing requirements.

Such models must be calibrated, in order to assess their
capability, and this has been realized in a wide range of operating
conditions (see e.g. / l4 / ) .

3. IMPACT ON POWER-TO-MELT

3. 1. Introduction

The FBR fuel pin peak linear rating must be chosen so that,
taking all uncertainties into account together with a given reactor
overpower margin, power-to-melt is never exceeded. One important
problem is that this power-to-melt is burnup dependent : in fact it
increases steeply at very low burnup through restructuring of the
fuel pellet and gap closure, and it decreases later slowly, till end
of irradiation, depending mainly on the long term behaviour of gap
conductance.

Well characterized data related to short term experiments are
rather rare in the literature. Very interesting results related to
power to melt and its variation at low burnup were however presented
by HEDL at the recent Monterey conference /15/ . The experimental
points are presented in Fig. 3 ; they evince the following phenomena :
- power to melt at zero burnup depends strongly on as-fabricated

fuel-to-cladding gap ;



- once the fuel clad has closed (i.e. at burnups as low as 0.4 at %),
the gap dependence is much weaker, and power-to-melt increases
significantly.

Ref. /15/ , based on fuel ceramography samples, showed also that a
greater as-built gap leads to a higher power to incipient melting once
gap has closed, due to more intense restructuring of the fuel pellet.

3.2. COMETHE UI-J results

COMETHE calculations were performed with FFTF driver fuel
pin characteristics and irradiation conditions as given in /15/.
The corresponding results are given in Fig. 4 , together with the
HEDL correlations based on PIE P-19 and P-20 results.

Some remarks are to be done :

- the standard set of models parameters of COMETHE III-J was used,
and no parameter was therefore chosen according to PIE results ;

- the fuel thermal conductivity correlation was taken from GEAP-5591
(January 1968) ; this UO2 correlation is usually used in COMETHE
even for mixed oxide because the effect of Pu content is not clearly
understood ; the porosity dependence is based on the results of
Biancheria /16/ ;

- the COMETHE results were normalized to a cladding inner
temperature of 571 "C.

When comparing the HEDL correlation with COMETHE III-J
results, one can see that a fair agreement is obtained when
comparing the relative effects of as-built gap. The discrepancy
between absolute values of about 50 W/cm, i.e. about 7-8 % can be
attributed to unaccuracies in fuel thermal conductivity, which vary
easily from + 15 % within one experiment (see e.g. / I 7 / p . 127).

As can be seen from Fig. 4 , the effect of as-built gap on fresh fuel
and at low burn-up is well predicted by COMETHE. This is to be corre-
lated with the predicted gap closure kinetics.

It is therefore felt that the set of restructuring and gap closure
models implemented in COMETHE III-J give a good quantitative
approach to the deterministic BOL behaviour of mixed-oxide fuel. Some
parameters (e. g. thermal conductivity of the fuel) remain however
subject to wide statistical variations (due e.g. to manufacturing
process, pores shape and distribution) and can be improved by
means of a "a posteriori" calibration in very specific conditions.

3. 3. COMETHE predictions during start-up

The fuel-clad gap and centerline temperature evolutions have
been calculated by COMETHE, during steady-state irradiation, for
FFTF driver fuel. The clad inner temperature was adjusted at 571 "C
for 450 W/cm peak power. The calculation results are given in Fig. 5
and Fig. 6 . The calculated gap closure is continuous , resulting
mainly from f. g. b, swelling, which is overriding in-pile sintering.
At 450 W/cm, gap closure is expected after about 12 days irra-
diation. Due to higher temperatures, thermal expansion decreases
the initial gap size at high power, but the gap closure rate remains
essentially the same.

One remark here : coining back to the results of section 3. 2,
it has to be noted that correct gap closure is achieved without any
spontaneous relocation ; this relocation suggested by some LWR fuel
rod specialists (see e.g. /18/) is not required within the frame of
COMETHE models.

The central temperature evolution is more complex than gap
closure, due mainly.to the central hole formation by columnar grain
growth, which acts faster.- when temperatures are higher. This central
hole grows- in about one day at 450 W/cm, leading to. a 80°C tempe-
rature drop. This process has to be accounted for when interpreting
power-to-melt on fresh fuel ; for instance, at 550 W/cm, a SÔ C
temperature drop is achieved in about one hour, improving thereby
the power-to-melt btj about 20-30 W/cm.

Once columnar grain growth has slowed down, after a very
small temperature increase' due to in-pile sintering, fission gas
bubble swelling has time to act, and the temperatures fall, due to
gap closure.

Once gap is closed, the temperatures increase again due to
fission gas release, with a slope (log scale 1) depending on fission
gas release rate, but also on clad strain evolution, which was
neglected in this contribution.

With the curves of Fig. 6 , it is possible to select a start-up
procedure corresponding to a fixed centerline temperature level :
it suffices to follow the corresponding isotherm. The start-up
corresponding to 2500°C is given in Fig. 7 .

4. CONCLUSIONS
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The restructuring and gap closure models implemented in the
COMETHE III-J code have been described, and their validity to
predict the BOL behaviour of mixed oxide was assessed by
comparison with well characterized power to melt experimental
data.



Calibrated against experimental LWR and FBR /19 / data, the
COMETHE code can be applied to a very wide range of fuel pin
calculations, including uranium or mixed oxide fuel. Such calcula-
tions hav.e been presented in the case of the start-up of fresh FBR
fuel pins.
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P P P ACTIVITIES AT THE INSTITUTE OF MATERIALS
AND SOLID STATE RESEARCH OF THE
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IN THE FIELD OF FUEL PIN MODELLING

H. ELBEL
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe,
Karlsruhe,
Federal Republic of Germany

1. O b j e c t i v e s

43

Fuel pin modelling has been pursued at the Institute of

Materials and Solid State Research (IMF) of the Karlsruhe

Nuclear Research Centre (KfK) with the main objective to provide

a detailed quantitative analysis of the fuel pin behaviour in a

LMFBR under normal and off-normal operation conditions. The

computer programs and models developed at the IMF serve the

purpose to aid effectively in the development of an optimized

fuel pin concept for a LMFBR.

In the design of fuel pins and in the evaluation of their in- O

pile behaviour the answers to some important questions have to ~

be found. These questions are:

How large are the temperatures in the fuel ? This question

concerns particularly the behaviour at BOL. But also the de-

velopment of the temperatures with increasing burnup is of

interest.

- When will the gap between fuel pellets and clad be exhausted ?

What are the mechanisms which influence gap closure ?

When has mechanical interaction between fuel and clad to be

expected ? How large is the load onto the clad and what are

the phenomena which influence it ?

o;
to
oo
CD



- What extent of clad deformation can be tolerated without

running into clad failure ? What is the influence of neutron

dose, temperature, corrosion attack, and cyclic forces on the

state of the clad ?

- What may be the reasons for clad failure ?

In answering these questions computer programs can play an import-

ant role.

The activities at the IMP in the field of fuel pin modelling

cover the following topics:

- development of computer programs and models,

- validation of these programs and models,

- application to the design of fuel pins for irradiation ex-

periments,

- assistance in the evaluation of operation data and post-

irradiation results, and

parametric studies on the influence of design parameters,

operation conditions and certain material phenomena on the

in-pile behaviour of the fuel pin

2. Development of computer programs and models

The computer programs and models which have been developed

at the IMF deal mainly with

the total fuel pin,

a transverse section of a fuel pin,

- certain material phenomena, and

certain geometric structures of a fuel pellet in the fuel

pin.

The first category is represented by SATURN-2 and SATURN-3,

computer programs for the simulation of the in-pile behaviour

of fast breeder fuel pins with mixed oxide fuel pellets.

Three versions of the SATURN computer program are available

in the second category: the original version SATURN-1a /1/ and

the more sophisticated version SATURN-1e, both for the analysis

of the behaviour of a fuel pin with mixed oxide fuel pellets,

and the version SATURN-1k for the analysis of the behaviour of

a fuel pin with mixed carbide fuel pellets. The version SATURN-1e

is also part of the computer program SATURN-2.

For the study of single material phenomena several

independent computer models have been developed. They deal with

the heat transfer through the gap or the interface between fuel

pellets and clad, restructuring effects in mixed oxide fuel

pellets, the formation of the zones with columnar and equiaxed

grain growth, fission gas release and the mechanical interaction

between fuel and clad under steady-state and transient operation

conditions /2,15/.

Special problems of the heat transport out of the fuel pellet

to the clad and the coolant are analysed with a fourth category

of computer programs. They calculate the temperature distribution

in the fuel pellet and the clad for an eccentric position of the

fuel pellet, for a cracked fuel pellet with a radially displaced

fragment or with a tangential crack /15/. For the design of

irradiation experiments in capsules several computer programs

have been developed which calculate the temperature profile in

the capsule /3,15/.

In most of the computer programs and models analytical methods

are applied. They are supplemented by numerical procedures.

Finite element methods are used for some non-symmetric configur-

ations in addition to analytical methods or in special cases

where analytical methods cannot be applied.

3. Validation of computer programs and models

Whatever the type of the computer program or model is, its

validity must be demonstrated. That means, the program or model



must be adjusted to or verified by the results of irradiation

experiments or checked by independent calculation methods which

have been proved to be right.

Upto now the following models used in the SATURN or the

other computer programs could be examined: cracking of the

fuel pellet, pore migration, columnar and equiaxed grain growth,

U/Pu segregation, 0/M redistribution, fuel/clad heat transfer

and mechanical interaction between fuel and clad /2,4,5,6,7,8/.

The validation process has not yet been finished. Appropriate

irradiation experiments are still needed, particularly, concerning

the fuel/clad heat transfer at BOL arid the behaviour of the clad

under transient conditions.

In parallel to the validation the comparison of different

computer programs and models is very useful for their qualifi-

cation. Such a comparison was done, e.g., between SATURN-1e and

FRUMP in 1976 on a simplified basis /9/.

The main difficulty in the validation of the computer models

turned out to be the lack of data needed or the fact that the

data were too inaccurate. The activities in this field have,

therefore, given a strong impulse to a better qualification and

characterization of the fuel pin and its components and a more

accurate determination of the reactor operation conditions.

4. Application to the design of fuel pins for irradiation

experiments

The IMF of the KfK performs irradiation experiments in the

frame of development of the fuel pin for a LMFBR. In the pre-

paration and optimal design of the experiments the computer

programs and models mentioned before are used to predict the

in-pile behaviour of the fuel pins in more detail. One aim of

the calculations is to show that the desired irradiation

conditions will be attained in the reactor. Another aim is to

assure that critical limits will not be exceeded taking into

account, e.g., deviations of the actual pellet parameters from

the nominal values due to fabrication tolerances /15/.

5. Assistance in the evaluation of operation data and post-

irradiation results

For the analysis of irradiation experiments the correct

knowledge of the operation conditions is needed. Great effort

has been undertaken to improve the interpretation of temperature

measurements used for the determination of coolant and clad

temperatures and linear rod power /15/. The heat flow from the

fuel pellet to the coolant can vary around the pin due to

eccentricities. These can be caused by an eccentric position

of the fuel pellet within the clad or the fuel pin within the

coolant channel. In experiments with capsules or loops eccentric-

ities in the structure of the device might be added. As conse-

quence of the studies one has to postulate that, in general, at

least three thermocouples are needed at each axial position of

interest in order to identify a possible heat flow gradient

around the fuel pin.

The interpretation of post-irradiation results is assisted,

e.g., through the determination of temperature profiles. They

are needed for the analysis of the corrosion attack to the clad,

the migration of fuel components and fission products, and

restructuring effects of the fuel pellet. Furthermore, the

computer programs are used in the detailed analysis of the

structure changes and the swelling behaviour of the fuel pellet,

the deformation of the clad and the strength of the mechanical

interaction between fuel and clad /2,4,5,7,10,11,15/.



6. Parametric studies on the influence of design parameters,

operation conditions and certain material phenomena on the

in-pile behaviour of the fuel pin

A great deal of the activities in the field of fuel pin

modelling at the IMF has been devoted to parametric studies.

They have covered calculations of the in-pile behaviour of

the fuel pin under the influence of 0/M redustribution, U/Pu

segregation, fission gas release, variation of the as-fabricated

fuel pellet density, fabrication tolerances, linear rod power,

startup and cyclic operation conditions /5,6,9,12,13,14,15/.

These studies have led to a better understanding of the fuel pin

behaviour. They can be used to identify those parameters whose

influence is especially strong.

Objectives of these studies are to work out proposals for the

optimization of the fuel pin performance and the establishment

of appropriate specifications for the fuel pin design and to

find out critical operation conditions for reasons of safety

or economic operation.
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1. Introduction

Since about ten years a large number of computer programs has

been developed for the simulation of the behaviour of fuel pins

in a LMFBR. The possible applications for these programs are

manifold : .

- They can be used to explain the results of the post-irradiation

examination of test pins and improve the understanding of

the irradiation behaviour of these pins.

- They give valuable assistance in the preparation and optimal

design of irradiation experiments.

- They are indispensable in the detailed analysis of the influ-

ence of individual material phenomena.

- Moreover, they can be used to analyse the influence of indi-

vidual design parameters on the fuel pin behaviour with the

aim to optimize the pin performance and establish appropriate

specifications.

- Purtheron, they can be used to predict the behaviour of fuel

pins in nuclear power reactors under the scheduled operation

and analyse the consequences of off-normal operation with the

aim to find out critical conditions, maybe for reasons of

safety or the optimization of operation.

The computer program can only serve its purpose if several con-

ditions are fulfilled. Sufficient knowledge of all the data

necessary for its application is one of these conditions. The 47

experience gained with many computer runs resulted in some criti-

cal considerations. It follows that the knowledge of those data

is still insufficient in many cases and large uncertainties

have to be accepted in the interpretation of computed results.

Some sources of uncertainties are demonstrated in the following

sections. Their influence on the computed results is discussed.

It is clear that, due to the complexity of the problem, only

some selected examples can be treated.

The computer results presented have been provided by the com-

puter programs SATURN /I/ or TEXZ /2/, respectively.

2. Classification of computer programs

2.1 Purpose of application

The computer programs which have been developed for the simulation

of the fuel pin behaviour are characterized through a certain

extent, a specific structure and a certain stage of sophistica-

tion. The differences among them are determined, partially, by

the purpose of application. Computer programs primarily used for

the commercial design of fuel pins are assumed to meet, in

general, other requirements than those used for the interpretation

of irradiation experiments or the detailed analyses of individ-

ual material phenomena.

The various objectives suggest to distinguish roughly among

three kinds of computer programs :

- A computer program which is primarily used for fuel pin de-

sign is intended to be of easy applicability. The necessary

computer time should be short. These requirements can only

be satisfied if the methods and the models describing the

material behaviour are simplified to a tolerable extent.
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- A complete analysis of the fuel pin behaviour requires a

detailed description of the material phenomena with individ-

ual models and a careful combination of these models. Com-

puter programs developed for this purpose are necessarily

more extensive and complicated and take more computer time

in most cases.

- Such comprehensive computer programs are not suitable to

study single material phenomena. For this purpose it is better

to develop independent computer models which only deal with

the phenomena of interest. Due to the limited extent these

models can be very sophisticated. The experience obtained

by means of them can be transferred to simpler models and,

by that way, included into comprehensive analysis or design

computer programs.

The possibilities of interpretation of the results of the com-

puter programs is clearly determined by the distinction with

respect to their field of application.

2.2 Models for the material phenomena

The computer programs contain single models which describe the

individual material phenomena of the fuel pin behaviour. They

differ in the stage of sophistication which either is adjusted

to the purpose of application of the program or reflects the

actual stage in the knowledge of the respective material phe-

nomenon. Accordingly,' three groups of models can be identified :

- phenomenological models,

- physical models, and

- models which combine phenomenological and physical features.

2.2.1 Phenomenological models

Phenomenological models have been derived directly from experi-

ments. They reflect, therefore, a certain experimental experience.

Such models have been proposed, for example, for

- the closure of the gap between fuel pellets and clad in 48

dependence of original gap width, linear rod power, local

burnup and number of reactor cycles /3/ or

- the fission gas release in dependence of temperature zones

and burnup /4,5/ .

An advantage of these models is the clear coupling of cause and

effect. Another advantage is that they can easily be fitted to

experiments. The disadvantage is that being fitted to one set

of experiments they can lose their validity under modified con-

ditions. In general, new experiments are needed when the experi-

ence included by the model is to be transmitted to parameter

constellations which have not been covered with the original

experiments.

2.2.2 Physical models

Whereas phenomenological models perform a global description

of material phenomena, physical models explain the material

behaviour on the basis of elementary qualities and processes.

They need, therefore, both an exact characterization of the

material and a good knowledge of the respective physical pro-

cess. Examples for physical models are :

- the pore migration model of Nichols /6/ and

- the densification model of Assmann and Stehle /7/.

Their advantage is that they do not depend on a certain irra-

diation experiment. Their results can be extrapolated within

the range of validity of the models. Disadvantages are a fre-

quently insufficient knowledge of elementary material data in-

cluded in the models and the fact that the models are mostly

too cumbersome for practical purposes.

2.2.3 Other models

The models which can be attributed to a third group perform,

to some extent, a compromise. They are either phenomenological



models which have been extended and refined by physical aspects

(e.g. the extended Ross-Stoute model of the heat transfer through

the gap or the interface between fuel pellets and clad, see / 8 / ) ,

or they are physical models which have been simplified for the

lacking knowledge of elementary material data.

2.5 Structure

A fuel pin computer program contains, in general, models of all

the three groups mentioned before. They have been related in

this program .in an appropriate way to cover the mutual depend-

ence of the material phenomena which they describe. An example

of this mutual dependence is given in Fig. 1.

The structure of the program which results from the relations

among the individual models will not be discussed in detail in

this paper. One statement should be sufficient : The consist-

ency of the computed results depends on the degree of refine-

ment of the structure.

It becomes clear from the mutual dependency of the individual

models that a computer program cannot be better than the

poorest of its models.

3. Function of computer programs

The computer program connects parameters which can be attributed

to three groups (see Fig. 2). These are :

- the fabrication or specification parameters of the fuel pin

and its components, A,

- the elementary material data of the individual components

of the fuel pin, M, which, in general, are determined by

the specification, and

- the reactor operation conditions, B.

The result of the connection are quantities which characterize 49

the changes of the fuel pin status under the influence of the

material phenomena. These quantities can be condensed to a

group of load quantities, L, which are significant for the

behaviour of the fuel pin in a reactor. Such quantities are,

e.g. :

- central temperature of the fuel,

- gap width between fuel pellets and clad,

- gas pressure within the pin,

- deformations of the clad,-and

- depth and extent of clad corrosion.

For the individual models as well as for the total fuel pin

computer program it must be guaranteed that the computed results

are correct. That means, they must be in accordance with the

experimental evidence. The way to demonstrate the correctness

of the computed results is to verify the program by the results

of irradiation experiments or to adjust it to them. To do so

a variety of quantities is available. They are, e.g. :

- geometry and structure of the fuel pin, represented by

length of the pin,

length of the fuel column,

outer diameter of the clad,

wall thickness of the clad,

corrosion attack to the clad,

outer and inner diameter of the fuel,

radii of the structural zones,

grain size,

distributions of pores and bubbles, respectively,
cracks, fissile material and fission products,

- fission gas volume, pressure and composition,

- burnup, and

- temperatures derived from the fuel structure or measured

in the pellet centre.



Some quantities which cannot be checked directly are

- stresses,

- temperature gradients, and

- surface temperature of the fuel pellet.

For a Mark la - type fuel pin the expected uncertainty in the

central temperature amounts to about 3oo 0 under fast neutron

flux at a linear rod power of 35o w/cm, when the O/M ratio

varies between 1.96 and 2.oo (Fig. 4 /9/) .

50

For the application and, particularly, validation of a fuel

pin computer program one has to postulate that the results of

the experiments as well as the parameter groups mentioned be-

fore are included completely and the single test values and

parameters are known with sufficient accuracy.

In the following sections some examples are presented which are

intended to elucidate the meaning of "sufficient accuracy"

with regard to the interpretation possibilities of irradiation

experiments as well as the quality of predictions of the fuel

pin behaviour in a LMFBR.

4. Fabrication parameters

4.2 Fill gas pollution

For the application of computer programs the exact knowledge

of the fabrication parameters is indispensable. This needs a

comprehensive characterization of fuel and clad including

besides gepmetry and structure also physical and chemical data.

4.1 O/M ratio

One important parameter is the O/M ratio of mixed oxide fuel.

It influences not only the corrosion attack to the clad but

also the changes of the structure of the fuel pellet. Moreover,

it determines the heat conductivity of the fuel. Fig. 3 shows,

e.g., its influence on the fuel central temperature at begin

of life (BOL) of a Mark II - type fuel pin in an experiment

under thermal neutron flux. For an uncertainty in the O/M ratio

of +/- o.o15 an uncertainty in the central temperature for the

still unrestructured fuel pellet of about +/- 85 °C at a linear

rod power of 4-50 w/cm has to be expected in this experiment.

Another example for the influence of the fabrication parameters

on the fuel behaviour is pictured in Fig. 5 for the experiment

under thermal neutron flux mentioned before.

The heat transfer out of the fuel into the coolant of the

reactor depends very.strongly on the heat conductivity of the

gap between fuel pellets and clad. The gap conductivity is,

primarily, determined by the gas in the gap. This is usually

helium which is filled in at fabrication with high purity.

Generally a value of at least 95 % is specified for the fuel

pin.

Additional gas is brought into the pin through the fuel in its

pores and matrix. This comes from the atmosphere of the sinter

process as well as the storage facility. It is released when

the fuel is heated up in the reactor. The composition of the

fill gas changes, therefore, already at beginning of operation.

The consequences for the fuel behaviour are explained in Fig. 5.

The heat conductivity of the gap decreases with increasing

pollution of the fill gas helium. Surface and central temperature

of the fuel increase accordingly.

The extent of this effect depends on the ratio of fuel volume

to total plenum volume within the fuel pin.

4.3 Geometry tolerances

Unother uncertainty must be considered in the analysis of the

behaviour of fuel pins which arises from the fabrication toler-

ances of pellet diameter and clad inner diameter. These two



parameters determine the width of the gap between fuel pellets

and clad. When a deviation of 1 % and 0.5 %, respectively, for

these parameters is tolerated for a Mark la - type fuel pin the

as-fabricated, radial gap width varies by about 5o % around the

nominal value of 75/Um. At a linear rod power of 35o w/cm and

a nominal plutonium content of 25 % the predicted hot gap width

at BOL varies by about 1oo % around the value of 24,um at nominal

conditions as shown in Pig. 6 /1o/.

The consequence for the central temperature of the fuel pellet

is demonstrated in Fig. 7 /1o/. The expected variation amounts

to more than +/- 150 °0 around the nominal value.

5. Material data

Uncertainties in the elementary material data influence the

computer results similar to those in the fabrication parameters.

It ia not intended to discuss this influence in this paper but

to draw attention to it for reasons of completeness. Lassmann

and co-workers have demonstrated using Norton's creep law for

an example which uncertainties of the computer results can

appear as consequence.of uncertainties in the material data /11/.

6. Reactor operation conditions

The third group of input parameters (see section 3.) contains

the operation conditions to which the fuel pin is subjected in

the reactor. The most important of them are :

- axial and radial distribution and energy spectrum of the

neutron flux,

- heat rating along the pin and across the fuel pellet, and

- coolant and clad temperatures along the pin.

All of these parameters are dependent on time. All of them can

be determined directly or indirectly by means of appropriate

instrumentation and analysia methods.

The axial distribution of the clad temperature can be determined 5]

through local thermocouples or from inlet and outlet temperature

of the coolant. With the latter method the axial distribution of

the linear rod power must be known.

The linear rod power and its axial distribution can be derived

by means of measurements of the neutron flux or dose, the de-

termination of the burnup in the fuel, gamma-scanning, heat

balance using inlet and outlet temperature of the coolant, and

temperature measurements (heat flow measurements) along the pin.

6.1 Temperatures

For temperature measurements, generally, one thermocouple at a

certain axial position is not sufficient. A single thermocouple

provides only a locally defined value which is, in many cases,

not representative for the total heat flow out of the fuel pin.

The heat flow can vary around the pin due to eccentricities.

Variations can be caused, e.g., by an eccentric position of the

fuel pellet within the clad or the fuel pin within the coolant

channel. In experiments with capsules eccentricities in the

structure of the capsule might be added.

Pig. 8 shows, for example, besides two measured values of the

clad temperature its distribution around the clad. This has been

calculated assuming that it is caused only by an eccentric po-

sition of the fuel pellet /12/. Pig. 9 shows four values of the

temperature gradient which were measured at the same axial po-

sition in the Cd screen of the capsule. The orientation of the

eccentricity has been derived from those values.

Another example is presented in Pig. 1o which demonstrates the

possible influence of an eccentric pellet position in another

experiment /2/. The symbol 6 = 1 means displacement of the pellet

by the total width of the gap, £. = 0.5 by half of it.

In order to minimize the uncertainties in the determination of

coolant or clad temperatures, at least three thermocouples are



needed at each axial position of. interest. Only by this method

a possible heat flow gradient around the fuel pin can be ident-

ified.

6.2 Linear rod power

The possible heat flow gradient around the fuel pin influences

the determination of the linear rod power through thermocouple

measurements in the same way as the determination of the tem-

peratures themselves. The same conclusion holds : One or two

thermocouples are, in general, not sufficient to derive the

linear rod power by the calculation of the radial heat flow

(see Pig. 8 and 9).

When the linear rod power is derived from measurements of the

neutron dose or the burnup, one has to consider that only time

averaged values can be found. The information on time dependence

and, therefpre, operation history has been lost. For example,

a time dependent axial displacement of the power maximum cannot

be recorded.

7. Post-irradiation examination n

The results of the examination of irradiated fuel pins are also

subject to uncertainties. In the interpretation of those results

by using a computer program or in the validation of a computer

program by means of those results the consequences of uncer-

tainties have to be considered.

The outer radius of the fuel pellet, r- , e.g., can be determined

only with a certain inaccuracy, +/- A r f . The same inaccuracy

must be assumed for the outer radius calculated by means of the

computer program. This inaccuracy influences, of course, the

calculation of the radius of the central channel of the fuel

pellet, rfi. We can estimate the uncertainty roughly considering

two extreme cases for an example.

In one case we assume that the inaccuracy is.transferred linearly.

This case corresponds to the conditions of a fuel pellet which

is completely cracked in radial direction. It is :

The uncertainty in the linear rod power which arises from in-

sufficient instrumentation amounts normally to about +/- 1o %.

The consequence of such an uncertainty for the irradiation be-

haviour of a fuel pin is again demonstrated in a simple example.

Pig. 11 shows results of a calculation of central and surface

temperature of the fuel pellet and radial gap width for a Mark II

type fuel pin at BOL under thermal neutron flux. In this case

a variation of the central temperature by about 3oo °C must be

expected for an uncertainty in the rod power of 9o w/cm. The

variation of the gap width amounts to about one third of its

value at nominal conditions.

It is evident that the validation of computer programs is prob-

lematic under such premises.

Lfi Lfo

In the other case for a completely plastic pellet the following

equation holds approximately :

f i

Lfo

We assume further that the pellet outer radius has been deter-

mined in the post-irradiation examination to be (2.85 +/- o.o5)

mm. The inaccuracy amounts to about +/- 2 %. The inner radius

was found to be (o.32 +/- o.o2) mm. The inaccuracy is about

+/- 6 %.

In the first case the computer program would lead to"an inac-

curacy of the inner radius of about +/- 16 %, in the second case

of about +/- 14-0 %. This latter value is, of course, a fictitious



value. The actual inaccuracy which must be accepted for the

calculated value of the inner radius lies between the two ex-

treme cases tending more to the one or the other side according

to the thermal load of the fuel pellet. It is always consider-

ably larger than that of the outer radius.

With this example we have learnt that it is impossible to obtain

the same accuracy for the inner radius of a fuel pellet as for

the outer radius by means of a computer program. We may assume

that a similar behaviour holds for other quantities which can

be calculated by the computer program.

8. Summary and conclusion

The other aim of this paper is to draw attention to the need

for a comprehensive characterization of fuel and clad, an exact

determination of the reactor operation conditions and, last but

not least, a good knowledge of the elementary material data.

The reliability of the interpretation of computer results is

determined by the qualification of all the parameters involved.

The success of the calculations depends on the fruitful coop-

eration of the specialists for fuel pin modelling and their

colleagues whose tasks concern fabrication, characterization

and quality control of the fuel pin and its components, the

determination of the elementary material data and the perform-

ance of experiments in the reactor, respectively.
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Uncertainties in the interpretation of computer results on the

behaviour of LMFBR fuel pins have various sources. First, atten-

tion has been drawn to the fact that the interpretation possibil-

ities of computer results depend on the computer program itself

and the types of the models used. Uncertainties of that kind

can be put away or, at least, reduced by validation of the'com-

puter program and its models by means of results from experiments.

For the validation one has to postulate that all the necessary

input data as well as the experimental results are known with

sufficient accuracy. This is also required for any further app-

lication of the computer program. Some selected examples have

shown how uncertainties in the input data and experimental re-

sults affect the computed results.

One aim of this paper is to stimulate a discussion on the

meaning of "sufficient accuracy". It will certainly not be

necessary to have available all the data to the same degree

of accuracy. Quantities whose accuracies are important, par-

ticularly in the validation of computer programs, are, e.g. :

- the dimensions of the fuel pellet and the clad,

- the 0/M ratio of mixed oxide fuel, and

- the linear rod power.
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heat transfer
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Example for the mutual dependence of material phenomena

in a fuel pin

Basic function of a fuel pin computer program
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IAMBUS - A COMPUTER CODE FOR THE DESIGN,
IN-PILE PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS AND
POST-IRRADIATION ANALYSIS OF FUEL RODS

H. TOBBE
INTERATOM,
Beigisch-Gladbach,
Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract

=+> y-iIAMBUS C^J> C^J i C^J' C^J w a s developed for the
thermal and mechanical design, in-pile performance predic-

tion and post-irradiation analysis of fuel ro.ds. Of primary

concern are the mixed-oxide fuelled, stainless-steel clad

rods of sodium-cooled fast-breeder reactors. However, fuel

rods in light-water cooled thermal reactors, ships' reac-

tors and other similar systems have been or can be analysed

equally well with IAMBUS, subject to minor modifications.

The multi-zone code IAMBUS is built around a sound but

flexible mechanical analysis of fuel and cladding (see flow

chart, fig. 1). A state of generalised plane strain approxi-

mates the cladding; the fuel is modelled by a state of plane

stress, a state of generalised plane strain, or a combination

of these two well-known stress-strain configurations, depen-

ding on the macroscopic structure of the fuel prevailing. It

is thus possible to follow closely the deformation of the

fuel and cladding as these are subjected to varying (in part

mutual) loads, beginning with a relatively loose, somewhat

random assemblage of minute fuel fragments at BOL and pro-

gressing to a quasi compact continuum of fuel at EOL.

3. Cladding analysis includes routines for plasticity, creep and |j|j

swelling due to void nucleation and growth as well as inner

and outer clad corrosion; in the fuel restructuring, pluto-

nium- and 02-redistribution, radial relocation and thermal

crack healing, plasticity, creep, swelling due to solid and

gaseous fission products, fission-gas release and internal

pressure build-up are modelled. Routines for friction and

heat transfer between fuel and cladding are also incorpora-

ted. No strict temperature-dependent boundary is drawn between

typically elastic and plastic behaviour, the multi-zone nature

of the code models the gradual transition between these two

types of material behaviour observed in practice with increa-

sing temperature.

4. For the purpose of safety analysis of fuel rods a clad damage

rule by means of a generalized strain fraction rule is incor-

porated into the code. Critical material properties may be

identified and the need for, and type of, improved instrumen-

tation can be resolved. Finally, power-cycling effects can v,

be studied in detail and the model can serve as a starting- J>

point (numerical results and/or model development) for tran- N3

sient analyses. O
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EVALUATION OF FUEL ROD CLADDING STRENGTH
IN STEADY AND NON-STEADY REACTOR OPERATION

H. TOBBE
INTERATOM,
Bergisch-Gladbach,
Federal Republic of Germany

1 . I n t r o d u c t i o n
This contribution presents a means of interpreting post-irradiation
examination results via the fuel rod modelling code IAMBUS I \J.
The model predicts the thermal and mechanical behaviour of fuel and
cladding in steady and non-steady reactor operation. Great impor-
tance was attached to investigate the potential of fuel/clad mecha-
nical interaction as a function of fuel pin design parameters and
operating conditions.

2. Basic phenomena relevant to fuel/clad mechanical interaction

The integral performance of a fuel rod is the result of the inter-
action of a multitude of discrete processes taking place simulta-
neously in the rod. In this complex picture two major phenomena will
be singled-out and considered in detail:

1 ) fuel radial relocation/
ii) fuel/clad friction-
Early in life, during the initial rise to power, the ceramic fuel
pellets crack radially and axially into numerous wedge-shaped pieces,

U CRACK

t l CRACK = N CRACK • RR CRACK /Tl

N CRACK =N2 of Cracks
RRCRACK = Roughness of Crack Surfaces

F i g . 1s

IAMBUSs illustration of fuel
radial relocation due to
cracking of fuel pellets du-
ring first startup. The left
side shows the initial un-
cracked fuel state, and the
iright side shows the cracked
ifuel state with radially dis-
placed fuel pieces according
to crack surface roughness.



These pieces exhibit considerable roughnesses along the surface of
the radial cracks, thus leading to an instantaneous radial reloca-
tion of the cracked fuel fragments as shown in fig. 1. The frag-
ments are thought to be randomly relocated around the circumference.
The relocation depends on the number of cracks and the roughness of
the crack surfaces. The maximum amount is limited due to the sur-
rounding cladding.

During the period of fuel restructuring partial healing of the ini-
tial cracks takes place up to the boundary of restructuring, as de-
termined by a threshold temperature of 1300 - 14OO OC. The remaining
cracked and rigid fuel pieces can be visualized as swimming on a
healed, plastic core. The outer cracks can be treated as partly com-
pressible, that is, they offer no significant resistance up to a cer-
tain threshold crack volume, which depends on the fuel temperature
(plastic properties of the surface roughnesses) and burnup (inclu-
sions and accumulations of fission products). The remaining crack
volume is available only on exerting strong mechanical forces or by
thermal diffusion.

Crack closure due to mechanical interaction between fuel and clad,
i.e. mechanical healing of the cracks, comes into play when fuel and
cladding contact. This is illustrated in fig. 2.

fuel
/gap
cladding

1. Finite gap
zero stress

radial
filling-
radius

2. Contact
pressure

3. Finite gap
finite stresses

Fig. 2: IAMBUS: radial and tangential equilibrium of fuel. The left
Weside shows the early-in-life state, the center shows the midlife and

EOL states with mechanical contact between fuel and cladding, and
the right side shows the typical state during reactor shutdown, with
possibly new cracks running from the center of the fuel outward.

iii) typical cooling process in the fuel due to reactor shut-down C||
with appreciable tensile stress and plastic deformation in the
healed core (with possibly new cracks running from the centre
of the fuel outward)•

These three configurations are further complicated by the presence
of friction at the fuel/clad interface. The fuel and cladding must
be brought into mutual axial equilibrium, this being an axial dis-
placement or force balance, as illustrated in fig. 3.

" axial force = 0 Fig. 3;

IAMBUS: axial equilibrium
of fuel. The upper part
shows axially free pellets,
the middle part shows axial
force due to fuel-clad fric-
tion, and the lower part
shows the constant axial
force.

max. possible axial
force increases due
to fuel /cladding
contact and friction

max.possible axial
force = const.

As an example, the fuel is shown to be unrestrained in the upper
part of the column. The axial force increases in the middle part
due to contact pressure and- remains constant in the lower part.

No strict temperature-dependent boundary can be drawn between typi-
cal rigid and plastic fuel behaviour, the former being representa-
tive of the outer "cold" region and the latter being representative
of the inner "hot" region. Thus, the fuel performance code IAMBUS
was conceived as a multizone code. The number of zones describing
the gradual transition between rigid and plastic fuel behaviour ob-
served in practice with increasing temperature is dictated virtual-
ly only by the numerical accuracy desired.

Three different but equally relevant mechanical configurations in
the fuel can be established as representative of the subsequent,
varying stress and strain patterns in the fuels

i ) completely cracked, stress-free fuel describs the fuel state
during the period of time between startup and the first mecha-
nical contact between fuel and cladding,

ii ) mechanical healing of the cracks under compression due to con-
tact pressure between fuel and cladding,

3. Verification of the model predictions by comparison and adjust-
ment to post-irradiation examination results
A key fuel-rod irradiation experiment for the Fast Breeder plant
SNR-30O is the irradiation of two separate subassemblies, compri-
sing 34 grid spaced fuel rods, and performed in the Rapsodie reac-
tor. Fuel pellets processed by two manufacturers were used in two
types of fuel rods with an annealed cladding in SS 1.4 988 and with
a cold worked cladding in SS 1.497O, respectively.



According to the two types of clad material and the two fuel pellet
manufacturers four groups of fuel pins have been tested. Four pins
(each representative for one of the four groups) which cover the
range of fuel manufacturers and clad material combinations and which
are thoroughly documented, have been selected for the thermal and
mechanical behaviour analysis.

The code calculations were aimed at the following experimental ob-
servations:

- clad diameter expansions,
- clad total axial elongations,
- fuel column differential elongation,
- fuel column total elongation,
- £uel restructuring and structural radii, and
- fission gas release.

A first interpretation of the post-irradiation examination results
indicated that the type of fuel pellet was of secondary importance
regarding integral pin behaviour; the pin behaviour was primarily
dictated by the two different types of cladding material.

These "two types of fuel rods" exhibited extremely different clad-
ding behaviour. The difference in cladding strain is mainly due to
the different swelling behaviour of the annealed and cold worked
clad material (see broken lines or triangles in fig. 4).
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type cladding (max. neutron
fluence = 7.0 x 1022 n/cm*/
E > 0.1 MeV ) . Comparison
with IAMBUS predictions. The
continues lines show the to-
tal diameter expansion, the
broken lines show the expan-
sion due to void swelling as
measured.

The diametral expansions are also dependent on the (different)
plastic behaviour of the clad material under irradiation. The sum
of both effects is given by the continuous lines or circles in
fig. 4.

As a result of this remarkably different clad behaviour we are able £
to study the in-pile behaviour of nearly stress-free fuel and strong-
ly restrained fuel having the same fabrication parameters, operating
history and burnup.

IAMBUS calculations have revealed that the high plastic strains found
in the annealed cladding tubes in the upper hot part of the pins are
not due to fuel/clad mechanical interaction. If this were so, the
cold worked cladding tubes would have exhibited the higher plastic
deformations as a result of stronger fuel/clad mechanical interac-
tion. The high plastic deformations are the result of an irradiation
enhanced high temperature creep under fission gas pressure.

The model predictions are confirmed by comparing them with the ra-
dial structure of the irradiated fuel. This is illustrated in fig. 5.
A comparison of the individual axial profiles of the central void
radii of rods with annealed (broken line or open triangles) and cold-
worked cladding (continuous line or black triangles) reveals that the
fuel has been deformed in the radial direction by an amount dictated
or allowed by the cladding.

Fig. 5 demonstrates further that the fuel temperatures during irra-
diation, as reflected in the fuel structure , are predicted correct-
ly.

RAPSODIE I A A central hole
• • • 1 4970 pins • D equiaxed grain
A • 01.4988 pins * O surface

~ ' " Fig. 5:
Radial structure of irra-
diated fuel (max. burnup =
10.5 at % ) . Comparison with
IAMBUS predictions. The fig.
shows from left to right:
the central void radius, the
radius of onset of exquiaxed
grains, and the surface ra-
dius.
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A more significant insight into the mechanical interaction between
fuel and cladding is obtained, however, by comparing the changes in
fuel column length in fig. 6 found in the different types of fuel
rod.
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Fig. 6;
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in different axial positions
of 1.4988 SA and 1.4970 CW
type fuel rods. Comparison
with IAMBUS predictions.
The experimental points re-
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5 - 1O pellets after irra-
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This is possible owing to the good visibility of axial pellet boun-
daries in the x-ray pictures of the pins.
Therefore, the pellet length (average over a cluster of 5 - 10 pel-
lets) at different axial positions after irradiation could -be com-
pared with the documented fabrication values.

The fuel axial expansion, which is remarkable different depending on
the type of fuel rod, is in each case almost a replica of the clad-
ding expansion. The maximum expansion of the fuel column occurs at
the same axial position as the maximum clad diametral increase, or,
at the top of the column, where the fuel is stress-free.

The corresponding IAMBUS calculations performed with two different
physical assumptions:

i ) free axial expansion of the fuel column (see broken line),

ii) friction between fuel and cladding in addition to fuel radial
relocation of about 60 % of fabrication clearance (see con-
tinuons line)

are significantly in favour of the latter assumption.
These results show clearly that the fuel follows very closely the
clad expansion via appropriate plastic and creep deformation of its
overall structure without offering appreciable resistance or causing
excessive stresses in the cladding.

A comparison of experimental and calculated total axial expansion of
fuel and cladding as given in Table 1 supports the conclusion drawn
from the differential length changes. Furthermore it demonstrates
that in view of the fact that the calculated fuel in-pile length
changes are affected by many models and material properties the
agreement between experiment and calculation is quite satisfactory.

Table 1

Pin Number

AM 16
BM 01

AU 01
BU 14

Experiment

ALClad

7,0 mm
(7,0 mm)

0,9 mm
0,8 mm

ALFuel

5,3 mm
3,9 mm

0,2 ram
- 1,3 mm

IAMBUS

^ C l a d

7 ,4 mm
6,4 mm

0,7 mm
0,9 mm

A LFuel

5,1 mm
4 ,0 mm

0,8 mm
— 0,6 mm
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The released fission gas decisively influences the mechanical beha-
viour of the cladding in building up an internal pressure in the fuel
rod. Due to the sensitivity of gas release to thermal behaviour and
its feedback on the latter, the fractional release provides a further
tool for assessing the overall code performance. The experimental and
calculational results are given in Table 2.

Table 2

Pin Number

AM 16
BM 01

AU 01
BU 14

Fission gas released (cm3 STP)

Experiment

(123) *'
127

104
116

IAMBUS

128
123

94
116

*) average over similar pins

4. Typical fuel rod behaviour in non-ateady operation
Whereas the clad stresses due to fuel/clad mechanical interaction
are seen to be of no serious consequence in steady operation of
LMFBR-pins, the situation, in non-steady operation becomes, how-
ever, increasingly acute. This is shown in fig. 7 for a reactor
startup.
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The model predicts, under the assumption

i ) fuel radial relocation at startup eg
clearance,

ii) radial cracks compressible up to 60 % of initial crack volume

i ) fuel radial relocation at startup equal to 40 % of fabrication
clearance,

that a rapid reactor startup leads to a peak in clad stress while
the fuel is still relatively cold, that a break in the rise to
power in the form of a short period at constant reactor power is ad-
vantageous for fuel and clad recovery, and that the peaking effect
of fuel radial relocation virtually disappears with the onset of re-
latively hot fuel.

The first isolated LWR power ramping experiments indicated that the
compressibility of the cracks can be assumed to be at least 60 % of
the initial crack volume. The fuel radial relocation was found on a
broader experimental basis to be in the range of 40 - 60 % of fabri-
cation clearance.

5. Conclusion
In conclusion, we see that generally fuel/clad mechanical interac-
tion can not be prevented by fuel rod design measures because the
fuel cracks and relocates and, as a result, the gap originally pre-
sent between fuel and cladding closes early in life.

Fuel/clad mechanical interaction is quite definitely a combination Q3
of radial contact pressure and axial force due to fuel/clad fric-
tion.

We have seen that, in steady operation, the clad stress due to me-
chanical interaction presents no serious design problem.

Fuel-rod performance-model predictions for non-steady reactor ope-
ration, mainly power ramping, require, however a broader experimen-
tal justification of the basic assumptions made on fuel cracking be-
haviour.

7 Tttbbe, H.j "IAMBUS, A Computer Code for the Design, In-pile
Performance Predictions and Post-Irradiation Analysis of
Fuel Rods", paper to be presented at the IAEA specialist mee-
ting on "Theoretical Modelling of LMPBR Fuel Pin Behaviour",
Fontenay-aux-Roaes, May 28 - June 1, 1979



AN OVERVIEW OF FUEL MODELLING STUDIES
IN JAPAN

M. KATSURAGAWA, S. NAGAI, Y. YOKOUOD,
T. TACHIBANA, T. KAJIYAMA
Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation,
Akasaka, Minato-ku, Tokyo,
Japan

Abstract

Fuel Modelling codas can be classified as follows:
. Steady state analysis

Whole fuel pin performance
Setail theoretical modelling code
Empirical modelling code

Special model analysis
Fine stress-strain analysis code
Temperature analysis code
Fuel restructuring analysis code

Thermal transient analysis.
Vhole fuel pin performance code

In this report, the functions of each code in this
total code system and its brief description are
discussed.

An Overview of Fuel Modelling Studies in Japan

Fuel pin behaviours are too complicated to be analysed by only one com-
puter program. Therefore, these phenomena are usually analysed by a set of
•*de». These codes are classified into several groups based on the speed of
ffcenomena, the area of analysis, the usage of the calculated results, and the
•amputatioaal time. Fora the standpoint of the speed of phenomena, fuel
•mrforaanue codes are derided into three kinds of field ; steady state analy-
sis, thermal transient analysis, and mechanical transient analysis. But, the
•mthaaioal transient analysis codes are excluded here in accordance with the
•<• of tais IWFB meeting.

The fuel modelling codes being used in Japan are classified as follows.

Steady state analysis

Vhole fuel pin performance

Detail theoretical modelling i — PIPER, ACTIVE,

MIPEC, New code

Empirical modelling code—. .—•SIMPLE

Special model analysis

Pine stress-strain analysis PLASTIC, FEAPUS,

FEMBZ, MIPEC(R- t)

Temperature analysis :—— TAFP

Fuel restructuring analysis DIRAD

Thermal transient analysis

Vhole fuel pin performance

64

-ACTIVE-T, New code

In this report, the functions of these codes in this total code system and the
brief description of each code are discussed.

Steady state analysis

Steady state analysis is the main current of fuel performance code
because the steady state in the base condition of all the irradiations, and
experiments are mainly concentrated upon this condition. This steady state
includes very slow transient state in which the temperature and stress-strain
fields are regarded to be balanced, and only very slow plastic deformations
such as creep or swelling are to be allowed.

Since fuel irradiation periods are very long and the time for computer
calculation is limited, the analyses are performed using a set of computer
codes which treat different models. These are composed of the whole fuel pin
performance analysis codes and of some special model analysis codes, such as
fine stress-strain analysis, temperature analysis or fuel restructuring
analysis.

Vhole fuel pin performance analysis

The whole fuel pin performance codes are usually used to analyse the
overall movements of fuel pins, especially the time dependent and axial posi-
tion dependent phenomena, such as the deformation of fuel and cladding, fuel
temperature, P.P. gas release, plenum pressure, and so on. The codes, which
belong to this section, usually use axisymmetrical assumption, and follow the
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irradiation histories to analyse the detail phenomena of fuel pins in a re-
actor, and to be used as a tool for combining theoretical models to the real
behaviour of fuel pins.
Temperature distributions, irradiation effects on fuel pins, stress-strain
distributions in fuel pellets and claddings are analysed as a function of time
and position based on some theoretical models. This kind of codes are appli-
ed for the evaluation of fuel pin design, the investigation of material
properties, the preparation of iraput data for safety analysis, and the
arrangement of irradiation data.

Detail theoretical modelling code

Ve now have three codes which belong to this classification ; i.e. PIPER,
ACTIVE and MIPEC. PIPER and ACTIVE have been developed for these eight years,
and have been used for the analysis of fuel irradiation experiments. These
tvo code have rather similar code structure but have some different models and
different mathematical methods to solve stress-strain equations. PIPER code
emphasizes the behaviour of fuel pellets, and estimates void migration, plu-
tonium migration, radial oxigen redistribution and so on. On the other hand,
ACTIVE concentrates on mainly stress-strain analysis of fuel and pellets, and
calculates fine stress distribution of cladding. But these tvo codes have no
pellet relocation models, and predicted rather small interaction between fuel
and cladding.

On the other hand, in order to calculate pellet clad interaction, MIPEC
code has been developed for these three years. MIPEC has a relocation models
derived from the' behaviour of thermal reactor fuels, and now are being verifi-
ed by some irradiation experiments.

Based on these experiences, new fuel modelling code is now under
consideration. The specification of this new code will be reviewed at the
next session, but the fundamental structures are as follows.

1) This new code should be composed of basic theoretical models as far as
the computational time allows.

2) It should be able to predict pellet-clad interactions correctly.

3) It should be able to be improved to be a thermal transient
analysis code.

Empirical modelling code

In order to arrange the results of post irradiation examination, and to
check the results of the post irradiation examination, an empirical modelling
code SIMPLE has been developed. This code deals with a whole single fuel pin
as same as detail theoretical modelling codes do, but the models used in the
code are very simple and empirical, in order to shorten the computational
time. This kind of code is used to find some regularities amang the many and
complexed experimental data.

The relationship between this empirical modelling code and the detail
theoretical modelling codes is that the empirical models or some regularities,
found by the verification of the former code, are analysed into some theoreti-
cal models by the latter codes, or the theoretical models of the latter codes
are reversely verified by the empirical models of the fomer code.

This empirical modelling code is also used to servey the design or oper-
ational conditions of new fuel pina with parametric calculations. This kind
of work becomes possible because the short calculational time of this code.

Special model analysis gjj

As mentioned above, whole fuel pin performance codes treat the entire
fuel pin length and the whole fuel lifetime, and usually use axisymmetrical
models. Therefore, these codes cannot analyse some special phenomena such as
local stress concentrations, and are too complexed to analyse some special
models such as terapereture distribution or fuel restructuring. In order to
solve these problems, other kind of codes are used.

Fine stress-strain analysis

Finite element method is used to analyse fine stress-strain distribu-
tions in fuel and cladding. Four computer programs have been developed for
this purpose ; PLASTIC, FEAPUS, FEMRZ, and MIFEC (R- » ) .

PLASTIC is a kind of finite element code which is used to analyse the
out of pile mechanical tests of fuel pellets and cladding. It can deals with
pellet-clad slipping conditions and can estimate fine stress distributions in
the cladding near pellet crack.

FEAPUS and FEMRZ are a pair of finite element codes for (R- 6) and (R-Z)
dimension analysis, respectively. These two codes are developed especially
for analysis of localized effects of plutonium spots in pellets.

MIPEC (R- t) is a code developed with the whole fuel pin performance
code MIPEC. In order to analyse the local stress conditions at higher burnup,
the calculated results of MIPEC are used as the inputs of MIPEC (R- 0 ) .

Temperature analysis

Temperature distributions and changes during irradiations are very im-
portant for the design and the analysis of fuel behaviour, and a simple
modelling code TAFF has been developed. TAFF estimates gap width by some
empirical deformation models, and analyse the temperature distributions using
the gap conductance derived from that gap width.
The results of these analysis are reflected to the model of whole fuel pin
performance codes.

Fuel restructuring analysis

During the irradiation, bubbles in the pellets sweep along the temper-
ature gradient, and columnar grains grow. This phenomenon gives very great
effects on the fuel pin behaviours.
DIARD code treats this phenomenon using some theoretical models, and the re-
sults are used in the detailed theoretical modelling codes, PIPER.

Thermal transient analysis

During the operational transient, the temperature distributions become
unbalanced, and some phenomena, which are sensitive to the temperature
change, shoud be treated by defferent models from steady state analysis.
The phenomena to be treated as different from steady state are fission gas
release rate, pellet fracture stress, cladding yield strength, primary creep
and so on.

There are two different measures to analyse the transient conditions.
One is to reform a steady state programs to fit for transient analysis,
and the other is to make a new code for transient and to fit the interface
with a steady state code.

ACTIVE-T belongs to the latter case, and is composed of transient tem-
perature analysis routine and stress-strain analysis routine. The initial
conditions before the transient are calculated by ACTIVE code.

Now, a new code which belongs to the former case are being discussed.



Usually, transient conditions do not last for such a long time and after tran-
sient conditions, steady state analysis should be done to follow the real
conditions. Therefore, it is more convenient that one code has both transient
and steady state analysis capabilities.

Conclusion

Fuel modelling codes can be classified into several groups based on the
speed of phenomena, the area of analysis, the usage of the calculated results
and the computational time, as fallows.

Steady state analysis

Whole fuel pin performance

Detail theoretical modelling—

Empirical modelling code•

Special model analysis

Pine stress—strain analysis-

Temperature analysis

Fuel restructuring analysis -

Thermal transient analysis

Whole fuel pin performance —

-PIPER, ACTIVE,

MIPEC, New code

-SIMPLE

-PLASTIC, FEAHJS,

FEMRZ, M^PEC ( R - 6)

-TAFF

• DIARD

-ACTIVE-T, New c o d e .

Empirical modelling code is used to arrange the result of post irradiation
examinations into some empirical equations, and these empirical equations
are analysed into some theoretical models by detail theoretical modelling
codes. Then, these theoretical models are proved separately by special
model analysis codes. Thermal transient analysis code is to be closely
connected with the state analysis code.

As th» fuel.pin behaviours are too complexed to be analysed by only one
code, the above mentioned codes should be incorporated into one system and
the models used in each code should be closely related for each other.
PNC is now trying to compose a new system based on this theory.

Appendix : Code abstracts

1. PIPER :. S.Kikuchi, S. Nagai, Y. Yokouchi & et. al.
PNCT841-76-16, Fast breeder reactor fuel pin perfomance code "PIPER".

2; ACTIVE-H : M. Katsuragawa, H. Kawamura.
PNCT841-75-17. Fuel perfomance code "ACTIVE-I" (1975).

3. PLASTIC 1 T. Tachibana & et. al.
PNCT831-75-O1 Theoretical analysis of the deformations produced in fast
reactor fuel cladding having local overheated zone. (1975)

4. FEAPUS-n : K. Kaneda & et. al.
SN841-78-45. Fuel perfomance code by finite element method "FEAPUS-I".
(1978)

5. FEMRZ : H. Mizuta, K. Kaneda, M. Senzaki. & et. al. |
SN841-79-27. Fuel rod local performance analysis code by finite element
method "FEMRZ". (1979)

6. TAFF : Y. Kobayashi & et. al.
SJ2O1-77-44. Development of method for temperature distribution analysis
on fast reactor fuel (E). (1977)

7. DIRAD : H. Kaneko, H. Hayashi & et. al.
PNCT831-7O-O1. Calculation program MIVOID for stracture change of oxide
fuel during irradiation. (1970)

8. ACTIVE-T :. M. Katsuragawa, S. Tanabe
SN841-77-52. Transient fuel performance code "ACTIVE-T". (1977)

1. PIPER code
The PIPER code is designed to model the thermal, stress and deformation

behavior of a cylindical, fast reactor-type fuel pin at several axially dis-
tributed points along its length as a function of an operating history of
power, coolant inlet temperature and coolant flow rate. The behavior of the
fuel pin is described under quasi-steady state conditions, and, therefore, the
code can be used to calculate steady-state and many transient modes of
operation.
The fuel pin in the PIPER code is represented as a long cylindrical column of
fuel centrally located in a cylindrical, metallic container which is the
cladding. In order to treat experimental irradiations, it is possible to rep-
resent the capsule by a concentric cylindrical shell with as many as three
lamina for the capsule wall.
The fuel region of the pin can be divided into as many as ten (10) axial
nodes. An additional axial node is always used to pepresent the fission gas
plenum region. Each of the axial fuel nodes can be solid or centrally cored,
and they can be specified with different dimensions, composition and proper-
ties. This allows PIPER to simulate upper and lower axial blanket regions and
axial zoning of the fuel. Each axial fuel node can be divided into as many as
twenty equal mass radial nodes which are used for all calculations except the
stress-deformation calculations. In the case of the stress-deformation calcu-
lations in PIPER, the radial fuel nodes are merged into three, geometric
stress-deformation regions. All the salient mechanical properties and other
temperature, porosity and composition dependent phenomena are appropriately
averaged for each stress—deformation region.

The fuel pin can be subjected to the following time-dependent forcing
functions: coolant inlet temperature, coolant pressure, coolant flow rate,
linear power rating and fast fluence. The linear power level is a measure of
the irradiation rate which generates solid and gaseous fission products within
the fuel region. The fast fluence is important for the determination of swell-
ing in the clad region. The axial coolant temperature distribution is
calculated by assuming that the fuel pin and its associated flow area are ther-
mally and fluid dynamically isolated from the surrounding fuel pins.
A generalized-plane-strain approximation is used to represent the stress-strain
behavior of the fuel and cladding. All external loads on the fuel and cladding
as well as stresses, strains and deflections are assumed to be axisymmetric.



The heat generated in the fuel by fission causes a temperature rise in the fuel
Jin above the level of the local coolant temperature. The temperature distri-
bution in the fuel and cladding is based on a quasi-static, one-dimensional
representation of the heat transfer; that is, thermal capacitance and axial
heat conduction effects are neglected. Thus, the temperature distribution
used in PIPER is the solution of the steady state equation of radial heat con-
duction in cylindrical coordinates.

The coolant exerts an external pressure on the cladding (or capsule wall
in the case of an encapsulated fuel pin), which is considered uniform over the
entire length. An axial holddown force on the fuel pin can be specified for
the problem, and axial fuel pin support forces for grid-type supports are cal-
culated from cladding and spacer grid deformations. The internal gas pressure
from the original fill gas and the release of adsorbed' and fission gases is
applied in the plenum, within the central void and any open fuel-clad gap;
that is, all available free gas volumes are assumed to communicate with one
another. An initial fuel-clad gap is allowed for pellet fuel, but fuel pins
vithout an initial gap can also be treated.

If the gap closes during operation the attendant radial and axial contact
forces are calculated by the code based on a sliding friction model for the
interaction.

The gap size is allowed to increase or to decrease with operation de-
pending on the power history and the deformation behavior of the fuel and
clad. During a change in time, fuel volume changes are caused by thermal
expansion, solid and gaseous fission product swelling, hot-pressing, fission
gas pressure and contact forces on the fuel by the clad. The clad volume
changes result from thermal expansion, clad swelling, support loads, fission
(as and coolant pressure and contact forces on the clad by the fuel.
Deformation of the fuel pin is affected by the elastic-plastic-creep proper-
ties of the fuel and cladding which, are functions of temperature and
irradiation.

2. ACTIVE code.

The ACTIVE-1 code is a fuel performance analysis code for a thermal and
aechanical analysis of cylindrical reactor fuel element under irradiation, as
• function of the actual reactor operating history. It has some character-
istics compared with other performance codes as follows.

First, it can calculate fine structure of stress and strain distribution.
By using variable dimension method, the user can choose as many meshes as he
wishes.

Second, the code is made up by many modules. Therefore, it's easy to
change any models in the code.

Third, ACTIVE-II can deal with any type of reactor fuel which has sy-
lindrical shape, (i.e. fast breeder reactor fuel, heavy water reactor fuel,
pressurized water reactor fuel and boiling water reactor fuel.)

Fourth, it can evaluate fuel cracking and healing which cause during
reactor power change. Fuel cracking is evaluated until every stresses settle
down below fracture stresses.

It is remarkable that the calculation time is minimized by adopting
matrix method.
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Assuming a cylindrical geometry, axi-symmetrical analysis is performed.

Fuel column is devided into as many meshes as the user wishes by the plane
perpendicular to the axis, and a plenum region is added at the top of the fuel
column.

Fuel dimensions (i.e. clad outer diameter, clad inner diameter, fuel di-
ameter and central hole diameter), pellet densities, 0/M ratio, linear rod
power and fast neutron flux are input for each axial region. These values
are constant within each axial region, but have distributions for axial
direction. Thermal and mass movements are not allowed between these axial
regions.

Fuel central void is assumed to be separated from upper plenum during
operation but to be connected during shutdown.

Fuel is divided into three concentric zones corresponding to the regions
with columner grain growth region, equiaxed grain growth region and un-
disturbed region, and within these regions, fuel densities are assumed to be
constant. These three regions and cladding region are divided into many
submeshes for stress and strain analysis. For example, columnar, equiaxed,
undisturbed and cladding regions are divided into 3,3,4, and 4 submeshes,
respectively.

For these sub-meshes, temperature, materials' properties including creep
and swelling, stress and strain (using plane-strain analysis) and fuel crack-
ing are calculated.

For time intervals, quasi-steady state is assumed.

Flow diagram

Fig. 2.1 shows the flow diagram of ACTIVE-II. At the beginning of the
MAIN program, dimensions for the program are decided according to the variable
dimension method.

Capsule dimensions, material properties' options, relative power and fast
flux distributions, and fuel densities are input as the initial value, and
then, operation conditions are prepared assuming stepwise power change.

First, boundary movement and fuel densities are calculated using the re-
sults of the former time step. Temperature distribution is calculated based
on the coolant temperature assuming one dimensional calculation.
Gap conductance between fuel and cladding is a function of gap width, and the
thermal conductivity of fuel is a function of fuel density, temperature, and
0/M ratio.

Using the equivalent stress of the former time step, the creep strains
of fuel and cladding are calculated for each sub-region. If one of the in-
crements of boundary movements, creep of fuel or creep of cladding during the
time step is too much larger than the limit given by input, time interval is
cut to half and the calculation is retried at the beginning of the temperature
calculations.

Based on the temperature distribution, fuel restructuring, plutonium
redistribution, fission gas release, plenum pressure, fuel burnup, fast neu-
tron fluence and fuel and cladding swelling are also calculated.

Those results are used for the boundary conditions of stress and strain
calculations, which are performed using matrix and gap condition iterations.
That is, first open gap is assumed for the fuel - cladding interface and if
the calculated results show no gap, the boundary conditions are reevaluated



and the calculation is continued. After the calculation of stress and strain,
•tresses for radial, circumferential and axial directions of each sub—region
•re compared vith the fracture stress, which depends on temperature, to check
if the fuel cracking occurs. If one of the stresses is geater than the frac-
ture stress, the code narks the fuel cracking at the region, and changes the
Toung's modulus of elasticity and Foisson's ratio of the region. Then the
•tress and strain are re-evaluated using these moderated properties, and the
resulting stresses are compared with the fracture stresses.

After the convergence of the cracking routine or in the case of no crack-
ing, healing conditions are checked and the whole calculated conditions are
printed out before going to the next time step.

The code also can be used to calculate temperature distribution in the 58
fuel pellet and cladding in the case that the pellet contains some local power
generation regions ruch as plutonium spots.

The strain increment theory is used in the code.
The stress and strain in the fuel are analysed for each time step by

explicit method.
Frictional forces arising at the fuel-cladding interface are modeled by

a thin artificial transversely—isotropic material layer whose radial and
tangential moduli are chosen so as to simulate the friction coifficient.

In the nomal case, it takes about 10 minites computing time by using
CDC-66OO.

3. PLASTIC code.

The deformation of fuel rods includes the elastic deformation, the creep
deformation and those by swelling and thermal expansion. These deformations
have been evaluated by experimental data and by developping fuel pin behavioral
analyses codes. It is, however, considered precisely that irregularly high
strain arises in cladding under irradiation when fuel pellets make contact with
cladding by radial cracks expansion, (here after shotened as FCMI).
Cladding strains caused by this FCMI is said to be heavily affected by the
crack shape of pellets and the friction coefficient between pellect/cladding.
For this reason, various computer codes are being developed for the FCMI
evaluation.

The PLASTIC code has been developed to calculate the stress and strain
distributions especially when cracked pellets contact cladding by using finite
element method. Hook's lav is used for the elastic evaluation, and direct
iteration method vith the yield condition of von Mises is adopted to the
plastic analysis. The charactaristic of this code is that the slip and slide
conditions betveen fuel pellet and cladding during the FCMI s.re taken into
Account. A thin intermediate friction layer of about 20ttn thick is assumed
betveen fuel pellet and cladding inner surface, and localized plastic flow
nay arise in the friction layer when the ratio of peripheral stress to redial
•tress ( »p/ *g) in the layer becomes larger than the friction coefficient
which is given as input. In the PLASTIC code, sliding condition betveen fuel
pellet and cladding (i.e. localized plastic flow in the friction layer)
continues until the stress ratio of «p/» JJ becomes smaller than the friction
coefficient. The friction coefficient was measured recently by the auther,
fend this nev FCMI model is used to predict the local stress concentration in
the cladding vhen radial cracks of pellet contact to the cladding.

The flow diagram and some charactaristics of the PLASTIC code are give
ib Fig. 3.1 and Table 3.1 respectively.

4 . FEAPUS-H code

FEAPUS-H code has been developed to conduct fuel rod local performance
analysis by using a plane stress finite element model.

The code calculates temperature, stress and strain distributions in the
R- f domain of fuel rod transverse section.

The analysis of fuel-cladding mechanical interaction under the condition
of pover increasing stag* is considered to be the most important point in the
programme, which can treat elastoplasticity, temperature effect and creep
in both fuel and cladding.

5. FEMRZ code.

Axisymmetric, 2-dimensional finite element method programme, FEMRZ, has
been developed for the analysis of fuel rod deformation and mechanical inter-
action behaviour between fuel pellet and cladding.

This computer code can deal with thermal conduction, elastoplasticity,
•creep effects of the pellet and cladding, pellet-cladding contact problems
and fuel pellet cracking. A cyclic boundary condition is introduced to deal
with one pellet length instead of the full size fuel rod.
Fig. 5.1 shows the flow diagram of FEMRZ.

FEMRZ code is written in FORTAN-IV of IBM model 360/195. Since this
programme is constructed by variable dimension method, the number of nodes of
element and time meshes for the calculation is almost infinite as for as com-
puter can accept. Therefore the computer calculation time depends on the
number of meshes and nodes.

FEMRZ code can be provided not only for fuels of sodium couled fast
breeder reactor but also for those of light water reactor accoding to materi-
al properties' options.

6. TAFF code.

TAFF is a computer program which predicts the thermal behaviour of an
operating fuel rod during its normal lifetime. The code can be provided not
only for sodium cooled fast breeder reactor fuels, but also for light water
reactor fuels. The analysis of behavior is performed assuming that cylindri-
cal geometry, axi—symmetrical model. A simplified flow diagram for TAFF is
shown in Figure 6.1. This code include following models.

(1) coolant temperature distribution

(2) heat transfer coefficient between coolant and cladding outer surface

(3) cladding temperature distribution

(4) gap conductance

(5) fuel pellet temperature distribution

(6) clodding swelling

(7) fuel relocation

(8) fission gas release

(9) fuel restructuring



Oop conductance are calculated by using the modified model of the model pro-
posed by Ross and Stoute, for LMFBR. GAPCON model (as a function of initial
pellet-cladding gap size and burnup) is adopted for LWR for the fuel, reloca-
tion calculation) Dutt's model (as a function of initial pelletcladding gap
»ize, burnup and linear heat generation rate) and a start-up relocation model
can be used for FBR fuel.
Two fuel restructuring models are involved in the code ; one is PIPER model
Which predict fuel restructuring based on a migration of fabricated void under
thermal gradient, and the other is Nichols model (ACTIVE-E) which predict by
the velocity of columnar grain and equiaxed grain boundary growth.
As fission gas release, two models are prepared; four region model of GAPCON
code for LWR fuel and three region model of Butt for FBR full.
For the calculation, the fuel column can be divided into 10 meshes axially and
on* region of plenum is added at the top of fuel rod. In addition, the radial
meshes of the fuel rod can be taken up to maximum 49 meshes which includes
one mesh of cladding.

Q+ and Q- respectively are the volumes of voids migrating into and out
of the cylindrical elements, Q being the volume increase during time dt while
residing in the cylindrical element. If the void ratio is denoted by *
^v(r,t) and the rate of migration by R(r,t), the volume flux of voids,

J(r,t)=»v(r,t)'B(r,t)» (1)

while

Q_ = _(
Sr

dr

•-r}
2.

= _ 3/»v(r,t) t d t. 2 i t r d r j l

(2)

, (3)

(4)

7. DIRAD code (MIVOID)

It is generally known that a central void and columnar grains are formed
by void migration caused by evaporation-condensation mechanism coming into
action in oxide fuel during the early stage of irradiation. A program DIRAD
was developed to evaluate the progress of this pnenomenon with irradiation
time.

In estimating the void ratio (volume fraction) distribution in a cylin-
drical fuel, the voids are presumed to migrate taking a lenticular form and
in the direction of higher temperature, incited by evaporationcondensation
mechanism.

We first consider as model an infinitely long fuel cylinder with radius
ro containing a cylindrical void with radius x along its axis, as shown in
Fig. 1. In this hollow cylinder, we take a cylindrical element of thickness
dr it i given radius r (surfaces at r-dr/2 and r + dr/2).

and obviously,

2+ - Q_ = Q (5)

Substituting Eqs. (l), (2), (3) and (4) into Eq. (5), and considering
that the void in the central void is unity.

0 A r < x(t) :

*v(r,t) = 1,

x(t) «S r ^ r0 :

3/>v(r,t)-R(r,t). + ov(r,t)-R(r,t)
+

(6)

(7)
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram on the
conservation of void volume.

with the initial and boundary conditions

*v(r,o)=: f(r)
and

J(ro,t)= *v(ro,t)'R(ro,t), = 0 (9)

Since the total sum of the void volume counting both central void and those
dispersed in the cylindrical wall does not change with time, the combination
of Eqs. (6) with (7) gives as expression for x(t)

ro
l.)t.x2(t) + J"x(t) "v(r,t)-2ffrdr

=!•* -x2 (0) + / x ( 0 ) />v(r,0)-2*rdr. (10)



The void migration rate R(r,t)
 h a s *° b e expressed as a function

of tfv(r,t), r and t to solve Eqs. (6)~(10). But this is impossible unless
some treatment such as described later is adopted.

As shown further down, R(r,t) is derived from the temperature distribu-
tion in the fuel using Eqs, (ll)~(l4), and hence the temperature distribution
is determined by the rod power, power distribution, thermal conductivity, gap
conductance and other conditions, while the power distribution and thermal
conductivity are functions of void ratio distribution /»v(r,t) • It is thus
impossible to express the relation between R(r,t) and />(r,t) in a mathemati-
cally simple form.

To solve Eqs. (6)~(1O), we therefore divide the irradiation time into
small intervals t0 £ t ̂  tj f t^it^t2-... during each of which interval
we assume that the rod power (function of time) and R(r,t) are both constant.

If the irradiation time is suitably divided, ve can obtain a solution
with sufficient accuracy.

The lenticular void migration rate is calculated on the program DIRAD
using the following equation originally derived by DeHalas (2) (5) and
corrected later by Kikuchiw). '

D12' Tr' (11)

(12)
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8. ACTIYE-T code

ACTIVE-T is a fuel performance code during the themal transient.
The starting conditions for transient state are given from a steady state
fuel performance code "ACTIVE-H" . Transient analysis is perfomed at a cer-
tain cross section of the fuel pin with a generalized structural analysis
program "NASTRAN".

Flow diagram of ACTIVE-T is shown in Fig. 8.1. First, the outputs from
ACTIVE-I code are arranged for the input of NASTRAN temperature calculation
routine. By this routine, the temperature changes are culculated till the
end of phenomena, and then the input data for stress—strain calculation rou-
tine are prepared from the results of temperature calculations.
Thermal transient states are treated at the temperature calculations but

steady state conditions are assumed for stress-strain analysis.
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2 V * 3* (n-L+Hg) *12 V ml m2

(13)

(14)

where Q : Molecular volume of hollow fuel cylinder

D12
: Diffusion coefficient of fuel molecule in gas filling

a void

T: Temperature (°K)

r: Radial distance from fuel center

P»_A: Vapor pressure of fuel

X{t Mole fraction of UO2 and PuO2

Poi'Kli'K2i! Constants

n^ 1 HJ! Number densities of fuel vapor and gas molecule
filling a void

j^: Arithmetic mean of diameters of fuel vapor and gas
molecules

mj; , m2: Molecular masses of fuel and gas.

Table 3.1 Characteristics of PLASTIC code

Computer

Max. finite element

Max. nodal point No

Input data

Xielding judgement

Plastic stress and

calculation

Compute time

CDC-6600 ( CDC )
M- 160 ( FACOM )

No.

strain

500 elements

350

finite element layout

thickness

loung's modulus, Poisson's ratio

Yield strength, tangent modulus

Simplified stress-3train curves

Friction coefficient of pellet/cladding

Von Mises yield criterion

Direct iteration method

about 10 min/ one case
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BASIC MODELS OF FUEL PIN BEHAVIOUR
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Abstract

An improved fuel pin performance code is under development

based on our experiences on the fuel pin modelling codes.

The specifications of this new code and some physical models

to be incorporated in this code are discussed here.

Introduction

For these eight years, PNC has developed two detail theoretical model-
ling codes, i.e. PIPER and ACTIVE, but they don't have pellet relocation
model. Therefore they seem to underestimate the pellet-cladding mechanical
interaction.

In order to analyse the pellet-cladding interaction correctly, another
code, MIPEC, has been developed for these three years. Now we have rather
good results on the pellet-cladding interaction analysis by MIPEC code. Add-
ing to this, we have an experience to develop a transient performance code,
ACTIVE-T. Then a plan to incorporate these functions and experiences into
one new code was born.

The basic specifications of this new code are as follows.

1) This new code should be composed of basic theoretical models as far as
the computational time allows, because it may be used not only for the
prediction of fuel pin behaviours but also for the development of theo
ries of fuel behaviours.

2) This new code should be able to be reformed as a thermal transient code
This means that the code structure and models should be adopted for
t rans i ent analysi s.

The results of the investigations on the specification of the new code and
on the theoretical models to be incorporated are discussed in this paper.

O
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Cod* analysis capabilities

In order to satisfy the basic specification of the nev code, code analy-
sis capabilities are revieved. Table 1. shows the comparison of code analysis
capabilities of PIPER, ACTIVE, MIPEC and New Code. Generally speaking,
mechanical analysis capabilities of the new code are similar to those of MIPEC
code, while other thermal and general capabilities are those of PIPER and
ACTIVE codes. The factors affected by transient phenomena should be analysed,
independently. These are P.P. gas release, temperature distribution and so on.

Some important phenomena, which should be included in the new code, have
never been treated by these three codes. That is, pellet inpile densification,
fission products transport, primary creep, failure criteria, cladding corro-
sion, and so on.

Program specifications

Fundamental program specifications are derived from the above mentioned
code analysis capabilities, as follows.

Axi-symmetrical model
Quasi-two dimensional model
One dimensional (radial) heat flow
Generalized plane-strain analysis for mechanical

analysis of fuel and cladding

The detail specifications are shown in Table 2. These specifications are
decided through our experiences of PIPER, ACTIVE and MIPEC. But there are
some uncertainties which cannot be decided explicitly.

1) Lower plenum spring makes it difficult to decide the relative position
of pellet and cladding.

2) As the number of radial mesh points increase, the accuracy of calcula-
tion increase, but at the same time, the computational time increase.
The optimum point should be decided.

3) Pellet-cladding contact problem frequently causes calculation unstability.

4) When pellet-cladding contact occured, axial interaction must be considered.

5) The necessity of the calculation of stress-strain in fuel pellets where
there are very large temperature differences and some complex phenomena
like cracking and relocation occur should be descussed.

6) More realistic models are necessary for pellet cracking and relocation.

7) To analyse cladding behaviour more correctly, corrosion and errosion
phenomena should be accounted.

8) To satisfy the specification for transient version, plastic deformation,
primary creep deformation, new fission gas release model unstable tem-
perature distribution and some special material properties should be
considered.

9) Effects of fission products upon gap conductance at higher burnup, SCC
and PCCI should be studied.

10) Axial redistribution of fission products are to be modelled.

These problems are caused mainly because of lack of verification and of the
trade off with computational time. Some of these problems are discussed in
appendices.

Flow diagram

Fundamental flow diagram of the new code is proposed as shown in
Figure 1. This structure is not a special flow but is almost the same as in
other codes. The problems are;

1) Is it necessary to iterate the gap condition?
2) Is it necessary to feed back the pellet-cladding interaction condition

to the axial boundary conditions?
These questions should be solved during the verification of the code.

Conclusion

Based on the experiences on our fuel pin modelling codes works, the
fundamental specifications of new modelling code are proposed.

The fundamental phenomena to be incorponated are pellet relocation,
plastic deformation including primary creep and transient analysis features.

But some problems are left to be solved mainly because of lack of
verification work and of the trade off with computational time.

General Analysis

Gap conductance

Friction force

Hot internal pressure

External pressure

Axial power distribution

Gamma heating in cladding

Varied power history

Axial interaction
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T
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Note

T : treated explicitly by mechanistic models or empirical equations.

NT : not treated

IP : effect in input directly.

Appendix 1

Pellet-Cladding Mechanical Interact ion Model in the Axial Direction.

-How to t r e a t the effect of lower plenum spring-

Yoji TOKOUCH, Tomio KAWATA



1. Introduction

Advanced Thermal Reactor "PUGEN" in Japan and some of LVR have not only
an upper plenum but also a lover plenum in their fuel rods.

The lover plenum is designed to accommodate the pellet-cladding mechani-
cal interaction (PCMl) in the axial direction when one or more fuel pellet
nodes are trapped betveen the lover end of the cladding and a pellet in firm
contact vith the cladding.

It is discussed in this section hov to introduce an axial FCMI model into
a fuel performance analysis code.

2. Model

The following three (actually tvo) models would be possible to consider
the axial FCMI effect.

(1) Model -1
No consideration of axial PCMI effect.

(2) Model -2"
Some equations determined from experimental data are used to calculate
the elongations of "fuel stack and cladding length.
(Empirical Model)

(3) Model -3
Axial PCMI effect is determined exactly in the iterative calculations
of the fuel deformation. (Theoretical Model)

2-1 Model -1

Model -1 has advantage if one want to have a fast running code.

2-2 Model -2

In the case of Model -2, Al/lo calculated from Model -2 might be hardly
in conformity vith the strains from stress-strain calculations.

An empirical model has been developed based on the HBVR irradiation data
(IPA-206, 207) in order to estimate PCMI effect of "FUGEN" fuel rods under
transient conditions.

When the linear heat rating P is less than Pj at which PCMI begins to
take place, axial cladding strain e^ can be written as follows.

PCMI i n i t i a t i o n power level Pj i s determined by the following equation on 7fi
the assumption that ridging PCMI would occur when the stored every i s the
pe l l e t reaches a cer ta in value.

f + B r P (1)
I (Tp-To) •? I RT

when P. is greater than Pj, axial strain is accelerated by ridging PCMI

«-> = exp( - 22.
RTp

exp(- 9l )y
(2)

where

Tp

P

Ql

R

: Fuel center temperature at the linear heat rating (°K)

: Power ramping rate (kw/ft/hr)

Q2 : Activation energy (kcal/mol)

: Gas constant (kcal/mol °K)

cl> A 2 ' B2 Constants.

| ap2 - bp + c

where a, b and c are constants .

2-3 Model -3

In the case of model -3, many problems should be solved.

(1) The deformation calculations of each axial node should be started from
the top axial node and then go down one by one to the bottom node. The
reason is as follows.
Radial PCMI would occur usually at the middle nodes of the fuel rod,

and one or more axial nodes below the PCMI nodes are trapped between
the lower end of cladding and the node in firm contact with the cladding
(named trapped nodes).
The stress levels of trapped nodes will differ from those estimated

as un-trapped node3.
Then if one starts the calculations from the bottom node to the top

node, it is necessary to re-calculate the stresses and strains of trapp-
ed nodes under the new axial PCMI boundary conditions.

(2) If a fuel rod has a lower plenum, it is necessary to estimate whether
the lower plenum spring is still efective or not.

If the spring has still enough contraction length, axial PCMI effect
could be neglected.
However, iterative calculations of the trapped node's lengths are

necessary to know that the lower spring is still effective or not.

(3) If one wants to calculate fuel rod performance with some performance
code, the fuel rod will be divided into some axial nodes as shown in
Figure l(a). At that time, axial i-th node contains fuel stack and
cladding which have the same length lfi = lei .
But according to the advance of irradiation, these lengths lfi and lei

will differ from each other because of the difference in thermal expan-
sion and irradiation growth.
Therefore the fuel stack and cladding, which are initially contained

in the i-th node, will gradually slip off from each other slightly as
shown in Figure 1(b).
This discrepancy between the lengths of fuel stack and cladding should

be estimated accurately in order to evaluate the force balance in the
fuel stack and the cladding of the trapped nodes.
Therefore it is necessary to know the relative axial position of fuel

stack and cladding.
Strictly speaking, it means that some kind of axial node re-sectioning

is necessary.
However, re-sectioning of the axial nodes is thought to be not realistic.

2-4 FRAP-S2 model

The following assumptions and axial PCMI model are adopted in FRAP-S2 code.

(a) Stress-strain analysis is not conducted for fuel pellet.

(b) Pellet deformation is determined only from thermal expansion, swelling
and densification.



(c) Lower plenum is not taken into account.

(d) This cylindrical shell model is used to calculate cladding deformations.

The axial PCMI calculation procedure is as follows.

(a) Deformation calculations are conducted for all the axial nodes in fuel
rod without considering axial PCMI effects.

(b) All those nodes are examined for open or closed gap.

(c) If there is no PCMI node, the solution obtained in (a) is the appropri-
ate solution.

(d) If PCMI nodes take place, it is necessary to compare the stack length
and cladding length in the trapped nodes.

(e) If fuel stack length is longei than the cladding length in the trapped
nodes, the cladding are stretched to accommodate the discrepancy.
At this time, axial force equilibrium requires that »£ be the same in
each node.

2-5 Length change of LMFBR fuel pins vs clad swelling

In order to estimate the influence of PCMI phenomena upon the elongation
of fuel pin length, the length changes caused by clad swelling are evaluated
and compared with the total fuel pin length.

If it can be assumed that clad swelling causes uniformly to all directions,
the length change caused by clad swelling is equal to A D S / D S > which
means the diametral change ratio by swelling averaged through the fuel column
length ( W •) .

On the other hand, as the fluence at the plenum region is very low, length
change caused by swelling is described as AL/Lf > where A L is the
change of total fuel pin length and Lf is the fuel column length.

Figure 2 shows the experimental results of the PNC irradiation in DFR and
Rapsodie. The results show that the fuel pin length changes are almost the
same as the swelling rates of the cladding. This means that the fuel length
changes are caused mainly by the swelling of cladding, and that the pellet-
clad interaction has very little effects on the fuel pin length change.

Therefore, for LMFBR fuel pins, the effects of PCMI in the axial direction
•ay be neglected.

3 Recomendation

Exact treatment of axial PCMI model (Model -3) is thought to be not
suitable for a fuel performance code which will deal the stress-strain
calculations of cladding and also fuel pellet, because the code will be very
complicated and take too much computing time.

On the other hand, the FRAP-S2 model would be one of the good example of
simplified model.

After all, the following two assumptions will simplify the axial PCMI
model.

(a) Axial PCMI affect only the cladding deformation but not affect the fuel
pellet deformation.

(b) The fuel stack and cladding initially contained in the same axial node
do not slip from each other.

(c) For LMFBR fuels, axial PCMI effect may be neglected.

Appendix 2. Fuel Relocation Model

N. Nakae, and H. Kaneko

1. Introduction

In order to evaluate the temperature distribution in a pellet, the initial
PCMI force, and the strain of cladding of EOL, i t is one of the most important
key-factors to estimate the degree of relocation. Fuel relocation means that
the pellets are fractured by the difference of thermal expansion with the
stored energy recieving, which corresponds to the elastic energy of fuels.
If the movement of pellet fragments is free, the degree of relocation can be
directly related to the elastic energy. But the movement is indeed controled
by the axial force including pellet 's weight, the friction force and the rough-
ness of crack surface. It is very difficult to evaluate the degree of
relocation. No theoretical models, therefore, have not been proposed.

Fuel relocation is directly corresponded with a gap size. Some investiga-
tors proposed the empirical equations presenting a gap closure behaviour.
Dutt et al . Cl>2 3 introduced the following equation from 78 photomacrographs
of mixed oxide fuels after irradiation;

0.00524 x Q x G x
+ 0.365 x G x Cl
+ 0.347xl0-2xB ,

; (Q - 5.835) x ft - exp(-C)]
- exp(-9.14xl0-2x Q x B))

(1)

where 4G is a decrease of gap si2e (mil), G an original diametral gap size
(mil), Q a local linear heat rate (kV/ft), C the number of cycles in full power
operations and B a burn up (MVd/kg). Beyer et at. 3 3, on the other hand,
proposed that the increase of pellet outer diameter due to relocation was a
function of original gap size, linear heat rate and burn-up. Recently, some
experimental results and empirical equations of fuel relocation have been
reported at the Halden Program MeetingC4^. in this paper, one model of fuel
relocation is theoretically introduced by considering the pellet cracking and
the subsequent outer movement of these cracked fragments, and gap closure model
is also proposed.

2. Theory

2.1. Fuel relocation model

In this model, the degree of fuel relocation is obtained by the following
three procedures.

(1) The distance of pellet's movement.
The crack Open width (RR) due to a cracking is given under the assumption

that the elastic energy of fuels (U) equals to the energy with which the
pellet fragments move the distance of RR against the friction force between
one pellet and the others, i.e.,

V = F x (T) x RR, (2)

where U is an elastic energy, F an axial force, it (f) a pellet/pellet
friction coefficient which depends on the fuel temperature, and RR a crack
open width. The value of RR is given qualitatively in the following
section (section 3).



(2) Cracking patern and linear heat rating dependence of the number of
cracks.
The pellet crackings occur in the patern as shown in fig.l.
The relation between the number of cracks and the linear heat rate (LHR)
is given as the following equations;

crack '

Ncrack = 2 '

at P --.100 W/cm

at 100gPsl25 W/cm

and (3)

Ncrack at P S 125 V/cm

where N . is the number of carcks and P the linear heat rate.
crack

In eq.(3), 8/500] is Gaussian function.

(3) The average value of radial relocation.
The degrees of relocations due to crackings are different from each other

in their circumferencial positions. Therefore, the degree of relocation
is given as an average value by use of the relation that the increased
area due to radial fuel relocation is the cracked area. For example, in
the case that N

crack
2, the value of )r 0 is obtained by,

2»r *ro = 2 r x RR,

and then

RR
it

(4)

where tr 0 i s an average value of radial relocation and r i s a pel let outer
radius when the pel le ts possess no cracks.

The average values of radial relocations are summarized in table 1. The
values of g r0 given by table 1 correspond to those in the start-up of
reactor operation. When the power decreases, new crackings are expected
to occur in the part where crack healing proceeds in columnar grain region.
In this situation the pe l le t fragments should relocate again. It i s
considered that the degree of relocation due to this kind of cracking i s
approximated to be the products of IT and ( r c o l / r ) , where TCO\ i s the
radius of columnar grain region. The values obtained by the above proce-
dure are found to be overestimate by considering that the central hole is
formed by pore migration and that the second relocation of pellet frag-
ments (in the case of power decrease) tends to narrow the pre-existing
cracked volume. The decreasing factor for the relocation by crack healing
/cracking is defined by k, (0<k<l ) , and thus, the degree of relocation
after Nc-th power cycling is given approximately by,

r = max [ t ro
(1) (2)

(i) is the degree of relocation for the maximum linear heat ratewhere
in the i-th pover cycling and is given by table 1.
If the maximum linear heat rate is constant in.each pover cycling, eq.(5)
is rewritten by
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dr = t roCl + (-
rcol

) x k
(6)

2.2. Gap closure model

R and G are defined to be an original pellet radius and radial gap size,
respectively. If no crackings occur in the pellet during reactor operation,
the pellet outer radius, r, is expressed by,

(T)

where a is a thermal expansion coefficient of fuel and T^ is an average
fuel temperature. A v /V |n a n d AV/^ls a r e f r a c " t i o n a l volume changes
due to fuel densification and swelling, respectively, and e pi is a radial
plastic deformation rate of fuels. The constants of n^ and n, depend on
whether volume changes by densification and swelling are isotropic or not,
and if these changes are isotropic, both n̂  and n2 equal to be 1/3. In the
case that fuel relocation occurs by crackings, the fuel outer radius is
defined as ren'and the corresponding gap size as geq The following relation
is found to hold between r and r e o j

eq = r + Si (8)

where 8r is an increase of pellet outer radius due to relocation and is
given in the preceeding section. The sum of req and geq is related by the
inner radius of cladding in hot state, i.e.,

r + geq Ke (R ay c>
v s' (9)

where ft is a thermal expansion rate of cladding and Tc is an average
cladding temperature. AV/V|g is a fractional volume change due to swelling
of cladding and n3 is a constant having the same meaning as ni and 112-

j p j is a plastic deformation rate of cladding (including the creep down).
Prom eqs.(7), (8) and (9), the effective gap size geq is given by

eq
= (R + G)

-

(10)

(5)



Eq. (10) is an equation which represents the gap closure behavior.

3. Results and discussion

Elastic energy (U) is obtained by the following relation;

U = (1/2) x E x e 2 , (11)

where E is Young's modulus and e is strain. The strain (e ), on the other
hand, is related by fracture strength {ot) and Toung's modulus (E) as the
following manner, i.e., e = • f/E.
Then eq. (ll) is rewritten as,

V = « ~ / 2 E. (12)

For mixed oxide fuels, E and « j are given to be 15,000kg/mm2 and 3 kg/aaP
(at a temperature of I,400°C),respectively. Thus, U is given as follows;

U = 3OO2/2 x 1,500,000 = 0.03 kg cm/cm3.

The elastic energy of the pellet having 5.5 mm in diameter and 10.0 mm in
heipht (FBR type) can be given by,

U = 0.03 x * x (0.55/2)2 x 1 = 7.12xlO"3 kg cm.
(13)

The values of crack open Vidth (BR) are plotted in fig.2 as a function of
axial force (P) for various choices of the parameter u , which is a pellet/
pellet friction coefficient.

The axial force is mainly influenced by the spring force and plenum
pressure, and the pellet/pellet friction coefficient might depends on the
pellet shape, for example plate, chanfer and/or dish. It i s roughly assumed
that the axial force is in the range of 0.5 to 2 kg and the friction coeffi-
cient is about. 0.7. When we use these values for F and M , the crack open
vidth (RR) is determined to be 50 to 200 as shown in fig.2.

The LHR dependence of the number of cracks cannot be exactly evaluated
because the fuel crackings are accompanied with much uncertainties. In this
model, therefore, i t is supposed that this dependence is represented by
eq. (3). The relation between LHR and the number of cracks is schematically
shown in f ig.3.

The degrees of radial relocation are calculated for the four cases that
RR = 50, 100, 150 and 200, as shown in fig.4.

In the case of start-up in reactor operation, the changes except for
those due to thermal expansion are neglected, and then eq.(lO) is rewritten
as,

g = (R + G)(l + fi1 ) - R(l t i l l - l r
=eq (14)

Fig 5 showed the gap closure behavior predicted by the DIRAD-code using
this relocation model (eq. (14) ) in comparison with that by the MIPEC-code
which involved Ishida's relocation modelt'].
In his model the relocation factor (f) was introduced and f was the fraction
that the pellet fragments could move in the hypothetical hot gap vhich
corresponded to g in our model. The above calculations were made in the case
of DFR 332/2. As shown in this figure both results were not so different

from each other.
In order to confirm the validity of this relocation model, the predic-

tions by means of the DIRAD-code using this model were compared in fig.6 with
the experimental, results of Oguma et. a l . ^3 which were obtained by center-
line temperature measurements during reactor start-up. As shown in fig.5>
the predictions by use of this model are close to the calculated values by
centerline temperatures. The predictions by use of eq.(l) (Dutt's equation)
were also shown in f ig.5. It seemed that Dutt's model was not valid in the
start-up of reactor operation.

The relation between the number of cracks and linear heat rate must be
investigated in detai l . Further predictions,for example,those in the case
of high burn-up,will remain to confirm the availability of this model.
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Appendix 3

Time dependent inelastic deformation model

I. SHIBAHARA

1 Thermal creep

a) Creep equation

Introducing the primary creep component, following equation is used for
describing the uniaxial, isothermal, constant-stress creep data.
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= et(s,T) , T)

where a specific form of secondary creep rate £s(o,T) is selected based
on Hart's equation of state approach.

= Kexp(-|j) ~X
where, K,Q,R,<>*, X ; constants, T; temperature, a; stress.

From experiments for 316 stainless steel, Et and t have following
forms as a function of stress.

«t= Aexp (Btf )

r = C 0 m



b) Hardening law

The most' commonly used "strain hardening lav" is adopted for prescribing
the deformation under variable stress condition. For the above creep
equation, creep rate under variable stress may be given as follows.

«c = *t oxp(- r

where t*, vhich is a equivalent time determined' from the current creep
strain ( e c) and satisfying the following equation.

[l - exp(- r -t*)] + e ' t*

2 Irradiation creep

Following swelling-irradiation creep interrelation is used, since we do
not have enough data for irradiation creep.

*i( • , # , t , T) = (Bo + F( * t) • D

where, ei(*, * , t , T) ; irradiation creep rate, t ; fast neutron flux,
H(T); steady state swelling rate,
F( #t)=l-exp(*#t/ T )j describing the irradiation creep during the swelling
incubation period r and Bo , D ; universal constants.

3 Swelling of cladding

Equation developed by. HEDL is used.

S = B *X p >
«p ( o T )

where, S; swelling, R; steady state swelling rate,

r ) incubation period and a ; constant.

Recently, enough data became available to verify the constants of
R an r from our cladding irradiation experiments and examinations
after the irradiation. These values depend deeply upon the cladding
materials.

Appendix 4 . Gap conductance

I.KOBAIASHI, T.KAVATA

The following models are used for determination of the pellet-cladding
interfacial gap conductance. Basic gap conductance equation which approxi-
mates the theory of Cetinkale-Fishenden^ , i s expressed as,

hg = h_ + h, + h_

where the components of the total heat transfer coefficient [hg] are

h s = coefficient through the solid-solid contact conductance in vacuum

ftf = coefficient through the fluid medium trapped in the gap

and,

hr = coefficient of radiant conductance across the gap

Several sol id-sol id contact conductance models are developed by Ross-
StouteC23, Ropier-Janes-MacIntoshC3]and Mikic^43. j n these models, in view
of the fact that Mikic's model i s of a much more fundamental nature and
yields the best predictions for more broadly data range,Mikic-Todores's
modelC53is most suitable to adopt for future work.

hs =
1.45 x ks

1.45 x k.

larger

P °

larger

for plastic flow

for e last ic flow

But those charactaristies [ r ] , [ i ] are not sufficient for estimation.
Therefore, by assumption that the value of arithmetic mean surface rbughness
of fuel and cladding [ r ] i s equal to the value of larger roughness of fuel
or cladding [r^ larger] a n d wavelength C îD i s constant, the pressent corre-
lation used in gap conductance model uses the following equation,

C2 3

n = 1.0 for plastic flow

n = 0.5 for elastic flow

The interfacial gap gas conductance model is based on Ross-Stoute's model
as expressed following,

. km
hf =

C( r i + r2) + (gx + g2) + t

where factor CC) is fitted with Ross-Stoute's data^ ,̂ and expressed as,

C = 1.98 x exp (-0.000088 x P)

The gas conductivity models used in thermal behavior analysis codes have
been derived on several assumption from the classical kinetic theory.toJLi JI. J
In the present code, in view of the fact of

(1) Compatibility of the prediction based on the model and experimental
data

(2) Broadly applicableness for molecular gas, the following equation is
most suitable

N
_ 2

k i
N

1+2
0=1

23.



where
3/4 Si. \l/2 ̂ 2

} )
The temperature jump distance is calculated with following equation.

where factor (ax] > [S2] are accommodation coefficient of gas mixtures con-
fined between the sheath and the fuel, and expressed as,KO

Several accommodation coefficient of pure gases, helium and xenon on s ta in-
less steal and UO2, i s measured by A.Ullman, et al^1 0J. Those expression
f i t ted with their data are

«He~uo2 ^aHe-sus = 0.425-2.5.10-4.T

«xe-uo2 -"xe-sus =0.749-2.3.10-4.T

Because of absence of data for other gases, accommodation coefficients for
other gases are caluculated with interpolation method as shown in following
equation,

Mi-4
-128 + aHe

The radiant conduction heat transfer coefficient Chr) is calculated by follow-
ing principal equation.

v (Tf
2 + Tc

2) (Tf + T C )

The model based on the combination of three terms described above is accept-
able for near-term use and employed in our fuel element thermal behavior
analysis code. Power-to-melt prediction with TAFF code showed general agreement
with experimental data- Especially in soft contact condition, agreement between
TAFF prediction and experimental data was excellent. Considering uncertainty
of relocation model, soft contact condition yields smaller uncertainty of gap
conductance* Therefore, agreement of prediction and experimental data in soft
contact condition shows that the conbination discribed above is suitable to
•xpress the gap conductance. It is neccesary to develop gap conductance model
based those conbination on following view point.

(1) insurance of continuity of gap conductance during transition from open
gap condition to contact condition.

(2) simplification of each component without neglecting parameter

(3) effect of the presence of oxide layers formed on the inner cladding
surface at high burnup conditions.
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Nomenclature

ks

r =

ri» rl, r2

P

H

ki + kj
/ r i2 + r

Si' j

T

Cy, Cp

B

Tf, Tc

ef, «o
a

v

Tc

Mean thermal conductivity of solid i and j

Arithmetic mean surface roughness

Wave length,average distance between adjacent
peak

Interfacial pressure

Hardness of softer material

Thermal conductivity of gas mixtures

Distance between surface

Thermal conductivity of pure gas i

Mole fraction of component gas i or 3

Molecular weight of component gas i or j

Sutherland constant for component gas i,j

Mean temperature of each surface

Pressure of component gas i

Specific heat for component gas

Gas constant

Temperature of fuel and cladding surface

Emissivity of fuel and cladding

Stefan-Boltman constant

View factor for concentric cylinders

fuel and cladding inside surface area
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Appendix 5. Fuel r e s t ruc tu r ing

Y.KOBAIASHI

Several models are used for fuel r e s t ruc tu r ing behaviour ana lys is in
ex i s t ing codes. These models are c l a s s i f i e d in to tvo methods as following.

(1) Calculation of the v e l o c i t y of each grain boundary which devides the
fuel into three regions.

. . . . ACTIVE

(2) Calculation of the pore migration velocity in any conditions
. . . . PIPER

The radius of the center void is calculated by mass balance equation in each
code.
The former model is based on Nichols model, and the later is Chapman's
vaperization-condensation model. ACTIVE'S model assumes that fuel density
in each region is uniform and varies as a function of burnup. In this viev
point, discontinuity of fuel density distribution is unnatural. But this
model is suitable to adopt for fast running code. PIPER's model yeilds
continual distribution of fuel density and expresses natural feature. Com-
parison between two results is shown in Fig.l and Fig.2. Both predictions
show most similarity.

Fig.3 shows comparison between the measured center void and predicted center
void. Restructuring model used in PIPER yeilds good prediction.

Appendix 6. PP gas release and plenum pressure

H.YOSHIKAWA

Of all the fission products (FP) which are generated in the fuel pellet,
a fraction of gas elements (FP gas) are released into various short circuit-
ing path which leads the FP gas to free surfaces (eq. grain boundary,
dislocation and infiniterimal cracks), whereas the rest resides within the
fuel pellet. The resident FP contributes swelling of fuel pellet.

The quantity of FP gas generated per unit volume per time step 't is
given by:
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A (GAS&) =
jS2f *

N

where

A (GASG) : FP gas quantity generated per unit volume per time step At.
(mol/ctir)

fi : FP gas mol fraction ( ~ 0,246 atms/fission)

2 - : Macroscopic fission cross section (cm"*)

# : Neutron flux (em"2, S"1)

N : Avogadro Number and ( = 6.024 x 1O23)

At : Time step width (s)

FP gas release velocity in given by :

8,000
RR = exp/-47.1

1.8T + 491i)
where RR: FP gas release velocity (fraction/ 1 ),

and T: Temperature (°C).

A quantity of FP gas release in the time step width it is given by:

a (GASR) = GASC • RR • ̂ t

where A(GASR) : FP gas release quantity in the time step width At
(mol/cm3), and

GASC : Residual FP gas quantity (mol/cm3).

The residual FP gas increment A(GASC) in the time step width At is
given by:

(GASC) A (GASG) -

The FP gas released from the fuel pellet is stored in the three regions,
ie. a gas plenum, a pellet center cavity and a gap between pellet and clad-
ding. The FP gas pressure in the fuel pin is calculated by using the equation
of ideal gas as follows:



n R Tav
L

Vt 4+1

where Pp. : FP gas pressure in the plenum (kg/cm2) (=Pcent=Pgap),

n : Total quantity of released FP gas (mol),

R : Gas constant,

Tav s Average FP gas temperature (°K),

YP£ : Plenum volume (cnr)

Vcent : Fuel central cavity volume of the4-th axial node (cr), and

Vgap : Pellet-cladding gap volume of the4-th axial node (cm3).

The volume average temperature of the FP gas is calculated by

L

where T_ : Plenum temperature | (°K),

Tcent(/,): Fuel center cavity temperature of the £-th axial node, and

Tgap(-£) : Pellet-cladding gap temperature of the Z-th axial node.

Appendix 7., Fuel Swelling

M.SHINOHARA

The volume change of fuel under irradiation seems to consist of four
components as follows.

(1) Swelling due to solid fission products
Fuel swelling caused by solid fission products is calculated based on
the net solid volume created per fission occurred in each fuel region.
Although some solid fission products will be accommodated in fuel

porosity, this effects is not accounted for. And the migration of solid
fission products will be treated, if the migration rates are known.

(2) Swelling due to gaseous fission products
Gaseous fission products in the unrestruetured region are assumed to be
essentially incompressible, and therefore, they are treated in a manner
similar to solid fission products.

In the equiaxed and columnar regions, gaseous fission products are
taken to be controlled by the ideal gas law as follows.

, AV « a s Ni-R.Ti

33

v V ;i " Vi (Pi + Pi)

where

AVi = change in volume of the i-th region,

Vi = original volume of the i-th region,

Ni = number of gas moles remaining in the i-th region,

Ti = average temperature of the gas, assumed equal to the average
temperature of the i-th region,

Pi = one-third the sum of the average stresses in the i-th region,

Pi = a constant similar to the usual surface tension correction term
in the i—th region,

and

R = universal gas constant.

(3) Hot pressing

When fuel is subject to compressive hydrostatic stress, the fuel
porosity decrease by hot pressing. Hot pressing is treated based on
the Nabarro-Herring creep mechanism as follows.

40

k i d 2
j • Pi • Pt •

where

hp _ AV_ hP
Ci ~ T i

il = volume of a vacancy,

bi = a stress concentration factor for the i-th region,

Doe~^ = diffusion coefficient,

k = Boltzmann's constant,

T = absolute temperature,

d = average grain diameter,

Q = average activation energy,

Pi = hydrostatic pressure acting in the i-th region,

p . = porosity density in the i-th region,

and

At = time interval.



(4) Densification

During the early stages of irradiation, fuel porosity is diminished
by the irradiation^induced sintering, so called densification.
An experimental model is applied to describe the densification as
follows.

B)]/>« Pa i 1 - X - f l - exp(-a

where

fi = porosity density,

Pa = initial porosity density,

X = correction factor related to the fabrication conditions,

a = constant experimentally determined,

B = burnup .
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Appendix 8. An accelerating method to converge an iteration

H.KANEKO

A convergence of iterating calculations is one of major factors which
determine a computing time of many fuel pin performance codes. The computing
time should be shortened by setting iteration loops in more effective places
of the code structure and by achieving faster convergence of each iterations.
Many performance codes have iteration loops for a stress-strain analysis on
fuel and cladding or for a temperature calculations related to gap width.

. The iteration is generally carried out in a following manner. Take an
example of a stress-strain analysis. First of all, stress and or strains at
the end the time step are estimated based on results of the previous time
step and a length of this time step. The estimates and corresponding hot
pressing, creep and swelling strains are combined into the constitutive equ-
ations. The equations are then solved considering all the boundary conditions,
equilibrium and compatibility of rings etc. The calculated stress and strains
art then compared with the estimates. If the agreement between them is not
Satisfactory, the calculated stress and strains are used as second estimates
and the calculation goes on. It is obvious that a saving of the calculation
time depends on whether a suitable method to accelerate a convergence of the
iteration can be applied.

There are generally two cases to find out the accelerating method. One
is a case where an approximate correlation between the estimates and the cal-
culation is predictable as a simple form of an equation. A suitable accele-
rating Method can be derived from the correlation. Another case is that the

correlation is complicated and is difficult to be predicted. In this case, 34
the acceleration has to be carried out using information of previous estimates
and calculations only. Latter is the case that many of current fuel pin per-
formance codes employed for the iteration of stress-strain in fuel and
cladding, and that this paper intends to discuss.

The flow of the latter iteration can be written down as follows, when
only one variable is taken into account for a sake of simplicity.

The first estimate X, is assumed

I
The first calculation Y, is given throuth the calculation

based on X,

An agreement between Ŷ  and X̂  i s judged, if not sat isfactory

The second estimate X2 is assumed using (Xx, Y±}

The second calculat ion Y2 is given from X2
I

The n th estimate Xn is assumed using (Xj, Yj)
(X2, X 2 ) , (Xn_i, Yn_i)

The idea can be expressed graphically on a X-Y (estimate-calculation) space
as shown in Pig 1. The correlation between X(estimate) and Y(corresponding
calculation) exists as a curve Y=f(X)» but the exact form of the
curve is unknown and can be approximated only from a set of previous results
of the iteration, (Xlf Yx) . . . . (Xn_!, Y n _ x ) .

To get a convergence is to get an intersection of the curve Y=f(X) and a line
Y=X in Fig 1. The acceleration of the convergence is how to find out the
intersection by smaller number of iteration cycles using information of pre-
vious estimates and calculations effectively.

A simple method without any acceleration is to use previous calculation
Yn-i as next estimate Xn, i.e. Xn=Y-n-l • Pig.2 shows a graphical expression
of this method. The process of iteration proceeds as shown by arrows in
Pig.2 . A convergence can be achieved in case of Fig.2-a, but there is a
possibility that iteration diverges as in Pig 2-b. The difference arises
from a relative location of the curve Y=f(X) to the line Y=X. As the curve
X=f(X) is unknown, it is inpossible to judge beforehand whether the iteration
converges or diverges.

Therefore this simple method, Xn=Yn_n, is not an adequate one to get a
convergence,

A following method is proposed to accelerate the convergence of the
iteration.

Define Z as a discrepancy between the calculation and the estimate,
ie. Z=Y-X.

Consider Z-X space instead of X-Y space as shown in Fig.3 .
Replace (Xi, Yx) - • • (Xn_i, Yn_j) by (Zlf Xx), • • • • (Zn_lt X n _ x ) .
where Z1=ti-Xl, Z2=Y2-Xi, • • • Zn_1=Xn_1 - Xn_i .
Lagrange's interpolation can be applied to get a curve of a (n-l) th order poly-
nominal equation, X=gn_j(Z), to go through every n-l points (Zi, X^), • • • ,
(Zn-1, Xn-1) on Z-X space, as follows.



X = Gn_
j-Z

The n th estimate Xn is a value of X at interception of the above curve
X=Gn-l(Z) and X axis, where Z=O ie.T=X .
To get Xn, substitute 0 into Z of equation (l).

n-1 B-l

(2)

AsWhen n is 2, X\ can. be used for Xo as eq.(2) is not applicable,
easily understood, in case of n=3, eq (1) becomes a straight line to link
(Xl, Tl) and (X2, T2) (cf,Fig 3). In case of n=4, eq (2) becomes parabole
to interpolate (Xi, X\), (X2, X2) and (X3, Y3) , and so on.

Table 1. Comparison of Code Analysis Capabilities 85

Features

Fuel Analysis

Annular pellet

Pellet radial relocation

Plasticity

Thermal creep

Irradiation creep

Flux depression

Pellet in-pile densification

Solid fission product swelling

Fission gas bubble swelling

Hot pressing

Cracking and crack healing

Fission gas release

Melting phenomena

Pore Migration

Grain growth

Plutonium and oxygen migration

Fission product transport

Radial power distribution due

(a) Pu-migration

(b) Fuel density change

Cladding Analysis

Plasticity

Primary creep

Thermal creep

Irradiation creep

Void Awelling

Failure criterion

Corrosion

Radial stress and strain

PIPER

1-
3

NT

NT

T

T

NT

NT

T

T

T

T

T

NT

T

T

T

NT

to

T

T

NT

NT

T

T

T

NT

NT

NT

ACTIVE

T

NT

NT

T

T

IP

NT

T '

T

T •

T

T

NT

NT

1-
3

T

NT

NT

T

NT

NT

T

T

T

NT

NT

T

MIPEC

T

T

1-
3

1-
3

T

IP

NT

T

T

T

T

T

NT

T

NT

NT

NT

NT

NT

T

NT

T

T

T

NT

NT

T

New Code

T

T

T

T

T

IP

T

T

T

T

T

T

NT

T

T

1-
3

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T

T
distribution



Table 2 Program Specifications

Item

Demension

Total scheme

Axial direction

Radial
direction

Boundary condition

Heat flow

Pressure

Pellet clad
interface

Axial interface

Mechanical
analysis

Analytical
method

Reference model

• axi-
symmetrical

• quasi-two
dimensional

• upper and/or
lover plenum
vith/without
spring

* equal mass
mesh

• number of mesh
in clad ^ 4

• radial heat
flov

• constant
coolant pres-
sure

* hot internal
pressure

• open, stick
on slip condi-
tion

• weight of pel-
lets is
included

• iteration of
axial inter-
action of
pellet and clad

• generalized
plane strain
method

Optional model

' equal width
mesh

• central void
pressuriza-
tion

• some empiri-
cal model
may be
applied
instead of
iteration

Discussion

• lower plenum spring
makes the axial inter-
action between pellet and
cladding to be complex

• equal mass mesh is
convenient for material
migration analysis.
(Void, Pu, f.p.)

• trade off with computa-
tional time

• stability of calculation
is necessary at the
moment of contact

• for PBR fuels, axial
interaction between pel-
let and clad may not be
essential,
(see appendix 1)

Item

Pellet region

Crack and
healing of
pellet

Pellet
relocation

Cladding region

Plastic
deformation

Creep deformation

General analysis

Gap conductance

Reference model

stress-strain
analysis of
whole pellet

modification
of E and "

relocation
factor : f
(MIPEC)

effects of
corrosion and
errosion

elastic-plastic
model

primary creep
model with
strain harden-
ing law
(see appendex3)

secondary
thermal creep

irradiation
creep

modified
Cetinkale-
Fishenden model
(see appendix4)

Optional model

inviscid zone
may be appli-
ed to high
temperature
area like
BEHAVE

Nakae model
(see appendix
2)

substitution
by swelling

time harden-
ing law

Ross-Stoute
model, etc

Discussion

for the analysis of pel-
let properties, empiri-
cal models are avoided.

generalized plane strain
analysis may have some
problems to evaluate
axial deformation of
pellets which have large
temperature difference.

verification may be
necessary for the
modification methods

verification is neces-
sary

modification of materi-
al properties for inner
surface corrosion.

rezoning may be neces-
sary for outer surface
errosion.

necessary for transient
version

necessary for transient
version
hardening law depends
upon materials

effects of fission
products at higher bur-
nup must be accounted.



Item

Fuel restructure
ing

Fission gas
release

Fuel swelling

Fuel melting

Failure criteria

Pu, f.p. oxigen
migration

Transient version

Temperature
distribution

Materials proper-
ties

Reference model

• iteration of
gap width

• void inigration
model (DIRAD,
PIPER)

• hot pressing

• densification

* f.p.gas release
speed

(see appendix 6)

• swelling due to
solid f.p. and
gasious f.p.

(see appendix 7)

• not to be
treated

• cumulative
damage fraction

. to be treated
in subroutines
(PIPER, ACTIVE)

• special routine
and time steps
to calculate
transient
thermal be-
haviour

• f.p.gas r e -
lease, fracture
stress , e tc .

Optional model

* Three region
model
(ACTIVE)

Discussion

• trade off with com-
putational time and
convergence

• more verification is
necessary (see
appendix 5)

* models should be appri-
cable to transient
version

• fuel melting zone is to
be determined

• How to treat axial
migration

• Feed back to SCC and
FCCI phenomena

• no special mechanical
analysis

• coinsidence with steady
state properties is
necessary
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Table 1. Values of radial relocation ( jr0) vs.

the number of cracks (Ncracic).

N c r a c k

2

3

4
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8

RR
7t

RR
«
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X

it

RR
i t

RR

it

RR
X

RR
it

2
2

(

(

(

(

(

(

2_

4
2

10

12

14

16

« r o

1 RR
4 r

2 RR
4 r

4

-2 £ ,
4 '

- 3 ^ ,
4

-4ff .
4 '

)

)

8 +

7

6

4

2 V2~ RR ^
16 :
+ 4 \f2
16

+ 6 |/2
16

+ 8 <f?
16

r
RR »

r '

RR v
r

RR j
r '

RR : Crack open width given by eq.(2)

r : Pellet outer radius without cracking in hot state



I Operating Condition j

ITime Set I

I
Pover, Coolant Temp

I
[ Axial Section fc""

* •

|B,P.,»,Clad Temp

, i.
•J Gap Estimation 1

Puel Temp, P.P. Gas Release, Ppl,
Densification, Fuel Restructuring

Puel and Clad Stress-Strain Cal

No

Initial
cold
state

(a)

i + 1 i + 1

i - 1 i - 1

(b)
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Irradiated
hot
state

I
a

i - 1

1 Figure 1 Discrepancy between fuel stack nodes and cladding nodes.

Fig.l Flov diagram of the new code
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2 Fig.l Cracking patern used in this model.
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1. Introduction

MONJU Fuel pin has almost the same specifications as other LMFBR fuel

pins/ i.e., Phenix, PFR, CRBR, but would be irradiated under the severe

conditions;

maximum linear heat rate 381 w/cm

hot spot cladding temperature 675 "C

peak burnup

peak fluence(E>0.1Mev)

131,000 MWD/T

2.3xl023 n/cm2

In order to understand in-reactor performance of MONJU fuel pin, its O

thermal and mechanical behavior was predicted using the fast running per- O

formance code, SIMPLE. CO !

O) I
2. Fuel Pin Specifications and Irradiation Conditions. j

MONJU fuel pin consists of mixed oxide pellets and the 20% cold worked

SUS 316 cladding tube and is sealed by end fitting.

The low density pellet (85% T.p.) was chosen to avoid the pellet clad-

ding interacation due to the pellet swelling. It was decided to use the

cladding tube(20% C.W. SUS 316), considering the superior creep rupture

strength.

Main specifications are shown in Table 1.



The axial power and flux shapes and the cladding temprature profile

of MONJU fuel pin are shown in Fig.l. As it is irradiated for 740 EFPD

under the conditions, the peak burnup and peak fluence are expected as

131,000*°^ and 2.3xlO23 n/cm2(E>o.lMev), respectively.

In Fig.l, calculation points in SIMPLE code and the node No. are also

shown.

the width of the time step is dicided taking account of the amount of

pellet creep and the convergence of gap conductance.

Calculation flow of SIMPLE is shown in Fig.2.

3. Calculation Model

In order to estimate in-reactor'performance of LMFBR fuel pins, fol-

lowing complex phenomena are considered in SIMPLE code.

(1) pellet cladding interaction (PCI) due to differential thermal expan-

sions and swellings between fuel pellets and claddings.

(2) gap conductance including gas conductance, radiation conductance and

solid conductance.

(3) structural changes of fuel pellets and formation of a central hole.

(4) F.P. gas release with burnup and temperature rise.

(5) swelling and creep of fuel pellets and claddings.

(6) corrosion of cladding due to flowing sodium and chemical attack by

F.P..

(7) cumulative damage of the cladding due to thermal creep..

As those phenomena are combined each other, some kinds of the intera-

tion among them has to be considered to get the exact results. In order

to save the caluculation time, following techniques are used in SIMPLE

code;

(1) Using the experimental equarions for each phenomena, instead of the

physical models. Some of the equations are shown in S3.1 and 3.2,

(2) During one time step of the calculation, the steady state of stresses

and temperatures is assumed. No feedback loop relating to creep of

the fuel pellet is considered during one time step. In order to get

the good estimate on the pellet temperature and the contact pressure.

3.1. Fuel Pellet

1) Structural Change of Fuel Pellet

Three region model (as fabricated grain region, equiaxed grain

region and columnar grain region).

2) Matrix Density in each Region 2^

a=2.2/X-+ 2Xa + 1.667 -8V2xlO-3.X+0.*00 U)

where J>c- Matrix density in columnar grain region ( - )

J>e: Matrix density in equiaxed grain region ( _ )

Jfa: Fractional density of as fabricated pellet. ( _ )

X: Burnup (atomic %)

3) Temperature of the Boundary

T c and T e are the functions of burnup and linear heat rate.

4) Thermal Conductivity '

K=0-01169+

O/M-1.90



where K: thermal conductivity (w/ cm°C)

T: Temperature ( °C )

J>\ Fractional density ( - )

Q/M: Fuel stoichiometry ( - )

5) Swelling Rate 4>

Av/v-2.0 (*/104 MWD/T), for equiaxed grain region

Av/v»1.6 (%/104 MWD/T), for columnar grain region and as fabricated

grain region

6) Creep Bate.

Creep of the mixed oxide pellet is considered to be the combination

of the thermal creep and the irradiation creep?' Creep rates are the

functions of stress, temperature and fission rate.

7) Relocation 7 )

AG-ad-exp(-0.522 • C)+0.395 • (l-exp(-0.01684-q-B))
+ (0.$00-a) U-exp(-0.llxlCr4B)) (3)

a»3.8782xl0~6-q-(q-126)

where q: Linear heat rate (kw/ft)

B: Burnup (MWD/kg)

C: Number of full power cycles ( - )

8) Fission Gas Release Rate8'

F= Fr • Ar + Fu • Au (4)

Fr, Fu: Release fractions of restructured and unrestructured 96

regions

FU = 0 (BU<3515 MWD/T)

•• •, -.„ = •• /i / (BU-3515) . 3515
Fu = 1-7.3451(l-exp( 3 5 T 5 — ^ X ( B U 35151

XF'CBU) • exp(.-0,001246 , q)))

(BU>3515 MWD/T)

F1(BU)=exp(-0.0002883(BU-49170))

(B0<49170 MWD/T)

F'(BU)=1.0 (B0i49170 MWD/T)

where BU: Burnup (MWD/T)

q: Linear heat rate (W/cm)

3.2 Cladding

1) Swelling Rate

R(T)=0.7exp(0.0419+1.4983+0.122B2-0.33263-0.44164)

(5)

where Ar, Au: Areas of restructured and unrestructured regions.

T-500
6 100

a = 2

T = 7.0

where Av/v: Volumetric swelling ( % )

T: Temperature (°C )

(fit.- Neutron fluence (E>0.1Mev) (1022 n/Cm2)



2) In Reactor Creep 2) Gap Conductance 97

e/o =(0.67F+5.8xl04exp(— (6)

where E i Creep strain

0 : Hoop stress

F : Irradiation damage

R: Gas constant

T : Temperature

(in/in)

(Mpa)

(dpa)

(°k)

3.3 Pellet Cladding Interaction

1) Gap conductance

The gap conductance is a.simplification of the Ross-Stoute gap

conductance model similar to those model presented in SIEX code. 7)

2) Mechanical Interaction

The outer radius of the fuel pellet is calculated considering

thermal expansion, swelling and relocation. The inner radius of the

cladding is also calculated considering thermal expansion and swell-

ing. Using those data the interface pressure is calculated as if only

elastic deformation occurs.

4. Performance Prediction of MONJU Fuel Pin

1) Temperature Distribution

Axial temperature distributions of pellet I.D. and 0.D. and cladding

at B0L and E01 are shown in Fig.3. The maximum center line temperautre

appears at B0L and is 2260 °c at a little upper point of maximum linear

heat rate. Pue to the growth of a central hole and changes of gap con-

ductance, it decreases to 1600 °C and the axial distribution becomes flat

as burnup.

Changes of gap conductance following burnup are shown in Fig.4.

It is affected by hot gaps between pellets and claddings and/or amounts

of PCI and the dilution due to F.P. gas release. Changes of hot gaps

and/or amounts of PCI are also shown in Fig.3.

Gap conductance at the point of maximum linear heat rate is 750

Btu/hrft2oF at B0L but is greater than 1500 Btu/hrft2°F for almost all

of the life time.

3) Plenum Pressure and F.P. Gas Release Rate

Changes of F.P. gas release rate and plenum pressure following burn-

up are shown in Fig.5. F.P. gas release rate incleases with burnup and

reaches the equivalent value (95%) at 400 EFPD. Plenum pressure incleases

linealy and becomes 75 kg/cm2 at E0L.

4) Contact Pressure

Changes of contact pressure due to PCI with burnup are shown in Fig.6.

Due to the relocation of pellets, hot gaps decrease with burnup as shown

in Fig.4 and contacts between pellets and claddings begin at different

time depending on linear heat rate and burnup.

During the first stage of PCI, contact pressure incleases with burnup due

to pellet swelling. After that it decreases by the help of creep of

the pellet and the cladding and swelling of the cladding.

At the point of maximum linear heat rate, PCI begins at early stage

of irradiation (about 30 EFPD). But by the help of large creep rate of

the pellet its contact pressure is small and PCI finishes at 400 EFPD.

At the lower end of the pellet stack, PCI starts at 220 EFPD, but

the contact pressure is expected to be 120 kg/cm2 and the pellet contacts

with the cladding at E0L.

5) Diametral Change

At the lower end, the center location and the upper end of the

pellet stack, changes of 0.D. and I.D. of claddings and pellets with



burnup are shown in Fig.7. Contacts between pellets and claddings, are

expected to begin at the first stage of irradiation (20 - 220 EPPD).

Growth of central holes of pellets reaches equilibrium at 50 EFPD and

diameters of central holes inclease again after 200 EFPD. These phenom-

ena correspond to incleases of cladding diameters due to swelling and

creep.

The axial distribution of the cladding deformations at E0L is shown

in Fig.8. Strain due to swelling and irradiation creep has the maximum

value of 8.5% and 2%, respectively at a little upper point of maximum

linear heat rate. Thermal creep strain is negligible small at E0L. The

total diameter change at E0L is expected to exceed 10%.

6) Stress in Cladding

Changes of equivalent stresses in claddings due to the plenum pres-

sure and PCI and the cumulative damage function (CDF) by thermal creep

with burnup are shown in Fig.9.

The maximum equivalent stress during the life time is expected near

the point of maximum linear heat rate and at E0L. At the point the effect

of PCI is disapeared after 350 EFPD.

CDF has the maximum value of 6 x 10~4 at E0L and at the upper end of

pellet stack, i.e., the point of maximum cladding temperature.
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Table 1 Specifications of MONJU Fuel Pin

Items

Cladding

Fuel

Fuel Pin

Material

Outer Diameter

Inner Diameter

Material

Shape

Density

Diameter

Hight

Type

Fuel Stack Length

Blanket Stack Length

Plenum Length

Plenum Location

Plenum Volume

Unit

—

mm

mm

—

—

% T.D

mm

mm

—

mm

mm

mm

—

cm^

Specification

20% C.W. SUS316

6.50

5.56

20 w/o PuO2-UO2

Solid Pellet

85

5.4

7.75

Integral & Sealed

930

300/350

1096

Upper End

27.0
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*1 Control the amount of
pellet creep.

*2 Iteration among follow-
ing phenomena..

• Pellet Temperature
Distribution.

• Deformation of Pellet.

• FP Gas Release

• Gas Conductance

• Solid-Solid Conductance.

• Plenum Pressure.

Fig 2 Flow Diagram of FPP Code
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VERIFICATION OF FUEL PIN PERFORMANCE
CODE MIPEC AGAINST PNC IRRADIATION DATA

M. ISHIDA
Hitachi Ltd.,
Moriyama-cho, Hitachi-shi, Ibaraki-ken,
Japan

1. Introduction

• LMFBR fuel pin performance code MIPEC was recently developed in one of the
R&D programs promoted by Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corpora-
tion (PNC), Japan. The development of the code is primarily intended to obtain a
subroutine which calculates fuel-clad mechanical interaction (FCMI) in some
detail, but with keeping computer running time within practical length. To
answer to the requirements, main efforts were devoted to obtaining better
iteration techniques to solve FCMI problem with taking into account tempera-
ture feedback due to changes in gap conductance.

At this stage, most parts of the MIFEC model employ already published
irradiation behavioral models. A description of the MIFEC model is presented
in another paper at this meeting,'•'and also in Reference 2. In this presen-
tation, a review of the first step verification results of MIPEC against PNC
irradiation data are reported.

2. Irradiation Data analyzed for Verification of MIPEC

Table 1 summarizes the PNC irradiation data used for verification of MIPEC.
They are three fuel pins irradiated in DFR and three fuel pins(FNC-2 Pins)
irradiated in Rapsodie.

The three fuel pins irradiated in DFR are of Joyo type fuel and have high
densities (94 and 95$ T.D.) with a narrow fuel-clad gap. Rod-3 and Rod-6
irradiated in the DFR332/2 capsule are short length pins with low burnups
("1.3 a/o). The former was located in the upper half of the DFR core, while
the latter was in the lower half under higher coolant temperature condition
than the former.
DFR332/5 Rod-1 reached the target burnup 55,000 MWD/MTM of Joyo MK-I core.

The three FNC-2 fuel pins irradiated in Rapsodie are of Monju type fuel
and have low density(85$ T.D.). They were irradiated in the FNC-2 capsule.
Peak burnup of these fuel pins are about 74,000 MtfD/MTM and peak fast neutron
fluences are about 6.8 x 1022 n/cm (E > 0.1 MeV).
Claddings of Rod-4 and Rod-10 are from the same maker and are referd as
S-material. Rod—6 cladding was supplied by another maker and is refered as ^
K-material. These two cladding materials showed very different swelling Q
behaviors each other, revealing shorter swelling incubation period in the CD
S-material than in the K-material. "^ i

LOG ( USAGE FACTOR )



3. Analysis of the Irradiation Data

3.1 Irradiation Property Models used in the Analysis

Main material property models assumed in the analyses are described
in the following.

(1) Fuel Swelling

a. When fuel-clad gap i s open,

f 2.0 x fif 130O°C < Tf < 1700°C,
#(&V/V) s / l0 4 MWD/MTM = <

( 1.6 x /»f, for other Tf.

The swelling rate above is referd here as 'free fuel swelling1.
T.. i3 local fuel temperature and ^ is initial fuel density
(in fractional T.D.).

b. When fuel-clad gap is colsed,

JS( AV/V)s/l04 MWD/MTM = 0.48.

The swelling rate above is refered as 'restrained fuel swelling'.

(2) Clad Swelling

Clad swelling rate is adjusted to get a good approximation to measured
swelling. This is done because one of the main purposes of the veri-
fication analysis is to see if MIPEC gives a good prediction of clad
inelastic strain due to FCMI.

(3) Irradiation Creep of Clad

Irradiation creep equation for 20# CW SUS316 by Gilbert & Bates3'is
used.

(4) Modified Elastic Moduli(E', *') for Cracked Fuel Region

Two models of modified Young's modulus E' and Poisson's ratio v '
for cracked fuel region are compared in the analysis.
(i) (E',0)-model$ use (E', v ') defined in LIFF-II as functions of the

number of fuel cracks .
(ii) (E',i)-model: use (E1, » ') defined in MIPEC2'as functions of the

number of fuel cracks. Reference case employs
this model.

Difference between the two models exist in the definitions of the
modified Poisson's ratios. The former model gives nearly zero
Poisson's ratio for a large number of cracks, while the latter gives
nearly } Poisson's ratio for a large number of cracks.
Difference between the two model calculations depends upon crack
healing model used in the analysis.
It should be mentioned here that the crack healing conditions used in
MIPEC are the presence of corapressive stress and local temperature
greater than half the fuel solidus temperature.

(5) Fuel Radial Relocation

Fuel radial relocation is calculated by the jump relocation
which assumes that a fraction of initial fuel-clad gap size is ir-
reversibly reduced due to radial jump of cracked fuel fragments
during the first starup. In all cases analyzed here, it is assumed
that 80$ of fuel-clad hot gap is closed when local linear heat rating

reaches at 100 V/cm. This corresponds to the jump relocation parame-
ter (f-value) of 0.8 in the MIPEC model. Fuel relocation is
calculated only once at the start of fuel pin life.

(6) Gap Conductance

Fuel-clad gap conductance is calculated by a modified Ross & Stoute
model.

3.2 Comparison of Predictions to PIE Measurements

In the following, comparison of MIPEC's prediction to PIE measurement
is focused on cladding diameter changes.

DFR332/2 Rod-3 & Rod-6

Figure 1 shows the comparison of prediction to PIE measurement of clad
.diameter change (total $ A D / D ) .
The measured clad strains are very small in these low burnup pins
(1.3 a/o, 6 x 10 2 1 n/cm2). But the measured strain distribution along
axial length from the core top (Rod-3 top) to the core bottom (Rod-6
bottom) clearly follows the clad temperature distribution.

Several predictions by employing different models are shown.
Definition of each model was given in the previous section except for
the (E', » )-model which uses non-modified Poisson's ratio fuel cracked
region. Reference case which employs the (E',£)-modelf f-value of 0.8
and the free and restrained fuel swelling model seems to give best
prediction among those shown. The low strain predictions by the (E',0)
-model (and also by the (E', f)-model) are due to the small elastic
modulus of compressibility assigned in cracked fuel region given by the
model. Use of the free fuel swelling rate regardless of the fuel-clad
gap status results in a large over-prediction of clad strain. Slower
gap closure rate (f=.4 case) results in under-prediction.

DFR332/5 Rod-1

Figure 2 shows the comparison of prediction to PIE measurement of total
$ aD/D in DFR332/5 Rod-1. Also shown are the measured # A D / D due to
clad swelling. Calculated swelling was adjusted to the measured
swelling, but the adjustment was not good for the upper half of the
fuel pin. This poor adjustment is one of the causes to result in the
over-prediction of total jf^D/D in the upper half.

Figure 3 shows the comparison of clad inelastic strains (total -
swelling). Difference between the predictions by the two elastic
modulus models are not very large compared to the total strain.

Figure 4 shows the comparison of two predictions given by using
different clad irradiation creep equations.
The reference case employs the equation by Gilbert & Bates. The other
one employed the equation by Gilbert & Blackburn4'. The comparison
shows the expected tendency that the latter equation under-predicts the
creep rate in higher temperature region.

PNC-2/ Rod-4, Rod-6, Rod-10

Figure 5 shows the comparison of prediction to PIE measurement of clad
total ^ A D / D in PNC-2/Rod-4 (or No.4). The S-material clad of Rod-4
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(and also of Rod-10 and Rod-11 of PNC-2) showed remarkably large swel-
ling strain as shown in Fig. 5 to the end of irradiation (peak fast
n»utron fluence is 6.7 x 1022 n/cm

2). Calculated swelling is closely
adjusted to the measured swelling by using PNC-swelling equation for
the S-aaterial cladding. It is seen in Fig. 5 that the calculation
gives over-prediction of creep strain for the lower section of the fuel
pin and under-prediction for the upper section. Calculated results
show that fuel—clad gap reopening occurs at the peak swelling node when

neutron fluence reaches about 4 x 10 i / c

Figure 6 shows the results for FNC-2/Rod-6. Rod-6 clad i s low swelling
K-material, and the measured total strain distribution i s quite d i f fe -
rent from that of Rod-4. Since measured swelling distribution in Rod-6
i s not available at this time (except for the two pint data in Fig. 6 ) ,
the distribution was estimated from swelling data obtained in PNC-4/K01,
whose clad i s also the K-raaterial. Almost a l l of the calculated total
strain i s due to creep deformation, and over-prediction (in reference
case) of creep strain i s seen in the lower section of the fuel pin.
No gap reopening i s predicted to the end of Rod-6 l i f e .
Figure 7 shows the results for PNC-2/Rod-lO. Seven axial segments
(instead of four as in Rod-4, 6) in active fuel region are used to
closely follow the measured strain distribution. Due to a l i t t l e higher
clad temperature, calculated clad swelling strain (by the same equation
used for Rod-4) i s larger than the Rod-4 swelling strain. A large over-
prediction of clad inelast ic strain i s seen in the lower half of the
fuel pin.

3.3 Summary of the Prediction by MIPEC
Summary of the comparisons of MIPEC1s predictions to PIE measure-

ments i s shown in Figs. 8 to 10.

Figure 8 shows the comparison of predicted clad inelast ic diametral
strains to observed inelastic strains. Fairly good predictions are
obtained for the high density fuel pins. But a clear tendency ot
over-pre.diction for the low density fuel pins i s seen. Most of these
over—prediction points correspond to the results for the lower section
of fuel pins,

Figure 9 shows the comparison of predicted fuel restructuring results
to FIE measurements. At this stage, no tunning of material property
models are made yet in MIPEC. Some improvements wil l be expected by
tunning material property correlations in MIPEC,

Finally Fig. 10 shows the comparison of predicted moles of released
FP-gas to measured FP-gas moles in fuel pin plenums. The LIFE-II FP-
gas release rate'') was used in a l l predictions.

The following conclusions are obtained from the verification analyses.

(1) Assumption of an early- l i fe fuel-clad gap closure results in fairly
good prediction for clad inelast ic strains due to FCMI in a l l of the
fuel pins analyzed in this study.

(2) Use of stress dependent fuel swelling rate i s important in predicting
FCMI.

(3) Use of the modified e last ic moduli defined in MIPEC
((E',|)-model) gives higher clad inelastic strain than does the use
of LIFE'S modified e last ic moduli ((E',0)-model) for cracked fuel
region.
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•4. Summary and Conclusion

A fuel pin performance code MIPEC is verified against LMPBR irradiation
data. Six PNC fuel pins irradiated in DFR and Rapsodie are included in the
verification analyses. Review of the verification results are focused on the
MIPEC's capability of prediction for clad inelastic strain due to fuel-clad
mechanical interaction (FCMI).



Rod ID

DPR332/2 Rod-3

DFR332/2 Rod-6

DFR332/5 Rod-1

PNC-2/Rod-4

PNC-2/Rod-6

PNC-2/Rod-10

OD

mm

5.5

5.5

5.5

5.4

5.4

5.h

Table 1. Fuel Pin Design and Irradiation Paramotors

Fuel Pellot
Density

#T.D.

95

95

9̂

85

85

85

PuO2/(Pu+U)O2

Jt

18/82

18/82

18/82

20/80

20/80

20/80

Claddin/?
OD/Thickness

mm

6.3/0.35

6.3/0.35

6.3/0.35

6.3/0.35

6.3/0.35

6.3/0.35

Diam. Gap

mm(mils)

0.1(3.9)

0.1(3.9)

0.1(3.9)

0.2(7.8)

0.2(7.8)

0.2(7.8)

Peak
Power

lcW/m

52.1

51.3

42.4

48.0

48.0

49.0

Max,
Clad
Temp.

°C

46.1

647

620

616

616

624

Total
Peak
Buroup

*

1.35

1.33

5.8

7.7

7.7

7.9

Peak
Fast
Fluence

1021n/cm2

5.9

5.5

54

67

67

68

106

Notes: * Solid pellet vith flat ends. Length/Diameter ratio is about 2.

** Cladding type is SUS 316 with 8 to 1295 oold work
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A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE MODEL OF
FUEL PIN PERFORMANCE CODE MIPEC

M. ISfflDA
Hitachi Ltd.,
Moriyama-cho, Hitachi-shi, Ibaraki-ken,
Japan

A brief review of the fuel pin performance code MIPEC is given. Discussion
is focussed on fuel radial relocation behavior which is believed to be
responsible for an earlylife fuel-clad gap closure.

1. Introduction -

A number of in-reactor phenomena are associated with fuel pin irradiation
behavior. Great efforts have been devoted so far in many organizations in the
world to modeling these complicated phenomena,

t

The LMPBR fuel pin performance code MIPEC was recently developed in one of
the R&D programs for developing fuel pin behavior codes promoted by Power
Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation (PNC), Japan. A description
of MIPEC was presented at the Monterey Conference on Fast Breeder Reactor
Fuel Performance, March, 1979. l' Although at this stage, only the first step
verification of the code has been completed recently using PNC irradiation
data as presented in the other paper *) at this meeting, some aspects of the
MIPEC model are reviewed as a contribution at this meeting.

2. Model Description

2.1. General Features of MIPEC

Table 1 summarizes the general features of MIPEC.

Although MIPEC is basically the same type of codes as PIPER and ACTIVE which
are described in the overview of Japanese fuel modeling studies at this
meeting, some emphases are put on the analysis of fuel-clad mechanical
interaction. Stress-strain field in the fuel and clad is calculated by the
(RZ)-model which is based on axisymmetric, generalized plane strain model.
MIPEC also has an (R»)-model (based on finite element method) for stress-
strain calculation of fuel pin planar section (s). The (R * )-model is
specifically for the analysis of fuel-clad mechanical interaction (FCMI) with
radially cracked fuel. Most of the information needed for the (R t )-analysis
is supplied by the (RZ)-model.

At this stage, most parts of the MIPEC model employ already published irradia-
tion behavioral models. But some topical features of MIPEC are reviewed in
the following.

2.2. Radial Relocation of Fuel

It is one of experimental observations that some fraction of ini t ial
fuel-clad gap volume is transfered into the bulk of fuel pellet as crack voids
during the first power application in a fresh fuel pin. Fuel centerline
temperature data by thermocouple measurements show that some reduction in .
fuel-clad gap size occurs which cannot be explained by a simple differential
thermal expansion model of non-cracking fuel and clad. This phenomenon, so
called fuel radial relocation associated with fuel cracking, will be respon-
sible for the gap closure behavior in the early life of a fuel pin.

The gap closure correlation by Dutt et al . for LMFBR mixed oxide fuel pins
is one of the eariest works for modeling fuel radial relocation behavior.
Because of the relative easiness of thermocouple instrumentation and of
irradiation conditions in light water reactor(LVR) fuel rods, active modeling
efforts for fuel relocation using measured fuel temperature data are found in
LWR fuel modeling studies.4>5,6)

Radial Jump Relocation of MIPEC-In MIPEC, changes in fuel-clad gap size
during the first rise to full power in a fresh fuel pin is calculated by a
'radial jump relocation1 model as shown in Fig. 1. The model assumes that up
to a power level P , fuel-clad gap of an axial segment of the fuel pin changes
as a result of fuel-clad differential thermal expansion without fuel cracking.
When the power level Po is reached, a sudden decrease in the gap size from
G to G' is calculated. The gap size G' is calculated using an empirical 'jump
relocation parameter f' by

G ' = ( l - f ) x G , Otff <1 ,

where G : Gap size just before the jump relocation,
G1 : Gap size just after the jump relocation,
f : Jump relocation parameter(f-value), an empirical constant.

Probable values for Po and f may be determined by analyzing fuel-clad gap
conductances in power ramp tests using measured fuel centerline temperature
data. The model assumes that beyond Po up to full power level, fuel-clad
differential thermal expansion determines changes in the gap size. The radial
jump relocation is calculated only once at the start of fuel pin life.

The difference of the fuel-clad gap volumes before and after the jump relo-
cation is considered to be the sum of the crack void volume distributed in
the bulk of cracked fuel and central hole volume introduced due to the jump.
The model assumes that the crack void volume is distributed in such a way
that the crack void volume fraction is uniform across the fuel radius at the
hot state. The crack void is considered to be partially suppressed by the
thermal expansion of cracked fuel segments as the power increases up to the
full power level. The remaining crack void in crack healed region is added
to local fuel porosity, which migrates up the radial temperature gradient in
fuel.

Experimental Basis of the Jump Model - In Fig. 2, we refer to some of
the results obtained by Oguma and Hosokawa,4) which show changes in effective
gap size during the first rise to full power in fresh fuel rods of boiling
water reactor type. The effective gaps shown in Fig. 2 are not any direct
measurements but calculated gaps through gap conductance analysis using fuel
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centerline temperature data by thermocouple, linear heat rating and clad sur-
face temperature. The implications of Fig. 2 are that:

(i) there is a rapid gap size decrease while the linear heat
rating(LHR) increases up to a power level Po of about 100 V/cm; and

(i i ) beyond the power level Po ' the rate of gap size decrease per unit
change in LHR is somewhat greater than the expected rate due only
to differential thermal expansion of fuel and clad.

The jump relocation model of MIPEC is intended primarily to simulate the
former experimental observation. MIPEC's fuel cracking model shows that the
first fuel cracking in the particular rods refered in Fig. 2 will occur when
local LHR reaches about 60 W/cm(fuel center to surface temperature difference
is about 100°C). Succesive fuel crackings follow as LHR increases.

The rapid decrease of effective gap size up to 100 V/cm power level in Fig. 2
will be explained by the dynamic jump of cracked fuel fragments, though
quantitative prediction of the behavior will be difficult.
The second experimental observation ( ( i i ) ) , which is not currently included
in the MIPEC model, means that the magnitude of total relocation up to the
full power level will depend upon the power level reached by the axial seg-
ment considered. Oguma et a l . also discussed in reference 4 power cycling
effect on the-fuel relocation. Although those experimental correlations 4,5)
of LVR fuel will be limited to applications for the same type fuels as studied
in the experiments, experimental observations obtained so far will be helpful
for modeling LMFBR fuel relocation behavior.

f-Value Experiences of MIPEC,- In the other paper 2) reporting MIPEC's
verification at this meeting, i t is shown that a large f-value ( S . 8) has
given better predictions for cladding inelastic strains than using small
f-value( .3 to .4) in the analyses of the PNC irradiation data of Joyo and
Monju type fuel pins. Because there is no information on the startup gap
closure behavior of these PNC fuel pins, no verification of the large f-value
is obtained in the analyses. But the results should be interpreted that
an assumption of very rapid gap closure well predicts the results of post-
irradiation examinations.

Recently a preliminary analysis of the US power-to-melt experiment P-20 7)
has been made vith MIPEC using the experimental information published so far.
The analysis shows that assumption of any drastic jump relocation ( i . e . ,
a large f-value' in MIPEC) fai ls to predict the fresh fuel 's power-to-melt
dependence on initial fuel-clad gap size. MIPEC's prediction by assuming
no fuel relocation in the P—20 fresh fuel pins during starup power ramp well
explain the reported power-to-melt dependence on in i t ia l gap size.
Experiences of a large f-value and a small f-value also exist in BWR fuel rods.
One example i s already shown in Fig. 2.

Although the radial relocation due to fuel cracking is of stochastic nature,
i t will be pointed out that the magnitude of radial relocation due to fuel
cracking depends upon;

and

(i) the amount of elastic strain energy released upon fuel crackings;

(ii) the frictional forces on the pellet-pellet interfaces.

The former depends upon pellet size(diameter and length), fracture property
of pellet, power ramp rate and the power level reached. The latter depends
upon axial restraint force on pellet stack and pellet end shape(flat or
dished). And additionally, the fuel-clad gap size gives a boundary condition
for the complicated relocations of cracked pellet segments. There are no
systematic experimental studies so far of fuel radial relocation phenomenon
with taking into these parameters, except for the recently completed out-of-
reactor study at ANL conducted for EPRI(Electric Power Research Institute). 8)
Although this study(using direct-electrical-heating) is primarily for LWR fuel
rods, the reference reported that the out-of-reactor results point to power
and ramp rate thresholds for pellet relocation.
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Table 1. Summary of MIPEC'a Capabilities

Fuel Rod Gtatral

Axial segments - 10 fuel and on* plenum at fuel pin top
Radial power profile - Input a flux depression factor
Axial pover and flux profiles — Tine dependent shapes
Hydrauric analysis - 10 fuel and one plenum at fuel pin

top, and coolant inlet from fuel pin
bottom

Pover history - Varying pover and flux levels,
Varying coolant inlet temperature, or input
varying olad surface temperature for all
axial segments

Fuel-clad cap conductance - A modified Ross & Stoute model
Gap gas components - He, A,
Kr, X», H20, N 2

Fuel

Fuel restructuring - Pore migration model
Fission gas release
Hot pressing, solid and gaseous FP swelling
.Fuel cracking, radial jump relocation of cracked fuel,
and crack healing
Thermal and irradiation creep(Secondary creep)

Clad

Irradiation swelling
Thermal and irradiation creep(Secondary creep)
Instantaneous plastio deformation - Prantdl-Reuss flow laws

and von Mises yield
condition

Stress-Strain Analysis

(RZ)-Model

Maximum radial nodes - 10 for fuel and 5 for clad
Maximum axial nodes - 10 for fuel-clad and one for top plenum
Axisymmetric, generalised plane strain model
Modified elastic moduli for cracked fuel region
Axial friction between fuel and clad - Slip or sticl condition
Axial restraint by plenum spring
Isotropio fuel and clad with temperature dependent material
properties

(R8)-Model

The same radial nodes in fuel and clad as in (Rz)-Model
Maximum number of finite elements - ^00 triangular elements

for fuel and 200 for clad
Plane strain approximation with axial boundary condition
from (RZ)-Model

Fuel Jump Relocation Model

0 » (I - f)-G. f: Relocation Parameter

& G1H.' Gap Chang* due to Thermal Expansion

AG'*s f-G

:. Po '• Power Level at Jump

111

Tim*

Figure 1. Jump relocation model for cracked fuel
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FAST REACTOR FUEL PIN BEHAVIOUR
MODELLING IN THE UK
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1. Introduction

Two fuel behaviour codes have been applied extensively to fast reactor

problems; SLEUTH developed at Springfields Nuclear Laboratory and FRUMP at

A.E.R.E. Harwell. Other U.K.A.E.A. Establishments and those of the C.E.G.B.

have contributed work which, as will be seen below, has been important 1n model

development. The codes themselves are available for use by the various

organisations concerned with fast reactors.

The SLEUTH fuel pin endurance code was originally developed to define a

programme of power cycling and power ramp experiments in Advanced Gas Cooled

Reactors (AGR's) where, because of the very soft cladding, pellet clad inter-

action is severe^1K The code was required to define accelerated test conditions,

to generalise from the observed endurance to that under other power histories

and to select for investigation the most significant design, material and

operational variables. The weak clad and low coolant pressure combine to make

fission gas swelling a major contributor to clad deformation while the high

clad ductility renders the distribution of strain readily observable. This has

led to a detailed study of strain concentrations using the SEER code. SLEUTH

and SEER have subsequently been used to specify power cycling and power ramp \\2

experiments in water cooled, fast and materials testing reactors with the aim

of developing a unified quantitative model of pellet-clad Interaction whatever

the reactor system.

The FRUMP fuel behaviour code was developed specifically for the inter-

pretation of fast reactor fuel pin behaviour. Experience with earlier models

was valuable in its development. Originally the model was developed to describe

behaviour during normal operation^ ', but subsequently the code has been used

extensively in the field of accident studies. Much of the effort in FRUMP

development has been devoted to the production of physical models of the various

effects of irradiation and the temperature gradients on the structure of the

fuel and clad' '. Each process is modelled as well as is permitted by current

knowledge and the limitations of computing costs. Each sub-model has a form

which reflects the underlying mechanisms, where quantities are unknown values

are assigned sem1-empirically, I.e. coefficients represent physical parameters

but are fitted to experimental data. Hopefully this allows for more realistic

interpolation of results and to some extent extrapolation.

In the next section the physical models used in the codes are described in

detail and in the following the various applications of the codes are given.

2. Physical Model Development

SLEUTH and FRUMP share with many other codes the aim of calculating the

thermal and mechanical state of a fuel pin as the resultant of elementary

physical processes which can be measured Independently, basically conduction, <o

expansivity, elasticity, creep and plasticity. Divergences develop in the
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modelling of more complex processes particularly fission gas swelling and

release, neutron induced voidage swelling and fuel restructuring; these are

discussed in detail below.

By suitable division of the complex irradiation history into numerous time

steps and the pin geometry into several axial zones, each subdivided into

multiple annuli, the codes can represent the continuous variations of material

properties or operating conditions to any desired accuracy. SLEUTH determines

the appropriate pin state by an iterative method using a marching procedure

through the annuli. FRUMP uses a finite difference method in which time

dependent processes are treated using a Crank-Nicholson approach. The errors

are continuously monitored and the time steps are automatically chosen to a

pre-determined criterion' '. Crack strains on planes normal to the e and Z

directions are calculated when the fracture stress is exceeded^ '.

The codes are still inadequate in relating the calculated clad stress and

strain history to fracture and pin failure. It is clear that a simple

ductility limit is inadequate for all straining conditions, as is any single

damage parameter. The solution is probably to calculate a cumulative damage

parameter for each deformational mode on a strain rate-temperature map,

allowing for material interaction, together with an allowance for chemical

embrittlement more sophisticated than simple wastage. A deeper understanding

of deformation and failure is required before such a treatment is possible.

2.1 Fission Gas Swelling and Release

Models for fission gas behaviour are undergoing continuous development,

which is aided by experimental work in support of both the thermal and fast

reactor projects. In particular transmission electron microscope studies on

intragranular bubble have recently been extended to include fuels irradiated at

fast reactor ratings. The work on both thermal and fast reactor fuel has ]

recently been reviewed by Baker^ '. The principal observations were that the

fission fragment resolution process ensures that intragranular gas bubbles are

small (>3 nm diameter) and although they have high concentrations (up to

1.5 x 10 2 4 m"3) they contribute less than \% swelling and contain ^20% of the

intragranular gas in the thermal reactor case and <S% of the gas in the fast

reactor case. Annealing experiments both within the electron microscope and in

bulk specimens indicate that these small intragranular bubbles are immobile

below temperatures of 1700°C, but above this temperature bubble migration in

the fuel temperature gradient may be an important gas release mechanisnr '.

These results have been an important factor in the development of fission gas

models, such as the hierarchical model of Wood and Hayns^ '.

Our understanding of gas behaviour on grain-boundaries has also improved

due to detailed theoretical work by Tucker. This work may be split into two

parts that on grain face bubbles and that on grain edge bubbles. Studies of

the motion and growth of grain face bubbles has explained several observed

phenomena and has clarified the release process to the grain edges^ '. Face

bubbles are observed to be uniformly spaced and sized. This is due to bubbles

migrating preferentially away from adjacent bubbles into unoccupied space and

accelerated growth of small bubbles surrounded by regions of unoccupied grain

boundary. At high burnup bubbles coalesce by overlapping. The pores

resulting from coalescence are hindered from attaining the equilibrium len-

ticular shape because of the limitations of grain boundary diffusion. The

work on grain edge porosity has resulted in a simplified treatment of the

geometry of the pores in terms of a toroidal configuration' '. It has also

been recognised that there is an important interaction between growing face



bubbles and the grain edge pores in addition to the effects of coalescence

between grain face bubble and edge tunnels. A model for the growth grain edge

porosity including all these effects has been constructed^ '. These last devel-

opments have not yet been incorporated into the fuel behaviour codes, but it

is expected that they will significantly influence their development.

In the FRUMP code intragranular gas movement to the grain boundary in the

unrestructured and equiaxed regions is calculated by solving the diffusion

equation for a spherical grain using a five point finite-difference technique.

The present version of the code uses an effective gas diffusion coefficient to

account for the effect of intragranular bubbles, but a simplified treatment of

the Wood-Hayns model is available and has been used in specific calculations.

In the columnar grain region gas is thought to move predominately by biased

migration of bubbles in the temperature gradient^ '. A model for this exists

but is not implemented, because in practice it is found sufficient to assume

in this regime that all the gas is released to the grain boundaries. This does

not lead to great inaccuracies as the total fraction of gas involved is small

and the release high.

The FRUMP grain boundary gas model must be considered as still in course

of development. Despite this, in its present form it is proving useful and

has increased our understanding of the role of grain boundary bubble swelling

in fuel pin diameter changes and the early stages of gas release. The grain

face bubbles are modelled as lenticular cavities, normally as equilibrium

bubbles, but on power changes the equilibration of the vacancy content of the

bubbles is calculated using the Speight and Beere* theory of grain boundary

cavities* ' '. The growth of grain edge bubbles is assumed to be similar to

that for grain face bubbles and in this respect does not yet conform with the

most recent theory of Tucker(9). The swelling is calculated using values of

the grain face and grain edge bubble concentrations, which are fixed to averages
TO ,O C "I

of observed bubble distributions (10 m and 10 m respectively). To allow

gas release to proceed smoothly a percolation treatment by Brailsford* ' has

been adapted by Hayns for use in the model, e.g. the release of gas from

grain face bubbles to the grain edges is given by:

Rf = Rf0Cl - exp(-as/(sf - s))]
3 / 2 (1)

where Rf is the fractional release to edges, R- is the fractional release from

the grains to the faces, s is the instantaneous swelling due to grain face

bubbles and s^ is the saturation swelling of grain face bubbles.

SLEUTH assumes that the migration of the uniformity generated fission gas

to the grain boundaries can be represented by a simple diffusion process with

a measurable diffusion coefficient that depends on temperature and rating. At

the grain boundaries the gas forms an array of bubbles whose spacing is an

input constant and whose equilibrium size is determined by the balance of gas

pressure with the surface tension and restraining pressure. Varying power

operation changes the local stress distribution and the bubble size responds

at a rate determined by stress directed grain boundary self diffusion through

the Hull and Rimmer mechanism" '. Thus within a certain temperature range

the fuel is a highly compressible mixture of oxide grains interspersed with

entrapped gas.

As the amount of gas continually increases the grain boundary bubbles

eventually interlink releasing gas to the pin voidage. This model and that

used in the UKAEA's gas release code MINIPAT are closely related^ 5); the

main differences being that MINIPAT appeals to a resolution mechanism to

restore gas to the fuel grains whereas SLEUTH can hold larger quantities of

gas in the grain boundaries on account of the restraining pressure on the

bubbles generally being much higher than the coolant pressure. Neither model



takes account of bubble migration in the grain growth region but they represent

adequately the virtually complete release of fission gas and the much reduced

magnitude of fission gas swelling there.

2.2 Neutron Induced Voidage Swelling

In both SLEUTH and FRUMP the primary means of calculating clad swelling

are swelling rules; empirical correlations based on DFR data and updated as the

data-base is increased. Several problems have been found with this approach.

The internal stresses calculated for the clad from the dilation variation across

the clad thickness are to some extent unreliable, for although the swelling

rules give the dependence on temperature they are based on macroscopic measure-

ments and neglect the effect of stress. For this reason a frequently used

option is to use a mean swelling for particular clad positions calculated from

the clad mid-wall temperature.

A start has been made on a more mechanistic approach which has allowed

stress effects and the effect of temperature changes to be accounted for. This

is based on the Brailsford and Bullough rate theory^16). Hayns has developed

a treatment for cold worked steel based on an approximation for high dislocation

density"7^. The growth of voids is described by the rate of change of

,,2 ,2

where rc is void radius, Cc the void concentration, K is the displacement dose

rate, e the fraction of vacancies collapsing into vacancy loops, D s is the

self-diffusion coefficient, y the surface energy, Q the atomic volume, a., is

the hydrostatic stress, k Boltzmann's constant and T the absolute temperature.

The gas pressure in the bubbles is given by:

(3)

where Gc is the amount of helium produced within grains. The various sink

strengths are:

4 " 4*rcCc (1 + kvkvD " W kiD = W

kvc rc>' kv = kvD + kvc = k2 + k2
KiD + Kic

where p D is the dislocation density, zy and zi fix the dislocation bias for

interstitials. An option is now incorporated in FRUMP which models the stress

free and stress dependent swelling of cold-worked 316 steel by integrating

eq.(2) numerically. Expressions for C and p D as functions of temperature are

correlated with electron microscopic observations and e and Sz = (z.-zv)/z

are used as fitting parameters. The main features of clad swelling are

described in this way. An example of the use of this model has recently been

given by Hayns' '.

An improvement to the method has recently been suggested, based on

neglecting the interactive terms in the cavity sink strengths when the voids

are small and may be considered as gas bubbles' '. The gas bubbles are

treated as equilibrium gas bubbles until they reach a critical size:

c 3[(6z-e)KkT+D5 aH Si
(4)

Pg = r* Cc ft

In this way the time consuming early stages of the calculation are omitted.

The treatment of the effect of temperature changes on the swelling rate

is more complex. The effect of void sintering is accounted for in eq. (2) and

this is important when considering temperature increments. The main difficulty

is when the temperature is decreased. The void concentration developed during

irradiation at high temperature is much lower than that which would be typical

of lower temperatures. After a temperature reduction a new population of voids

will nucleate from helium bubbles below the critical size for void growth.



Hayns has extended his simplified treatment of cold worked 316 steel to allow

two or more populations of voids to be treated^ '. This new model has yet to

be included in FRUMP, but an algorithm has been devised and will be fitted when

the demand arises.

2.3 Restructuring

The FRUMP code contains several models for the description of restructuring

processes, and some aspects of restructuring may be accounted for in SLEUTH

by making appropriate assumptions on the fuel configuration. Experience has

shown that restructuring effects are of secondary importance in determining

clad strains and gas release but are important in determining fuel temperature

at.high rating early in life.

Fuel centre temperatures calculated for stoichiometric fuel and hypo-

stoichiometric fuel differ by 300-400°C, because of the reduction in fuel

thermal conductivity on disordering the lattice. If radial thermo-migration of

oxygen is accounted for the fuel centre temperature is lowered by a few tens of

°C for a mean fuel oxygen to metal ratio of 1.98. In FRUMP the radial oxygen

distribution is calculated from the expression

In x = lnA - Q/RT (5)

where A is eliminated in satisfying the mean oxygen concentration, x is the

local deviation from stoichiometry and Q is an effective heat of transport

assumed to be constant. There is scope for improvement in this representation,

such as using the cluster model of Norris^ '. It is also planned to include

axial oxygen transport in the near future, as recent work by Norris and

Simpson has shown that this is important^ '.

The redistribution of porosity, the formation of columnar grains and the

development of the fuel central void are described in FRUMP by following the .

migration of lenticular pores in the fuel temperature gradient. Two treatments

are used in the code to determine the pore velocities. In the case of U0 2 + ]]

fuel the pore velocity by evaporation and condensation is calculated using an

expression derived by Clement and values for the oxide vapour pressure as a

function of 0/M and temperature('. For mixed oxide fuel Clement and Finnis

found that local redistribution of both oxygen and plutonium around the pores

had to be accounted for if accurate pore velocities were to be predicted' '.

Surprisingly the resulting velocities were very insensitive to the bulk 0/M and

Pu contents, which allows a simple expression for pore velocity fitted to the

theory to be used in FRUMP. This treatment also allows Pu redistribution in

association with the pore migration to be estimated. For a complete treatment

the thermo-diffusion of Pu should also be calculated at the same time. This

has not been incorporated into FRUMP yet, because of the lack of adequate data

on Pu diffusion and heat transport in hypostoichiometric oxide. To return to

the subject of migration of lenticular pores; the pore velocities are modified

to account for diffusion of vapour through gases filling the pores. In this

way the termination of columnar grain formation by contamination of the pores

with fission gas may be described. A simple treatment of this is included in

the FRUMP model, but further development is necessary.

An area related to pore migration is the healing of cracks early in pin

life. Lenticular pores are seen to originate from crack tips during the early

stages of restructuring. Pellet fuels often show blunt cracks extending from

the fuel surface to the columnar grain radius. Clement has been able to explain

this phenomenon in terms of the growth of irregularities on crack surfaces by

evaporation and condensation^25'. This approach has been used in FRUMP giving

good correlations with observed crack root radii and widths^ '.

SLEUTH and FRUMP model the densification of fine porosity empirically^27^,

as the variability of the pore distribution in as manufactured fuel hinders a



more fundamental treatment. SLEUTH allows for the closure of coarse porosity

by hot pressing through the macroscopic creep equations. Major changes in

porosity arise from the growth of grain boundary gas bubbles as discussed

above. Equiaxed grain growth is calculated in both codes from empirical expres-

sion that include the effects of burn-up as well as temperature^ '.

An important role in the U.K. irradiation programme is played by vibro-

compacted fuel (both oxide and carbide). In particular gel-precipitated

spherical particles, used as vibro feed material, offer advantages in clean

handling and reduced operator contamination. In the past vibro fuels have

been studied using equivalent annular or solid pellet configurations in the

fuel behaviour models. Recently the problem of determining the temperature

of vibro-fuels during the early stages of irradiation has stimulated the task

of describing vibro-fuel densification and heat transfer in detail. This has

proved a difficult problem but although the models we have developed require

improvements, the main features of vibro fuel behaviour are understood. A

study has been made of the dominant sintering and hot pressing processes in

vibro fuels' '. Vibro-fuels are usually formed by compaction of a coarse

size fraction followed by infiltration with fine particles. In this way the

larger particles control the shrinkage of the fuel column. Initial neck

formation between particles occurs by microscopic mechanisms, such as grain

boundary and surface diffusion. As the necks grow larger at low temperatures

and when a compressive load is applied densification is controlled by

various creep processes. At high temperatures (>2000°C or lower if

temperature gradient effects are included) sintering is controlled by evapora-

tion and condensation. This allows necks to form between the particles,

improving the thermal conductivity, but does not produce densification. In

the low temperature domain the change in pore fraction is given by:

and

p =

(6)

(7)
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where p and pQ are the current and initial vibro-pore fraction respectively,

B is the linear thermal plus radiation creep coefficient, a is the yield

stress which may also be used to approximate dislocation creep, a,, is the

applied hydrostatic stress, R is the coarse particle radius and g and n are

geometric constants which may be used as fitting parameters to account for

packing differences, particle co-ordination and irregular particle shapes. As

the coarse particles touch, the concept of bridging radius has been introduced

which controls the minimum rate of densification in the cooler outer fuel

region^ '. The thermal conductivity during the densification is calculated by

interpolating between an empirical expression for a packed unsintered bed and

solid containing closed porosity. Allowance is also made for the reduced heat

transfer between the fuel and the clad, by choosing a value for the minimum gap,

related to the particle coarse radius.

4. Applications

4.1 Pin Life Limitations in Steady State Operation

Experience with both SLEUTH and FRUMP has shown that fuel-clad mechanical

interactions are virtually negligible for both annular and vibro fuels at 80%

smear density. This is confirmed by comparison of pin diameter change and

voidage swelling on pins irradiated in DFR. There are some just detectable

clad strains at the cool end of the pin, but our conclusion is that these are

due to irradiation creep and do not affect the useful life of the pin. Pellet-

clad interactions are more relevant to power changes which are described below.



An important factor in the life limitation of fuel pins under steady

state conditions is the role of clad loading from pressure of fission gas

released from the fuel. This has up to now not caused problems because of the

conservative design criteria used to fix plenum volumes. Recently there has

been some interest in optimising the plenum design, and this requires a more

detailed knowledge of fission gas release and pin failure. Some progress has

been made in formulating clad cumulative damage criteria for this purpose.

Clad voidage swelling may also play a role in determining pin life. In

addition to relieving clad loading from fuel mechanical interaction, the

possibility of the fuel-clad gap re-opening at high burn-up must be considered.

The conditions under which the fuel will swell to follow the clad have yet to

be determined satisfactorily.

Calculations have been performed to investigate the effect of pin smear

density on pellet-clad interaction. Certainly larger clad strains are

predicted, but these are confined to the cooler end of the pin, as has already

been discussed. There is, however, the possibility of burn-up at which the

usable void fraction within the pin is used up and a strong pellet-clad

interaction may then take place. Such a critical burn-up will depend on details

of the reactor conditions and the cladding, as it will be strongly influenced

by clad swelling. The few identifiable endurance failures in DFR were in

pins of higher smear density than the 80% value fixed for the majority of the

fuel pins (30)

3.2 Operational Power Changes

3.2.1 Cycling

Power cycling experiments on fast reactor fuel pins have been performed

in DFR and in the A.E.R.E. materials testing reactor PLUTO. Typically the

cycling was 18 hours at high power followed by 6 hours at 50 to 75% of full

power repeated about 300 times to a burn-up of 6 to 7.5%. Peak ratings ranged f|

from 130 to 200 w/g and clad temperature from 530 to 580°C. In no case has

significant extra clad straining been found attributable to the cycling.

All these experiments have been analysed using the SLEUTH code and no

significant effect on endurance was predicted; the main effect of cycling is

to cause the fuel-clad interaction stress to fluctuate over a moderate range^ '.

The MTR experiments suffer from having a large flux depression through the

pellet that is not typical of FR's but have the advantage that the clad swelling,

which is the dominant cause of dimensional changes, is eliminated. To accelerate

the experiments it is necessary to use minimal pellet-clad gaps and maximum

density fuel to minimise the incubation period before interaction commences.

Much increased damage is anticipated if the clad temperature is dropped by

>100°C as the power is raised but such experiments have not been performed in

the U.K. To obtain accumulating strains over successive cycles a mechanism is

required for the fuel to follow the clad outwards, in the SLEUTH analysis this

was attained by the expansion of the fission gas bubbles during the phase of the

cycle when the fuel is unrestrained.

An assessment was made of the value of power cycling DFR for a year prior

to its shutdown; this experiment was not proceeded with partly because both

SLEUTH and FRUMP concluded that the pin damage would not be significantly

greater than in operation at steady power.

3.2.2 Sub-Assembly Rotation

Power ramps are a well known cause of failure in water cooled reactors

where the Zircaloy clad fails in a brittle manner through stress corrosion.

Similar upratings can cause ductile failure in AGR fuel' ' particularly with

solid pellets. An additional cause of power ramping in FR's is sub-assembly

rotation, required to reduce bowing from swelling gradients. The SLEUTH code



has been used to compare the clad stresses and strains developed by power ramps

in the various systems and to define the most onerous conditions for testing.

These are:(i) significant pellet-clad interaction prior to the ramp; (ii)

a large rating increase; but (iii) a final rating sufficiently low that the fuel

pellet retains sufficient strength to resist the cladding restraint pressure.

Early uprating experiments by movement of trefoils in DFR were made at

peak ratings and so did not satisfy condition 3; later experiments have

focussed on an uprating from about 125W/g to 175 W/g. The clad stress with

annular fuel is expected to approach yield but little or no plastic strain is

imposed particularly if the rate of power rise is not very fast. The com-

pressibility of the gas bubbles in the fuel and the high creep rates in fast

reactor fuel are beneficial.

A SLEUTH analysis has been made of the EBR II solid pelletted pin FOB

which failed after an uprating at 10% burnup^ '. This pointed to a failure

mechanism due, not to the thermal expansion at the uprating but, to the

subsequent straining from gas bubble swelling as the dissolved gas becomes

mobile at the higher temperatures.

3.2.3 PFR Start-up

One problem to which FRUMP and SLEUTH has been applied and related to the

subject of power changes, is the effect of the period of low power operation

in the early part of PFR's history on the fuel when power was increased^33).

During this period of low power operation a series of calculations were

performed, making pessimistic assumptions on the size of the fuel-clad gaps,

and these indicated that if gap closure occurred at low power a rise to full

power with a ramp of 100 MW hr would raise the clad hoop stress to the yield

point and permanent strains would result, with the possible danger of associated

failures. The low power operation however, did not last long enough for gap

closure to occur after allowance is made for fuel densification and no damage f|Q

to fuel was predicted or observed.

3.3 Fuel Temperature Estimation

The principal problem in determining fuel temperature throughout the

irradiation is the estimation of the fuel-clad interfacial conductance. This

is calculated using a set of recommendations made by Bridge of Windscale in

the form of a model similar to that of Ross and Stoute. Different fuel forms

have made it necessary to adopt different values for the minimum gap and sur-

face roughnesses used. The largest uncertainties arise at high burn-up, as

the effect of fission product deposition and clad attack are not well known.

Early in the pin life the codes have variable success in calculating fuel

temperatures. Where centre thermocouple readings are available results have

been encouraging, but some examples of DFR irradiations have been found where

the observed fuel structures have not been consistent with calculated tem-

peratures. No direct evidence has been found to support cyclic radial reloca-

tion of pellet fragments in DFR irradiations. In fact there is more evidence

to suggest that temperatures are being under-estimated rather than over-

estimated.

Careful study of fuel structures in short term MTR irradiations and

observations in DFR irradiated fuel have indicated that melting occurs in

vibro fuel at lower rating than was previously expected and that the rating

limits for melting are dependent on the rate of initial power rise^34^. The

vibro-fuel model in FRUMP has been used to try to quantify these observations

and obtain criteria for irradiating vibro-fuel. The results of these calculations

confirmed the observed existence of an auto-catalytic effect, whereby the outer fuel

regions sinter to increase the fuel-clad gap raising the temperature and hence

increase the sintering rate. Calculations were performed at various rates of



power rise indicating rating limits for melting of 40 KW m at a power rise

rate of 15 KW m"1 w"1 and 48 KW m"1 at 4 KW m w"1 with upper and lower

bounds of 33 KW m"1 and 58 KW m at extremely fast and slow rise rates' '.

This indicates the extreme sensitivity of vibro-fuel structure to rise-rate.

The FRUMP calculations also confirmed the observations that after melting,

restructuring processes allow the fuel temperature to drop and evidence of

fuel melting to be removed by pore migration.

3.4 Breeder Problems

Breeder fuel in PFR resembles water reactor fuel in so far as it consists

of U0 2 rather than mixed oxide, is in the form of solid pellets about 12.5mm OD,

operates at peak ratings of about 45 W/g and has a design burn-up of about 2%.

It differs in clad material, coolant, pressure, the presence of a large fast

neutron flux and in so far as the rating increases severalfold through life

rather than decreasing. No substantial irradiation experience to design

burn-up has yet been accumulated in PFR but a pin of PFR dimensions irradiated

in DFR with enriched U0 2 to compensate for the lower flux, has failed after

an irradiation at 42 W/g to 1.25% burn-up following an irradiation at 35 W/g to

0.6% burn-up.

FRUMP calculations up to 1% burn-up with ratings rising to 30 W/g showed

no endurance problems under steady running. SLEUTH calculations showed that

as the burn-up and rating increased above these values, the fuel temperatures

and gas release increased rapidly so that the values of 45 W/g and 2% burn-up

are near the limit imposed by fuel melting and clad straining at hot spots

under the pin internal pressure. Pellet-dad interaction stresses are modest

due to a large initial gap and clad swelling^35).

The DFR uprating of a mock breeder pin has been analysed by SLEUTH. This 120

gave a mean clad loop stress at the uprating ranging from 350 MPa for a notional

1 minute ramp to 120 MPa for a ramp over 1 hour which approximates to the

actual history. This latter value is far below the fracture stress.

3.5 Advanced Fuels

The main effort in fuel behaviour analysis has been devoted to oxide fuels,

but there is a continuing interest in other fuel types in particular sodium

bonded oxy-carbide and helium bonded carbide. The former fuel has marginal

interest from the point of view of fuel modelling. The fuel is designed not to

contact the clad, have low swelling and negligible gas release. Some calculations

have been made on fuel temperatures and studies have been made of fuel cracking.

Helium bonded carbide fuel is more interesting as pellet-clad interactions are

potentially larger than for oxide fuel. In the case of pelleted fuels it was

found that fuels with maximum linear ratings ^ 5 KW m" , had gap closure delayed

until 4.5% b.U., because of the lack of significant cracking and fuel expansion.

Vibro-fuels behaved in a similar manner. Once gap closure had occurred

significant clad strains were accrued^ '. Fuels operated at linear ratings

high enough to give similar centre temperatures as oxide fuels are predicted

to give similar low pellet-clad interactions.

4. Discussion

The main use of the pin models to date has been in guiding the programme

of experimental fuel irradiations and in interpreting the post irradiation

observations. This latter task is difficult because the pin dimensional changes

are dominated by voidage swelling with its considerable intrinsic variability

while the plastic strains arising from both pellet-clad interaction and the pin

internal pressure are so small.



The PFR reference fuel design was established too long ago for computer

modelling to make a significant contribution. Pellet-clad interaction was not

thought to Impose pin design limits; the main mechanical constraint was that

100% gas release.should not impose more than 0.1% thermal creep strain in the

clad. Recently pressure for a more economical fuel with a better breeding ratio

has led to studies of the possibilities for higher burn-up, greater smear

density, thinner clad, etc. Modelling studies are useful in indicating how

far these changes can be pushed but experimental fuel irradiations are

required to fix these limits precisely enough for full advantage to be taken.

Perhaps the most important conclusion of the modelling work is that with

PFR reference fuel the possibility of a systematic failure mechanism associated

with any likely load following regime in commercial operation is remote.

This would have been very expensive to validate experimentally - for instance

the AGR fuel development programme has required prolonged power cycling of the

prototype reactor, long periods of low power operation followed by ramping ab

back to full power and a large number of power cycling experiments in reactor

loops and fuel shuffles. In consequence the operating rules for PFR, unlike

those for thermal reactors, do not contain costly restraints on the rates of

power raising or the frequency of cycling required to protect the fuel from

pellet-clad interaction failure.

Finally the codes are a necessary step in defining the operational limits

required for reactor safety in so far as they define the state of the fuel at

the start of a transient. Fuel temperature, gap conductivity, pin pressure and

the whereabouts of the fission gas retained in the fuel are all significant.

Further developments 1n this area, however, are outside the terms of reference

of this meeting.
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PROGRESS IN FUEL PIN MODELLING
IN THE USA
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In the USA, the focus for theoretical fuel pin modeling is the

LIFE system. This system of codes, algorithms, criteria and

analysis guidelines is intended to provide a common basis for

communication amongst the development groups, a reference set of

analysis guidelines for design, and eventually a consensus on the

state-of-the-art for licensing. The technical objective is to pre-

dict the effect of design options on fuel pin performance limits,

which include fuel temperature, pin deformation and cladding

breach during normal operation and design basis transients.

The mechanistic approach to modeling is taken in LIFE to the

extent possible. That is, the approach is to describe the key

phenomena in sufficient detail to provide a fundamental understanding

of their synergistic effect on the fuel pin performance limits.

The program is guided technically by a working group consist-

ing of representatives of the Argonne National Laboratory, General

Atomics, General Electric, Hanford Engineering- Development Laboratory,

Rockwell International and Westinghouse, sponsored by the U.S. Depart-

ment of Energy. The function of the working group is to review
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progress in the many Individual programs, to reach agreement on

reference models for the LIFE system, and to recommend additional

modeling to meet national objectives.

The program has produced LIFE3, which 1s verified, docu-

mented *• ' and has been used widely for analysis of fuel temperature

at start-of-life and cladding deformation during steady power opera-

tion. The PI 9, P20 and F20 test data were used to verify the

restructuring kinetics models for start-of-life fuel temperature.

The code was applied to evaluate the benefits of allowing the pins

to run at partial power long enough to restructure before reaching

full power. The modeling confirmed the hypothesis that this "pre-

conditioning" could increase the margin between the operating

power and the power to melt. (2)

Approximately two dozen pins were used to verify the LIFE3

predictions of cladding deformation. It was applied in an evaluation

of a number of pin breach criteria, which led to adoption of the

local cumulative creep rupture damage fraction (CDF) as the reference

failure index. This result was then applied to help screen a

number of candidate alloys to determine those with the greatest

potential for cladding/duct design. *• ' LIFE3 has also been applied

1n several design programs, including the CRBR.

In addition, a two-dimensional (R-9, R-Z) finite element

code, TWOD, 1s being developed to study the effects of localized

phenomena on lifetime. v ' These include local Internal loads on

the cladding near fuel cracks which produce stress concentrations,

and local hot spots and external loads due to spacer contact.

The detailed LIFE and TWOD modeling is sometimes too detailed

for applications where fast running models for repetitious calcula-

tions are needed. Reference "algorithms" are being developed for

this purpose. One application is in conceptual design studies.

Another is in probabilistic analysis, where Monte Carlo simulation

and Moments methods are applied to determine the range of the

uncertainty in the predictions caused by the uncertainties in fabri-

cation, operation, materials and modeling * '. The results aid

in establishing approximate margins for design criteria.

The LIFE system of analysis methods must be properly applied to

ensure that valid and consistent conclusions are reached. The

analytical results must be interpreted and evaluated relative to

the known behavior of pins from the test programs. To assure

effective use in design analysis and to aid in Interpretation of

the results, reference analysis guidelines are being developed

as a part of this program.
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The program now includes development of LIFE4 and LIFE4C

for analysis of pin performance limits during the complete duty

cycle (startup, steady power, power changes, shutdown, design basis

overpower and undercooling transients) for oxide and carbide fuel

and blanket pins.

The USA modeling program, built on mechanistic modeling, has

contributed to the fundamental understanding Of fuel pin behavior.

Development in progress will extend this capability.
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DEVELOPMENT OF REFERENCE:

• CODES

• CRITERIA

• ALGORITHMS

• ANALYSIS GUIDELINES

OBJECTIVE:

PREDICT THE EFFECT OF DESIGN OPTIONS

ON FUEL PERFORMANCE LIMITS

• FUEL TEMPERATURE

• PIN DEFORMATION

• CLADDING BREACH

DURING NORMAL AND OFF-NORMAL CONDITIONS.

APPROACH:

MECHANISTIC MODELING
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LIFE WORKING GROUP

ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY

GENERAL ATOMICS

GENERAL ELECTRIC

HANFORD ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT LABORATORY

ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL

WESTINGHOUSE

POWER-TO-MELT

FULL POWER

PRECONDITIONING POWER LEVEL

50 100 150
IRRADIATION TIME (h)

200

LIFE3 CALCULATION OF POWER-TO-MELT

SPONSORED BY

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY



CLAODING DIAMETRAL STRAIN (%)

12

LIFE EVALUATION

OF PINS CLAD IN

ADVANCED ALLOYS

10

_DIAMETRAL A STRAIN LIMIT (DEPENDENT

»316 CM ASSEMBLY DESIGN)"]

•D21 »D9

XD21

• TOTAL STRAIN
x INELASTIC STRAIN

K316

D68X.

• D68

XD9

DAMAGE
LIMIT

• HT9 I
xHT9 '

I I I I I

1(T5 10~* 10~3 10"2 KT1 10"°

CLADDING DAMAGE
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DEVELOPMENT

• NORMAL OPERATION AND DESIGN BASIS TRANSIENTS

• LIFE4, TWOD

t (U, Pu) 02

• U02

• LIFE4C, TWODC

• (U, Pu) C

• UC

• ALGORITHMS

• THERMAL AND STRUCTURAL CRITERIA

• ANALYSIS GUIDELINES



FUTURE USA DEVELOPMENT

J.D. STEPHEN, A. BIANCHERIA, D. LEIBNITZ,
B.D. O'REILLY, Y.Y. LIU, M.P. LABAR, B.C. GNEITING
Genera) Electric Company,
Sunnyvale, CA,
United States of America

The planning for further development in the USA at this time is

a mixture of expectation and guessing. Modeling development is

certain to continue, but the target reactor is uncertain. The

results of the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE)

and, in the USA, the Non-Proliferation Alternate System Assessments

Program (NASAP) and the Large Plant Design Study will provide the

basis for decisions in 1981-82. The next plant may or may not use

the FFTR driver fuel design. The planning, therefore, emphasizes

fundamentals and flexibility.

There are many options to be modeled. The FFTF driver fuel per-

formance in FFTF must be evaluated; both the reference and improved

designs. A decision to use the FTR driver design in the large plant

will demand predictions on the effects of axial blankets, constant

power (rather than decreasing) throughout life, and power changes,

behavior beyond breach and design basis transients in large plants.

A decision favoring a lower doubling time oxide design adds the

effects of higher strength/lower swelling alloys, increased pin

diameter, reduced cladding thickness/diameter, increased smeared

density, gap versus pellet density, and reduced pin pitch/diameter.

A helium bonded carbide design adds concern about increased potential

for fuel-cladding-assembly mechanical interactions. And blanket pin

performance predictions, either in a homogeneous or a heterogeneous

core, add an increasing power history and enhanced assembly inter-

actions. It is possible that the decision will be to choose a first

core and retain all options for later cores.

The modeling objective, for whatever options are chosen, is to

predict the effect of normal and off-normal design conditions on per-

formance limits (i.e., fuel temperature, pin deformation, pin lifetime).

Several significant uncertainties in the mechanisms associated with

the performance limits remain and will be addressed. These include

gap closure, gap conductance and fuel properties at higher burnup,

fuel-fission product reactions, retained gas, breach mechanisms,

assembly interactions and behavior beyond breach, plus establishing

appropriate criteria.

The LIFE system, with its elements of ID and 2D fundamental

modeling, algorithms, and analysis guidelines is appropriate for this

work. The thermal and structural solution procedures are stable.

Modules for improved or new behavior models and properties can be

added readily. The cost of running these codes is not large,

compared to Physics, or compared to running tests. Further,

the "reference code" system has proven an excellent means for

communication between analysts in the USA. There is room for improve-

ment, but no major change in approach is planned.

Both pin and assembly tests in EBR II and FFTF are planned to

isolate the effects of design variations, and will provide the data
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to verify the modeling. EBR-II will be operating through the early

80's at least, and FFTF fuel loading begins this Summer. In addition,

irradiation of 10-15 assemblies 1n FFTF to qualify the large plant

design is planned by the mid 80's. The modeling target is to com-

plete a verified LIFE system on the same schedule.

Thus, future theoretical fuel pin modeling in the USA (1) will

increase to predict the effects of new designs on performance limits,

(2) will maintain the "reference LIFE system" approach for communi-

cating between analysts, and eventually with licensing, and (3) will,

with the test program, provide the technology for large plant first

core design by the mid 80"s.

MODELING-REQUIREMENTS

FFTR DRIVER FUEL SURVEILLANCE

LARGE PUNT

• FFTF DESIGN

• LOWER DOUBLING TIME OXIDE DESIGN

• CARBIDE

• BLANKET

- RADIAL

- HETEROGENEOUS CORE

ALL OF THE ABOVE

PERFORMANCE ISSUES 128

• SMEARED POROSITY (GAP VS. PELLET DENSITY)

• GAP CLOSURE RATE

• FISSION PRODUCT REDISTRIBUTION (R - Z)

t FISSION PRODUCT FUEL REACTIONS

• BURNUP EFFECTS ON FUEL PROPERTIES

(CONDUCTIVITY, CREEP, ETC.)

• HIGH BURNUP GAP CONDUCTANCE

• DISTRIBUTION OF RETAINED FISSION GASES

• STEADY-STATE AND TRANSIENT BREACH MECHANISMS

• LOCALLY PERTURBED CONDITIONS

• STRUCTURAL DISCONTINUITIES

• PIN-ASSEMBLY INTERACTIONS WITH EXPOSURE

• POST-BREACH PIN PERFORMANCE

• DEFINITION OF THERMAL AND STRUCTURAL DESIGN

CRITERIA
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KEY LIFE PERFORMANCE MODELS

J.D. STEPHEN, A. BIANCHERIA, D. LEIBNITZ,
B.D. O'REILLY, Y.Y. LIU, M.P. LABAR, B.C. GNEITING
General Electric Company,
Sunnyvale, CA,
United States of America
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The approach to modeling in the LIFE system is mechanistic.

Reflecting the current state of understanding, the LIFE models at

this time cover a range of mechanistic depth, from diffusion theory

in the migration models to simple correlations of the cladding

swelling data. The new oxygen migration model in LIFE4 improves

the fundamental understanding of the effect of stoichiometry in

the fuel temperature performance limit. The cladding wastage model

shows where improvement is needed to understand pin chemistry effects

in cladding breach.

The behavior models such as oxygen migration and cladding

wastage are superposed on thermal and structural solution procedures

which are well established and adaptable to model changes. LIFE

performs a one-dimensional analysis of axisymmetric, concentric

rings at ten axial nodes. The nodes are independent, except for

the cladding temperature and fission gas pressure calculations. In

the thermal solution procedure, the cladding temperature may be

either calculated or input (from more detailed subchannel thermal/

hydraulics analysis). All heat is generated in the fuel, and is

distributed according to the fissile and density profile. Gap

conductance is a model. The fuel temperature is calculated ring by

O
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ring to account for property variations using the J k-dT method.

In the structural solution procedure, generalized plane strain is

assumed, and an equilibrium stress-strain state is determined by the

method of successive approximations. Detailed descriptions of these
(1 2 31solution procedures are in the LIFE reports v ' ' '.

The key LIFE4 fuel performance models include gap conductance,

cracking and crack healing, pore migration, grain growth, oxygen

and plutonium migration, gas release and bubble migration, solid

and gas swelling, hot pressing, and creep as a function of exposure.

The cladding models include swelling, in-pile (thermal and irradiation)

creep, and ID and OD wastage.

The LIFE4 oxygen migration model * ' is based on the theoretical

work by Evans and Aitken and their activation energy measurements ^ '.

Equilibrium is established rapidly between oxygen moving from the

fuel center to the surface in the gas phase and from the surface to

the center by diffusion in the solid.

The stoichiometry of the fuel affects several properties and

phenomena, and through them, affects all the performance limits.

For example, the gradient produced by the migration causes an in-

crease in thermal conductivity near the fuel surface due to oxygen

enrichment, and a decrease in conductivity near the center due to

oxygen depletion. The depletion at the center also lowers the

melting point. The net effect may be a closer approach to fuel

melting. The question can now be quantified with LIFE4.
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The modeling problem with wastage at the inner cladding surface

is to account for the loss of load-bearing material while maintain-

ing contact between the fuel and the cladding to analyze the load

on the cladding produced by the fuel growth. In LIFE, the attacked

cladding is treated as a separate cylinder in the fuel-cladding

system. The size of the attacked cylinder is determined at the

beginning of each time step from a correlation of the effective

depth of the attack. The material properties of this cylinder

are adjusted so that the load at the cladding inner surface due to

internal gas pressure and fuel growth is transmitted to the inner

boundary of the unattacked cylinders of the cladding. The remaining

unattacked cladding is then divided into equal-thickness cylinders,

and the analysis proceeds as before.

Redefinition of the equal-thickness cylinders for stress

analysis causes the position of the nodes to change with.time.

To properly account for the accumulation of the strains and damage

indices with time, values for the cumulative strains at the new node

positions are determined from the radial distribution of the cumu-

lative strains at the start of the time step.
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LIFE4 PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODELS I

FUEL

• DEFORMATION

CLADDING

INTERFACE

-CONSTITUTIONAL-

DEFORMATION

-CORROSION

PRIMARY, SECONDARY CREEP
HOT PRESSING
GAS BUBBLE SWELLING.
SOLID FISSION PRODUCT SWELLING
CRACKING, CRACK HEALING

PORE MIGRATION
GRAIN GROWTH
OXYGEN REDISTRIBUTION
PLUTONIUM MIGRATION
GAS BUBBLE MIGRATION

THERMAL CREEP
IRRADIATION CREEP
VOID SWELLING

SODIUM CORROSION
FUEL-CLAOOING CHEMICAL INTERACTION

GAP CONDUCTANCE
GAS RELEASE
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TEMPERATURE <°C) 133
to

IMPACT OF STOICHIQMETRY
ON FUEl BEHAVIOR

• THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

• CREEP STRENGTH

• MELTING POINT (SOLIDUS)

• DIFFUSION-CONTROLLED PHENOMENA

• t PORE MIGRATION

• • GRAIN GROWTH

• CESIUM MIGRATION

• FUEL-CLADDING CHEMICAL INTERACTION



RADIUS •

1. AT START OF TIM£ STEP

ZERO WASTAGE
EQUAL THICKNESS NODES
NODE LOCATION r,
ACCUMULATED STRAIN AT r( - € i

2. EXPECTED DURING TIME STEP
CLAD ATTACK -irA

CLAD CORROSION lrc

NEW EQUAL THICKNESS NOO£ LOCATION f /
ACCUMULATED STRAIN AT r('- tt

3. CALCULATE
FORWARO DIFFERENCE INTERPOLATION IF r ,>r (

BACKWARD DIFFERENCE INTERPOLATION IF r- '<r .

ft • I r,* _ r i ) / ( f . j _ , - f i )

INTERPOLATION OF STRAIN DISTRIBUTION
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VERIFICATION OF FUEL TEMPERATURE
VS. MELTING AT HIGHER BURNUP

J.D. STEPHEN, A. BIANCHERIA, D. LEIBNITZ,
B.D. O'REILLY, Y.Y. LIU, M.P. LABAR, B.C. GNEITING
General Electric Company,
Sunnyvale, CA,
United States of America

The thermal performance limit in fuel pin design requires that

the fuel temperature be below melting at overpower. The approach

currently used to demonstrate that this limit is not exceeded is to

compare the expected pin power with power-to-melt test data ̂  '.

This works well at start of life, but becomes difficult at higher

burnup where the power-to-melt depends on the irradiation history.

The approach preferred at higher burnup is to compare the predicted

fuel temperature directly with the melting temperature.

Verification of fuel temperature predictions requires comparison

with test measurements which indicate temperature. A second level

of verification is comparison with other test measurements to verify

the components of the total thermal analysis model. Both are equally

important for extrapolation. The degree of verification is the con-

fidence with which the model predicts the primary and the secondary

data, within the uncertainties of the test measurements and the

material properties used in the model.

In LIFE verification, melt boundary measurements are the primary

temperature indicators. The central void and grain growth boundary

measurements are used to verify the gap conductance and restructuring
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models. Final adjustment of the predictions 1s made by varying the

properties within their uncertainty band. For early life, the

property uncertainties which have significant Impact on the pre-

dictions are the Helium accommodation coefficient, the vapor trans-

port activation energy, and the thermal conductivity above 2000°C.

At higher burnup, the thermal conductivity of th- fuel with fission

products 1n the matrix is the main adjustable parameter.

nearly constant with time due to the higher internal conversion

ratio in the large core. In the small core, the closest approach

to melting occurs at start of life. In the large core, LIFE4 pre-

dicts that the temperature may rise at higher burnup. The

uncertainties are also larger. There may be design conditions in

a large core, therefore, where the closest approach to melting

occurs at high burnup.
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LIFE3 was adjusted to match the start of life P19 data, and then

used to predict the P20 and F20 data. The good agreement between

predicted and observed at start of life was repeated with LIFE4 * K

Verification against the F20 low burnup data showed a small,

systematic error 1n the predictions. The central void was under-

predicted at the center and overpredfcted at the ends. This result

suggests that axial transport of the fuel will have to be modeled

if improvement in the degree of verification is needed.

The complete evaluation of this question must include account

of the uncertainties. Analysis using probabilistic methods to

quantify the effect of fabrication, operating, materials and modeling

uncertainties on the prediction of the approach to melting at the

start of life is underway (3) This will be extended to higher

burnup as the mechanisms become better understood and modeled.

Preliminary verification of the LIFE4 predictions against the

high burnup F20 data is encouraging, although Incomplete. The

number of data points is much smaller at this time, and the tempera-

ture predictions are sensitive to the verification of the structural

aspects which is in progress.

The need for more data and continued modeling is evident from

LIFE4 predictions of fuel temperature versus melting for a pin in

a small core like FTR, where the power decreases with time, and for

the same pin in a large core, where the power Is expected to be
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HIGH BURNUP F20 DATA

(UPPER INCIPIENT MELT SECTIONS)

PIN # F5G F5H F5P

Peak power (KW.M"1)
Fuel temp. (Tc) (°C)
Solidus temp. (Tin) (°C)
Tc-Tm (oc)
Power error (KW.H"1)
Power error (%}

50.4
2646
2683
-37
1.0
2.0

51.8
2668
2682
-14
0.4
0.8

50.1
2669
2673
-4
0.1
0.2

54.2
2754
2674
+80
-2.3
-4.3

LIFE4 PARAMETERS
ADJUSTED IN VERIFICATION

THERMAL ANALYSIS

EARLY-LIFE (UP TO 1 AT.% BURNUP)

• THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY ABOVE 20008C
• PORE MIGRATION RATE

• GRAIN GROWTH RATE

• HELIUM ACCOMMODATION COEFFICIENT

HIGH BURNUP

• SOLID F.P. EFFECTS ON CONDUCTIVITY

• PORE GEOMETRY

• FISSION PRODUCT AT F-C INTERFACE

• ALL STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS PARAMETERS
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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

• FUEL SURFACE TENSION (2 37r)

• FUEL SWELLING KINETICS

• GAS BUBBLE MIGRATION RATE

• FISSION GAS RELEASE RATE (DIFFUSION)

• XE, KR ACCOMMODATION COEFFICIENTS

• HIGH TEMP. C>2000°C ) FUEL DEFORMATION
• FUEL PRIMARY CREEP

• CLADDING SWELLING
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2.000
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A - SOLIOUS TEMPERATURE
B - CONSTANT POWER FUEL TEMPERATURE
C - DECREASING POWER FUEL TEMPERATURE

1
2,000 4,000 6,000

TIME (h)

8,000 10,000

WHOLE-LIFE FUEL TEMPERATURE HISTORY

ANALYSIS OF EARLY LIFE THERMAL

PERFORMANCE FOR TYPICAL LMFBR FUEL ROD
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ONE- AND TWO-DIMENSION EFFECTS
ON FUEL PIN LIFETIME

J.D. STEPHEN, A. B1ANCHERIA, D. LEIBNITZ,
B.D. O'REILLY, Y.Y. LIU, M.P. LABAR, B.C. GNEITING
General Electric Company,
Sunnyvale, CA,
United States of America

Lifetime, or breach of the cladding, is a difficult perform-

ance limit to establish in fuel pin design. The significant

benefits of high plant capacity factor favor conservative design

to eliminate downtime or partial power operation caused by the breach

limit; however, overly conservative design produces significant

penalties. The LIFE system is being applied to help understand the

range between operation and breach so that appropriate design margins

can be selected.

Standards are being developed in the USA to assure the struct-

ural integrity of all core components '1'. These standards will

provide guidelines to account for the failure mechanisms observed in

the high temperature, high fluence core environment. The work to

date indicates that creep rupture is the most important failure

mechanism for mixed-oxide fuel pins during normal operation and

slow power changes. The local cumulative creep rupture damage frac-

tion (CDF) has been adopted as the parameter to assess the approach

to failure.

Several oxide breached pins and siblings have been studied '̂ '.

For example, the P23B-73 pin was an FTR driver design pin irradiated

in EBR-II which failed at 10 at.% burnup. Initial evaluation based

on LIFE3 led to the conclusion that the pin should not have failed.

Further analyses determined the sensitivity of the breach prediction

to (1) the time-to-rupture correlation, (2) cladding temperature,

and (3) fuel-fission product swelling (which had not been modeled

in LIFE3). The uncertainties in the time-to-rupture correlation have

been established. Photomicrographs of the breach zone show that the

pin ran hot. And strain measurements show an unexplained increase

between interim examinations at 7 and 9 at.St. When these effects

are included, LIFE predicts breach, providing some confidence in the

lifetime modeling capability.

But LIFE is a one-dimensional model. The breach was surrounded
(2)by a white spot v \ A similar white spot was found on the adjacent

pin. It is believed that the pins were almost (and perhaps) touching,

and that there was a local hot spot. Two-dimensional modeling is

needed for this, and for other local effects, such as the local

external cladding load due to the spacer contact, which increases

as the bundle tightens due to differential bundle-duct growth, and

the local internal cladding stress concentrations near fuel cracks

during power changes.

The TWOD code is complete, and development of the best way to

couple LIFE and TWOD for lifetime analysis is in progress. Two

preliminary conclusions from analysis of representative oxide pin

geometries are ̂  ', first, that the circumferential stress distribu-

tion may not peak at the hot spot, but the damage (CDF) does. And

second, that the effect of stress concentrations near fuel cracks

on cladding creep damage is small. Therefore, by using TWOD general
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results as a guide for setting the Input to LIFE, a one-dimensional

analysis for creep damage may be adequate.

The next step in the lifetime evaluation will utilize the new

LIFE4 code coupled with TWOD and extend the analysis capability to

advanced and alternate fuel systems. Further steps, as the contrib-

utors to breach become better understood and modeled, will utilize

the probabilistic methods to quantify the effects of fabrication,

materials, operation and modeling uncertainties on lifetime pre-

dictions.
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FUEL PIN LIFETIME ANALYSIS

PIN #

DESIGN

CLAD, THICKNESS

INITIAL GAP (MM)

FUEL DENSITY (%)

B.O.L. OPERATING

PEAK POWER (KW.M

PEAK CLAD TEMP (

EOL CONDITIONS

PEAK BURNUP (AT.

PEAK FLUENCE
(N.M. X10~ 2 6)

CLADDING DAMAGE

LOCAL CDF

(MM)

CONDITIONS

-1)
•o

%)

P40
-D91*

0.25
0.12
91.9

49.7
593

12.1

8.8

.04

P40
-D98

0.25
0.12
92.5

49.5
556

11.1

8.2

.01

P238
-73*

0.38
0.14
94.3

36.6
686

9.9

8.5

.26

P238
-74

0.38
0.14
94.6

36.6
675

9.9

8.5

.19

F11A
-41*

0.37
0.12
92.6

51.2
696

6.0

3.7

.25

F11A
-14

0.39
0.13
92.6

50.1
693

6.0

3.6

.21

CREEP DAMAGE CALCULATIONS

FOR PIN P23B-73B
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CASE

NOMINAL CONDITIONS

+10% TEMPERATURE
UNCERTAINTY ASSUMED

FUEL SWELLING
ENHANCED, BASED
ON INCREASE IN PEAK
STRAIN BETWEEN
6.7% AND 8.8% BU

ENHANCED FUEL
SWELLING AND
+10% TEMPERATURE
UNCERTAINTY

THICKNESS
AVERAGED

TIME-FRACTION

.066

.416

.516

1.89

STRESS,

4.5

4.5

7.5

6.2

LIFE-AVERAGE
CONDITIONS:
KSI TEMP., °F

1234

1292

1239

1292

* Breached P1n



EFFECT OF CIRCUMFERENTIAL TEMPERATURE
VARIATION ON MAXIMUM CLADDING STRESS
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POTENTIAL STRAIN CONCENTRATIONS NEAR RADIAL
FUEL CRACKS DURING A POWER INCREASE

FUEL CREEP

FRICTION

COEFFICIENT*©^

1 STRAIN

NO FUEL CREEP

FRICTION

COEFFICIENTS-0
TOTAL STRAIN

THE FUEL TO CLAD HEAT TRANSFER
COEFFICIENT IN ADVANCED
MX-TYPE FUEL PINS

F. CALIGARA, M, CAMPANA, R. MANDLER, H. BLANK
Institut des Transuraniens,
Karlsruhe,
Federal Republic of Germany
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1. Introduction

1.1. Present knowledge of h for He-bonded advanced fuels

Advanced fuels (mixed carbides, nitrides and carbonitrides) are
characterised by a high thermal conductivity compared to that of
oxide fuels ( .5 times greater) and their behaviour under irradiation
(amount of swelling, fracture behaviour, restructuring) is far more
sensitive to the design parameters and to the operating temperature
than that of oxide fuels.

The use of advanced fuels is therefore conditioned by the possibility
of mastering the above phenomena, and the full exploitation of their
favorable neutron characteristics depends upon a good understanding
of the mutual relationships of the various parameters, which eventually
affect the mechanical stability of the pin. By far the most important
parameter is the radial temperature profile which controls the swelling
of the fuel and the build-up of stress fields within the pin. Since
the rate of fission gas swelling of these fuels is relatively large,
a sufficient amount of free space has to be provided within the pin.
This space originally appears as fabrication porosity and as fuel-to-
clad clearance.

Due to the large initial gap width and to the high fuel thermal
conductivity, the range of the fuel operating temperatures is mainly
determined by the fuel-to-clad heat transfer coefficient h, whose
correct determination becomes one of the central points in modelling.

During the many years of modelling activity in the field of oxide
fuels, several theoretical models have been developed to calculate h,
and a large amount of experimental data has been produced for the
empirical adjustment of the parameters involved, so that the situation"
may be regarded as rather satisfactory.

The same is not true for advanced fuels. Here the different fuel
properties and the variety of design concepts together with the
relative scarcity of detailed experimental data make the calculation
of h in the case of He-bonding very uncertain.

Si
O !
O ;
CO!

ro;



The strong feed back of the pin temperature field on h by way of the
sensitivity of swelling and of crack behaviour of the fuel to the
temperature itself, renders the correct prediction of h a difficult task.

However, modelling of h is not fundamentally different in oxides and
advanced fuels. The phenomena are intrinsically similar, only the
relative importance of the various parameters changes, and the feed-back
is generally stronger in the case of advanced fuels. It is therefore
reasonable to try at first to apply the same models which have proved
valid for oxide pins, and if needed, to improve them either by modifying
the empirical constants or by investigating the physics underlaying
their algorithmic formulation in more detail.

According to Chow et al /1/ the Ross and Stoute /I/ model gives too low
values for h for advanced fuels, while the model of Cooper et al /3/ which
contains two calibration constants may be made to produce more reasonable
values. A direct comparison of model predictions with experimental
results has however not been published, at least to our knowledge.

Predictions of h values for design purposes are generally made on
the basis of classical models for oxide fuels /4/, 15/, 16/.

In order to develop models which provide reliable h values under
actual irradiation conditions, data from suitable experiments with
advanced fuels are required, and such data are very scanty in the
open literature. To our knowledge only Williams et al. Ill have
published data on the thermal conductivity of the interface between
UN and various metals as functions of

- nature of the metal
- state of the surfaces
- temperature
- contact pressure
- time (modification of the contact microzones due to creep under

pressure)

They found for various metals a relation:

(1) hs = KP 0.8 £ n &1.4, P = pressure

The experiments were performed under vacuum so that the pockets
between the contact points did not contribute to the heat transfer.
This limits the direct application of their results to pin modelling.
Equivalent experiments in which UN is replaced with UC and UPuC would
be very important. Recently, h has been measured in pile for carbide
fuel pins, 18/, /9/, /10/. These experiments have provided experimental
h values which in order to be correctly understood, have to be corre-
lated with irradiation data, pin specifications, fuel thermal conduc-
tivity, thermomechanical properties and post-irradition analysis. They
do not yet suffice to outline a model of general validity. However,
we believe they will permit further progress.

1.2. Basic considerations for the description of h

Today it is generally accepted that, besides the radiation component
h-p, which is easy to calculate and which under normal operating
conditions only contributes a few percent to the total, two components
of the heat transfer coefficient have to be considered, namely:

- hg, the component due to the heat transfer through the gas filled
gap between fuel and clad as functions of gas composition and
gap width & ;

- hs, the component due to the direct heat transport from the fuel to
the clad when the two are in contact, as functions of surface
geometry and hardness and of contact pressure.

In order to describe h for a pin section at least one more parameter
has to be introduced. This is usually defined as the fraction F of
the fuel surface which is in "direct contact" with the clad and a
linear relation between F, hg and hs is assumed /11/.
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(2) h = hsF + (I-F)hg

In fact, under the conditions of an "open gap", the definition of F
cannot be regarded independently of the relation by which hs and
hg are combined with F to give the desired effective value of h, and
of the relation between the contact pressure p and hs ,.e.g. a pellet
fractured into n pie-shaped pieces generally will have n-m (where m < n )
pieces with different values of the fuel-cladding gap5;; and m pieces
in contact with the cladding, but with different contact pressures Pj.
This situation leads to a varying circumferential temperature distri-
bution in the cladding and circumferential temperature gradients in
the fuel. Thus one has to look carefully for an effective averaging
procedure in order to describe such situations as functions of three
parameters F, hg and hs only, and to relate these simply to linear
heat rating, burn-up, initial gap width, and cladding temperature
and their changes with reactor operating conditions.

F attains the value 1 only when fuel swelling and transfer of gap
space towards the pellet centre through cracking and healing processes
has taken up all available space between fuel and cladding. The time
when this occurs depends upon the initial gap width, the fracture
modes of the fuel and the operating conditions.

The problem of h modelling is fourfold:

- the determination of hg (& )
- the determination of hs (o )
- the definition and determination of F ( 6 )
- the relation by which hg and hs are combined to give h, for a given

value of F.



Determination of hg: this is simply based on models to calculate the
heat conductivity of a mixture of gases of known composition, and
available models provide a reasonable precision in the calculations /12/.
The composition of the plenum gas has to be known at any moment, and
for this one has to relay on that part of a fuel or pin code which
calculates the gas release.

Determination of hs: experiments like those by Williams et al./7/ are
of grea.t importance to supplement data to adapt existing models or to
develop new ones. Since h$ is a function of the contact pressure, its
calculation depends on the thermomechanical part of the fuel pin code,
which provides this quantity, and on the correct calculation of the
fuel swelling. According to Ross and Stoute 111 a linear relation
between h and the contact pressure P is assumed.

(3) hs = A + BP A,B constants

Definition and determination of F: a deterministic model certainly
is not able to solve the problem since fuel fracturing and fragment
relocation are highly random phenomena. From the data of Kjarnheim
et al./12/ for LWR oxide fuel,the following empirical relation may
be derived 1 Q O g

(4) F = 0.1 + 0.9 • 0.1 r

where o is a "mean" effective gap width and r the pellet radius.
Advanced fuels show a much stronger fuel clad mechanical interaction
and less in-pile plasticity than oxides, hence the validity of (4)
becomes doubtful.

are combined to give h, for a givengive
hs.

The relation by which hg and hn
ya I tie of 71 the simplest way to combThenig^and hs, usecTToroxfcIe
fuels, is given in eq. (2), but recently Steiner /13) has proposed
for He-bonded carbide fuels a nonlinear combination which may be
approximated by

(5) hsF + hg(1-F) + C(F
2-F)

In relation (5), account is taken of the fact that the irregular radial
displacement of the various fuel fragments disturbs the radial symmetry
of the heat flux field. We shall see later that (5) is in better
agreement with our data than (2).

In order to improve our knowledge of h for He-bonded advanced fuels,
two types of instrumented irradiations, GOCAR and POCY conducted
by the Institute have been analysed to give information on the fuel
clad heat transfer. This paper gives a first report on this analysis.

2. Experimental procedure

The purpose of the GOCAR series of experiments is the determination of
the critical temperature of swelling in MX-type fuels with an instru-
mented capsule in the thermal reactor Siloe at Grenoble, France.

This capsule permits a constant centreline temperature T c by changing
the He/Ne mixture in a gas gap and/or by varying the neutron flux by
a limited displacement of the capsule in the flux profile of the reactor.
Two experiments are analysed here.

The fuel centre temperature is measured by a chrome!-alumel thermocouple
placed in a rhenium protection tube. At the same axial position chromel-
alumel thermocouples in a NaK bath measure the outer surface temperature
of the clad. Neutron detectors of the "Collectron" type measure the
thermal neutron flux at the same height as the thermocouples.

Since the fuel centre temperature, the outer clad temperature and the
linear heat rating are recorded, the heat transfer coefficient, h,
can be evaluated from the data.

The relevant pin data and the irradiation conditions for the experiments
analysed below are summarised in Table 1.

In the experiment POCY 01 the effect of power cycling on the fuel-
clad mechanical behaviour was studied during normal and transient
irradiation conditions. The irradiation was carried out in the helium-
loop of the FR2 reactor (KfK, Karlsruhe). Fuel characteristics and
irradiation conditions are also given in Table 1.

The fuel centre temperature was measured with a tungsten-rhenium
thermocouple and the outer clad temperature by means of 3 chromel-
alumel thermocouples at different axial levels. The pins were cooled
by circulating helium at an adjustable pressure. The helium flow and
its temperature difference /\T between entrance and exit of the
capsule were continuously recorded and from the total power produced
the linear heat rating can be calculated. The whole rig could be moved
into and out of the neutron flux at defined rates during reactor
operation. Using these data the thermal heat transfer coefficient, h,
can be evaluated.

The interest in comparing these three irradiations resides in the
different starting conditions. POCY 01 and GOCAR VII had cold radial
gaps of 14 um and 23 urn resulting in corresponding hot gaps at first
full power (omitting the effect of fuel cracking) of 12 um and 4 um
whereas the cold gap of GOCAR I was 22 um and the initial hot gap
0 um. If the effect of fuel cracking is taken into account, a higher
contact pressure must have existed for GOCAR I at first full power
than for the other two experiments.

Furthermore for POCY 01 the heat rating was increased at a defined
rate during the first start up in order to follow the gap closure.
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3. Experimental results

3.1. Check of experimental raw data for internal consistency

The experimental raw data consist of recorded values of : a) the pellet
centre temperature T c, b) the outer clad temperature Tc , c) the linear
power X °



A set of data was recorded every hour for the GOCAR experiments but
since a) and b) are recorded independently from c), a few minutes shift
may exist occasionally between the two sets of data. During power
changes this may result in sets of values which are not consistent.

Besides this, the thermocouples and recording systems may occasionally
fail to give correct values. Among the four values of the outer clad
temperature only the highest has been retained.

Careful screening of the original data is therefore necessary to
eliminate or to correct erratic values whenever possible without
introducing new ambiguities.

A simple check for internal consistency of the recorded temperatures
and related linear ratings consists of plotting a lower bound, hm-jn,
of h by taking the thermal conductivity of clad and fuel to be infi-
nitely high, and using the recorded values Tc, T d \T c 0

 and

(6)
mm (TT-T:

or T,

= clad outer
radius

is in serious error
0 time will show an

If any of the three measured values \, ^
at a certain time t1, a plot of hm^n against "° ti
irregularity at t = t'. The lower curves in Figs. 1 to 3 show the
development of hmin with time or rating during the first heating and
the following first reactor cycle for the three experiments. In Fig. 2
two examples of irregularities are present which can be explained by
sudden changes in rating or cooling conditions.

3.2. Calculation of h-values

For the two GOCAR experiments, h was calculated from the corrected
original data by means of TPROF. With T c and the neutron flux known,
the code calculates the surface temperature T ? of the pellet taking
account of the exact temperature profile in the fuel due to the flux
depression, any change of the pellet radius due to thermal expansion
and swelling, and the porosity and temperature dependence of the thermal
conductivity according to the relation.

(7) (P0,T) (a + bT + cT2) ( 1 - P O
2 / 3)

Since the porosity p0 increases with increasing fission gas swelling
X (Po,T) depends upon the swelling model employed and on its burn-up
variation. Calculation of the inner clad temperature T Q. is straight
forward. The "experimental" fuel to clad heat transfer coefficient

(8) h =
ci

= clad inner radius

thus is model dependent via the calculated changes in pellet radius a (t)
and porosity po(t) with time (or burn-up). The code calculates also a
gap width 0 (t). This is not used in eq. (8), but is necessary in section 4,
in order to analyse eq. (2).

As to the precision of the numerical results, (\ and (Ts-T,.^) of eq. (8))
all errors of the thermocouple and linear power readings and the errors in

~\ (po,T) are reflected. The total error may be evaluated as ± 50OC. This 1JC
makes all values h > 3 W/cm2oC and their strong variations unreliable, and
such high h values have little meaning. In eq. (7), the coefficients a, b
and c were measured for each batch of the GOCAR fuel pellets in the tem-
perature range 700OC t- T <=. 1500°C, see Table I. At T < 700OC the >-values
for 700°C were employed for lack of better data, but this gives wrong
values of h, see Fig. 3. In the case of POCY a simpjer calculation of h
was performed by using a mean thermal conductivity A deduced from a mean
fuel temperature for estimating Ts.

3.3. Discussion of experimental results

3.3.1. Gap closure at start of irradiation

The results obtained so far indicate that the behaviour of h depends
on the width of the initial cold gap, the initial hot gap and the mecha-
nical fracture properties of the fuel during the first closure of the
gap.

If the initial cold and hot radial gaps are in the range 15 to 5 jjm a
linear increase of h with rating \ exists with slopes ty/^in the range

(9) lO" 2™" 1* -|| Z 10"3 cm"1

for 50 W/cm £ "V £ 650 W/cm. This range also covers results obtained
previously at tne Institute /9/. The higher values of hh/hX belong to
"open" gaps and the lower values to hot initial gaps with nominal values
0 * h$ 5 ̂ jm.

In Fig. 3 the first rise to power for the POCY 01 experiment demonstrates
clearly the mechanism of the gap closure. For 7t > 50 W/cm the minimum
heat transfer coefficient, hm-jn, rises proportionally to "X and the intitial
cold gap of 14 *im is closed already at T[ = 250 W/cra with Tc =.515°C,
when according to the thermal expansion a radial gap o = 18 /um should
still exist.

Consequently the MC $% fuel has fractured sufficiently in the range-
50 W/cm £ "X 4 '250 W/cm to close this gap and the following
power increase from 250 W/cm to 670 W/cm brings little change in h—-
at the azimuthal position where the clad temperature was measured.
Very probably the increasing thermal expansion is compensated by a
slight rearrangement of the fragments, thus keeping the contact pres-
sure constant.

The high peak shown for h at ^ = 250 W/cm in Fig. 3 is certainly in-
correct, but is a consequence of the fact that for the unknown thermal
conductivity in the temperature range 450°C £ T 6 515°C the measured
~X -value at 700°C was used.

The start-up data for GOCAR I MC9 and GOCAR VII MCN7 with similar cold
gaps of 22 um and 23 urn, but with different hot gaps of 0 um and 4 /im,
unfortunately are not good enough to make the same analysis as for
POCY 01. However, another experiment GOCAR VII MN7 with nitride fuel
and cold and hot radial gaps of 30 jum and 10 urn again gave a clear
l'.tear increase of h from about 0.5 W/cm2°c at 100 W/cm to 1.04 W/cm2oC
at 600 W/cm during the first start-up, lowerend of the range of relation (9).
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Pin characteristics and

irradiation conditions

Fuel composition

Fuel porosity

Fuel outer radius"1" /um/

Fuel inner radius "

Clad composition

Clad outer radius "

Clad inner radius+ "

Initial cold radial gap

Initial hot radial gap"1"1" "

Linear heat load /M/cm/

Centre temperature /°C/

Outer cladding temperature /°C/

Averaged flux / surface flux

TABLE 1

GOCAR I
MC9

(U0.85Pu0.15>C

7 %

3012 i 2

9 1 8 + 1

Nb + lw/o Zr

3982 ± 2

3033 + 2

22

0

580-655

1090 ± 30

570-625

0.67

GOCAR VII
MCN7

(U0.86Pu0.14>C0.8N0.2

6 %

3009 ± 2

900 ± 1

Nb + lw/o Zr

3541 + 2

3033 i 2

23

4

620-660

1000

510-530

0.67

POCY 01
MCN

(U0.8Pu0.2)C0.8N0.2

7 %

3537 ± 2

885 + 1

Steel-: 1.4988

4005 ± 2

3551 i 2

14
12

800-1050

1000-1100

550

0.61

+ measured at the position of the thermocouples.

•H- Hot gap at maximum power without considering relocation by pellet fracturing.



Up to now, the general results of all GOCAR irradiations can be summa-
rized as follows for fuels of type MN, MC>8

N,2 and M(C,0):

1. During the first start-up and the following 2 and 3 reactor cycles
hmin usually increases from a low value in the range 0.3 <hmin-

<

0.6 W/cm2 °C .to a value in the range 0.95 to 1.00 W/cm2 °C, and stays
at about this value provided the irradiation conditions remain constant.
The irradiation MN9 with nitride fuel produced an exceptionally high
value hm-jn 2s 1.17 W/cm2 °C which is not yet completely understood.

In the case of the carbide irradiation MC9 shown in part in Figs. 1a-d
the behaviour of hjnin was slightly different. hmin increased from
0.6 W/cm2 °C at the beginning of the first cycle to 0.91 at the end
of the second cycle, and then increased slowly further with occasional
slight decreases to reach its maximum value hm-jn *. 1.005 only during the
9th (last) cycle.

Thus the general trend indicates that under the conditions of the GOCAR
irradiations a steady state with a certain stability is usually reached
after 2 or 3 cycles corresponding to 1 to 1.5 a/o burn-up of the fuel
near the clad interface and for fuel centre temperatures T £ 1100 °C.
(Note, however, that these pellets have a central hole, which may cause
a somewhat different behaviour of h as compared to solid pellets).

Comparing the h-values calculated by TPROF for the first cycles of MC9
in Figs, la-c with those in Fig. Id, one observes an increase in h for
the high burn-up situation for equal hmin-values. This is clearly a
consequence of the swelling calculated by TPROF and the assumed porosity
dependence of the thermal conductivity in equ. (7). If X is calculated
to decrease with increasing burn-up then for the same measured A T and
y,values Ts in eq. (8) becomes lower and hence h larger. In addition
small measured fluctuations of Tc-TCo will now show up stronger in the
calculated h-values than for larger values of X . Thus in the assessment
of calculated h-values any model dependence has to be remembered.

2. In principle the response of \-\n (and h) to small variations
of ~X or T s o during steady state operation should imply more about the
correlation between the fuel clad heat transfer coefficient and small
variations of the contact pressure between fuel and clad.
Attempts to perform such an analysis for the GOCAR I MC9 irradiation
did not lead to reliable results. As a consequence, only very well
designed measuring and recording systems for temperatures and power,
which are exactly synchronised, will give experimental data suitable
for very detailed evaluations.
The irregularities in h^n and h which can be observed in Fig. lb at
t = lOOh were caused by a sudden drop in reactor power and at t «M50h
by a change in the cooling conditions of the capsule.
The reactor shut down at the end of each irradiation cycle, generally
caused a slight decrease of h at the beginning of the subsequent cycle
of - A h £ 0.5 W/cm2oC.0nly after the first, second and third cycles
however was this effect sometimes absent or less pronounced.

3.3.3. Power cycling ]

Fig. 4 shows the h-values for the equilibrium conditions (i.e. after
each change of the experimental condition) in the 21 cycles of the
POCY 01 irradiation experiment. Up to the 8th cycle two clad thermo-
couples at the same axial position worked satisfactorily, and showed
differences in the temperature of between 30 and 50°C at opposite sides
of the cladding. Such differences have been recorded also in other irra-
diation experiments with advanced fuels /5/.

Assuming that under such conditions only a certain part of the pellet
is in good contact with the clad, the centre temperature is determined
by the lowest h-value, and only these values are shown in Fig. 3. The
heat transfer coefficient h is then about 2.2 ± 0.2 W/cmZoC for the
whole irradiation with the following exceptions:

i) Temperature rise of the fuel

In the 7th cycle the clad and the fuel temperatures have been raised
by about 100°C. Since the thermal dilatation of the steel is higher than
that of the fuel, the contact should normally be reduced, but as a
consequence of an additional reversible and irreversible diameter increase
of the fuel the h-value is raised to 2.6. The complete evaluation of this
experiment including its post-irradiation analysis will be published
separately /14/.

ii) Crack formation

Additional cracks have been produced in cycles 9 and 10 by varying
the thermal stresses. The lower value of 1.8 W/cm2oC could be attri-
buted to a reduction of the contact surface.

iii) Power cycling

In the 17th cycle the mechanical interaction between fuel and clad
has been systematically reduced by lowering the linear power and rising
the cladding temperature. As a consequence the heat transfer coefficient
changed regularly from 2.2 to 1.6 W/cm2 °C.

4. An attempt to analyse measured h-values
4.1. Scope of the problem

In this section an attempt is made to analyse the behaviour of h during
the first cycle of the experiment MC9, see Fig. 1a and during the first
300 hours of the second cycle, Fig. 1b, when h rises slowly from about
1 W/cm2 °C to 2 W/cm2 °C, by applying equs. (2) and (5). Such an
analysis necessarily is highly hypothetical, since the experimental
h-values must be broken down into functions hs (6 ), hg(S ) and F( & )
and the gap width & must be known as a function of irradiation time.
None of the four quantities could be measured, hence the analysis is
totally model dependent. Nevertheless it gives some insight into the
complexity of the problem. The fundamental quantity on which the analysis
must be based is the gap width o , which the code TPROF has calculated



(independent of h) during the first 578 hours of this experiment. The
correlation between the calculated o-values and the measured h-values
during this time can be expressed by an empirical relation

(10) = a + b o + c &

At first full power (t *z-3 hours) the code calculated <f= 4 urn, and
after 578 hours the nominal gap was closed, i.e. & = 0, and the code
started to calculate an increasing mechanical interaction stress
between fuel and clad.

For a better understanding and assessment of the results of this analysis,
some remarks about the code and the meaning of the calculated nominal
gap width £ are appropriate. The version of TPROF used here has various
options, which allow either "normal" calculations, i.e. describing
the behaviour of a pin section with known outer clad temperature
and neutron flux calculations or adapted to various experimental
conditions as, e.g. those of the GOCAR irradiations, see section 3.2.
In this case the code calculated thermal behaviour, diameter increase
of the pellets due to swelling, gas release and fuel-clad contact pressure;
however, it cannot treat fuel fracturing and crack healing. Fuel
restructuring and in-pile densification exist in the code, but were
not used under GOCAR conditions. Thus the draw-back of omitting
fracture phenomena is partly compensated by the neglect of in-pile
densification in.these calculations.

When the code was run in its normal mode, (only outer clad temperature
and neutron flux given) in order to simulate several GOCAR irradiations,

The centre temperature was calculated in one case close to the
experimental values and in another case 100 or 200 °C too
high. In the case of the irradiation MC9 the diameter increase
of the fuel was calculated correctly at the end of irradiation.
This was taken as sufficient justification to attempt a more
detailed analysis.

The initial hot gap of o = 4pm and its closure during 578 hours
calculated by TPROF appears unrealistic, if one imagines the physical
reality of the contact surface between fuel and clad. This direct
physical picture, however, cannot be used to interpret the o (t)
values calculated by the code. It describes the actual complicated
topology of the two surfaces in contact, which lack exact circular
symmetry, by two perfect mathematical circles, with a radius
difference 6 . In this way, the complications which arise in
modelling due to the unknown deviations from exact circular
symmetry are suppressed. Relation (4), in fact, is an empirical
solution to this problem in the case of oxide fuels.

4.2. Analysis of the Ross and Stoute model

The problem of establishing the unknown functions hs(o ) , hg( & )
and F(S ) and investigating their compatibility with equ. (TO)
and (2) is treated as follows :

i) As long as S>0, hs can be taken to be independent of o
and of the contact pressure

(11) hs = const,

and can be calculated by the Ross and Stoute model /2/.

ii) The function'hg(<$ ,x) can be calculated from standard models
for various gas compositions x (filling gas plus released
fission gas).

ill) In order to establish a relation between equ. (10) and
(2), equ. (2) is differentiated with respect to £ giving
with (11) :
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(12) A h = hs (F

Taking a certain point h-j,£i of the curve for equ. (10) and
choosing 5 pairs of values ̂ .d and Ah in the vicinity of ̂ -j gives
a system of 5 equations for the 5 unknowns hs, F,^F/$6 ,hg and
^ hg/<D<f at<5 = <5-j. This can be done for various values of 6j. If
both equs. (10) and (2) are compatible the results must be self-
consistent.

The system (12) has been solved by varying F parametrically. The results
are shown in Fig. 5 where h$ and hg are plotted as a function of F.
Fig. 5 shows also the value of hg at e = 3.8 urn calculated for various
gas compositions, with standard models based on gas mixture conductivities
(hgt) and hs calculated with the Ross and Stoute model assuming a contact
pressure P = O(hst).

The validity of the Ross and Stoute model implies that hqt crosses
the actual curve hg, and hst the actual curve hs at the Same gas
composition; the corresponding value of F is read from the F ordinate.
The first condition is far from satisfied while eq. (4) would give for
S = 3.8 urn and r = 0.301 (our case), F = 0.77 corresponding on Fig. 5
to a negative value of hg. It may be concluded that the Ross and Stoute
model combined with eq. T.12) is not compatible with the experimental
h-values and the calculated <5 -values in eq. (10) relating to an MC
fuel with small initial gap.

The same analysis can be carried out for the combination of eq. (10)
with Sterner's relation (eq. (5)). The corresponding system of equations
has been solved by varying C and F parametrically. The variations of C
have covered the field -1 to +2 while F has been varied between 0.99
and 0.4. The solution is subject to the condition that both Z F/£$
and ^ n g / ^ are negative. The solution proved that only values of
C f 0.005 satisfy this condition. The results are reported in Fig. 6.
One sees that hs does not depend on C while ha regularly increases
with it. y

Fig. 6
crosses

shows that for a gas release of 23 % hst crosses hs and hqt
; hg for C s> 1, the corresponding F being 0.47. The microprobe



analysts of the retained fission gas showed a* 30 % gas release at the
end of the experiment but it is impossible that 23 % release had already
been attained during the first cycle; besides, F = 0.47 for & = 3.8 um
seems to be too low a value to be accepted.

Thus the analysis gives unsatisfactory answers in both cases of eq. (2)
and of eq. (5). The following conclusions must be drawn.

a. A quantitative comparison of experimental h-values with existing
models for h requires rather sophisticated instrumented irrdadiation
capsules, which permit the measurement of mechanical data (concerning
fuel and clad) together with heat rating and temperatures.

b. Even if 1t is not possible at present to discriminate between eq. (2)
and (5) on experimental grounds, it 1s most likely that eq. (5) is
more appropriate to He-bonded advanced fuels than eq. (2).

c. More and better well-Instrumented Irradiation experiments are ne-
cessary in order to make progress on this problem.

5. Summary and conclusions

- Irradiation experiments with He-bonded advanced fuels in which
centre temperature and clad temperature are recorded, give useful
information on the heat transfer coefficient h.

- A check for internal consistency of the recorded experimental data
(temperature and rating) can be obtained by treating the quantity
hmif, defined in eq. (6) as a function of the irradiation history.

- One source of uncertainty 1n h is the limited knowledge of the
in-pile heat conductivity of the fuel and its change with burn-up
at > 2a/o.

- During the first rise to full power pellets fracture and h rises
proportionally to the heat rating with a slope S h/d"X in the range

10*3 cm" £ dh/ £lO"2cm"1

for ratings in the range 50 W/cm <- "X <- 650 w/cm and for initial
hot radial gaps in the range 5 um to 14 um (effect of fuel cracking
not considered). The lower values of o h/d> belong to smaller
gaps and vice versa.

After 1 to 1.5 a/o burn-up the h-values tend to stabilise around
a value 2 i h i 3 W/cm2c under the experimental conditions used in
this investigation.

The h-values are sensitive to changes in the linear heat rating
and/or clad temperature.

A quantitative comparison of experimental values of h with existing
models requires capsule irradiations, in which temperatures, rating
and also mechanical parameters are all recorded during irradiation.

Captions of Figures

la. Values of the heat transfer coefficient, h, between fuel
and clad and of the quantity hrain defined in eq. (6) for the first
cycle of the irradiation experiment GOCAR I MC9, see sections
3.1. and 3.2. Note the change in the time scale at t = 100 h.
In this and the following figures b, c and d the h values were
calculated by the code TPROF.

lb. Values of h and hrain for the second irradiation cycle of MC9.
irTti
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The two irregularities
caused by transients in the
power respectively.

in hmi_ and h between 100 and 300 h were
: coolant temperature and in the reactor

lc. Data for the third irradiation cycle of MC9.

Id. Data for the 8th irradiation cycle of MC9. Whereas the quantity
. hn)1 , based only on directly measured data, shows little change
compared with Figs, b and c, the quantity h has noticeably Increased.
This is caused by the model dependent decrease of the thermal con-
ductivity calculated by TPROF.

2. The values of h and hminfor the first irradiation cycle of the
experiment GOCAR VII MCN7.

3. The behaviour of h (\ ) and h . ( \ ) during the first rise to
power in the irradiation experiment POCY 01. The initial cold gap
is already closed by radial cracking of the fuel pellet at
X * 250 W/cm as shown by the quantity h,,,.;,,. The high maximum of
h at 7c = 250 W/cm very probably is caused by using a wrong thermal
conductivity when calculating h.

4. Measured h-values in the POCY 01 irradiation experiment. For the
majority of the cycles the thermal heat transfer coefficient is
about 2.2 ± 0.2 W/ciA. An increase of the clad and fuel tempera-
tures of about 100°C raises the values of h. In contrast, crack-
formation and power decrease lower h.

5. Results of the check of compatibility between eqs. (10) and (2).

The solid curves represent values of hs and hg which satisfy eq. (2)
as a function of the parameter F. They have been obtained by solving
the system of equations of type (12). The dotted curves represent
hs and hg calculated by the Ross and Stoute model assuming o = 3.82 fim
and are called h s t and hgt- They are shown as functions of the gas
release, which appears in the lower abscissa. 100 % is the total
amount of fission gas produced at the end of the first cycle.

6. Results of the check of compatibility between eq. (10) and
eq. (5).
The solid curves represent values of hs and hg which satisfy
eq. (5) for o = 3.82 um and for various values of the para-
meter C (hs is independent of C).



The dotted curves represent hs and hg calculated by the Ross and
Stoute model, and are called hst and hat in the figure, assuming
d = 3.82 um. a

h s t and hgt are shown as function of the gas release which appears
in the lower abscissa. 100 % is the total amount of fission gas
produced at the end of the first cycle.
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MODELLING OF SWELUNG AND FUEL-CLAD
CONTACT PRESSURE IN
A "REAL-STRUCTURE" FRAMEWORK

H. BLANK, F. CAUGARA, M. COQUERELLE, C. RONCHI
Institut des Transuraniens,
Karlsruhe,
Federal Republic of Germany

Preface on the methodology of modelling for advanced fuels

Fuel pin modelling for oxide nuclear fuels can be regarded as quite

successful. In the field of advanced fuels the situation differs for

three reasons :

i) less irradiation experience is available for advanced fuels

compared to oxide fuels

ii) activities in the field of advanced fuels are limited, since

these are still mostly regarded as to be used only in the distant

future

iii) the in-pile performance of advanced fuels is more complicated than

that of oxide fuels. It is more sensitive to details of pin

design and reactor operation parameters, and swelling plays a

more important role.

In the last item, problems in modelling are involved which are less

pronounced for oxide fuels. Therefore a somewhat different philosophy

should be used in the development of models and codes for advanced fuels

than has been used up to now for oxides. The purpose of this paper is

to outline briefly this different approach.

Basically this approach consists of treating some relevant phenomena J56

with more precision and with closer attention to detailed experimental

results than are usually observed for oxide fuels. On the other hand,

aspects of the pin behaviour too complicated to be handled with tradi-

tional methods have to be drastically simplified (e.g. coupling between

thermal and mechanical behaviour) at the present stage of development.

First, a code may consist of different versions depending on the purposes for
which it is to be used and this may influence its general structure and
details of the models to be employed.

Second, any description of the fuel and pin performance for oxides

and advanced fuels invariably has to be based on the following

contributions :

1. Temperature distribution T (r,z,t) and associated thermal

expansion of fuel and cladding

2. Elastic-plastic performance of the cladding and its change

with irradiation including crack formation

3. Elastic-plastic performance of the fuel including crack formation

and its change due to restructuring and fission products

4. Fuel restructuring

5. Swelling and gas release

In advanced fuels, however, item 3 is much more sensitive to item 4, and

item 5 much more sensitive to item 1 than in oxides. This has clear

consequences. An approach to modelling of advanced fuels based primarily

on solving the mechanical problems by the theory of elasticity and

plasticity would require a large number of calculations with little

success, because the constitutive equation of the fuel properties will

hardly ever be known in sufficient detail, and if so, the calculation

would become much too involved and lengthy to be acceptable. Therefore,

a more pragmatic route has to be adopted by introducing restructuring,

deformation and swelling in such a way that the essential changes
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can be described without great d i f f icul ty by phenomenological or

by theoretical models depending on the state of knowledge. As a further

requirement these models, and not only the results of the complete code,

must be checked with suitable post-irradiation results.

The approach used can be characterized as follows :

A) the separation of "swelling" into four well-defined contributions

due to solid fission products, small fission gas bubbles, pores

and cracks, and

B) the definition of four structural zones with defined physical

properties.
In the paper, these basic elements wi l l be described in more detai l .

MX-type pellets during reactor irradiation may be subjected to

four characteristic restructuring modes, producing

corresponding structural zones ; these are concisely identified

as spongy ( I ) , basaltic ( I I ) , intergranular porous ( I I I ) and

dense or unaffected (IV) ceramographic structures. / I /

The build-up of the restructuring zones influences the processes

affecting the fuel performance, l ike swelling, hot-pressing and

fission gas release. IV

Since the mechanisms of formation of these zones are not expl ic i t ly

included in the current swelling and release models, a separate

treatment is given to determine the four zone boundaries and

calculate their evolution in a pin cross section during irradiation.

The f i r s t boundary is related to the temperature T . ^ . j . . at which

the amount of fission gas precipitated at the grain boundaries

exceeds a fixed l imi t , corresponding to the formation of

"decoration" porosity(of n) 0.5 /jm size).This temperature is

burn-up dependent and the line "• " , „ , , , . = f(b.u) has been f i r s t

determined from PIE. This line could be correlated with the model

for long range diffusion of gas in the fuel. The dif f icult ies

arising in the comparison of the data with the theoretically

predicted boundary are discussed.
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The boundary between the zones III and II was first determined
experimentally. The formation of basaltic grains could be
ascribed to the migration of pores up the thermal gradient. Starting
from the migration laws of pores in the MX-types fuels, the boundary
I11/II has been plotted as a function of temperature and temperature
gradient, Which solely control the migration of pores in a given
material. On the basis of these data a theoretical III/II boundary
line has been calculated enabling the occurrence and the location
of the onset of zone II to be determined over the whole temperature
range.

The limit of zone I is characterized by the formation of a large number
of coarse pores which cannot be ascribed to fission gas precipitation,
but are mainly produced by crack annealing. These pore populations
are recognizable by their typical size distribution function. The location
of the II/I boundary can be calculated. In the absence of zone II,
the boundary 11 I/I is only determined experimentally.

The behaviour of the external zone IV represents the crucial factor
in the fuel-cladding mechanical interaction. Does this zone remain
sound and entire, the pellet expansion is to a large extent controlled
by the geometrical swelling rate of this zone. The thicker this is
the weaker is the influence of the fission gas behaviour of the hot
inner pellet kernel.

At the present state of the analysis, the swelling and hot pressing
rates of zone IV have been described with phenomenological laws.
In fact,in order to extend to this zone a deterministic approach,
a better understanding of the radiation-enhanced kinetics (creep
and diffusion) and damage (re-solution) processes has to be achieved.
The formula obtained for the local swelling in zone IV is the algebraic
sum of a microscopic swelling term which depends only on temperature
and burn-up, a hot pressing term, dependent on initial porosity,
stress and burn-up and a term accounting for the crack volume.



In the pelletzones I I I and I I are located the main hydrostatic
stress sources in the fuel. The large restraints which in zone IV
contain the gas in a narrow volume, namely the lattice atomic forces
for the gas in solution, and the surface tension for the gas
precipitated into finely dispersed bubbles,from zone IV towards the centre are
gradually relieved by precipitation and coalescences, respectively.
In the intermediate zones I I I and I I the larger volume requirement
of the precipitated gas is opposed by the locally attainable
expansion rate of the fuel in these zones and with the stress
conditions at the boundary IV/ I I I .

In case of radial cracking of zone IV, the swelling pressure of
the inner zones is exerted in a direct way on the canning.
In this(usual)case, the analysis shows that the cladding is subjected
to a larger deformation, which can only be maintained within
acceptable limits i f good release conditions reduce the effective fuel
thrust.

The pellet central zone ( I ) , which is formed by unrestrained swelling
of the fuel into wide radial cracks, does not exert any important
action on the cladding and only at high burn-up and under strong
containment conditions (51 10 M Pa) can the porosity of zone I be
in part recovered to accomodate swelling.

The calculation of the local diametral increase of the pin is carried-
out by evaluating the mechanical interactions of the four zones.
These are represented as four concentric cylindrical shells
contained in a cladding, the interactions being described in terms
of hydrostatic stresses arising from the different swelling properties
in each zone.

I t should be noticed that swelling is treated in the model
essentially as a stress generation, instead of a strain, as is usually
done. In fact the "dynamic swelling modeV'developed enables the
internal fuel cavities (pores and bubbles) into which the fission
gas precipitates to be expressed as stress sources whose strength
depends on the overall gas kinetics. From the distribution of the

stress sources and a previous assessment of the geometrical
configuration of the structural zones and their creep properties,
the strain field may be calculated and decomposed into an internal
expansion (hot pressing) and an external dilatation (geometrical
swelling).

As long as steady state conditions are maintained in the fuel, this
model enables the swelling strains to be calculated from microscopic
processes according to a correct causal sequence-, without passing
through any feed-back device from separate, and generally complex,
stress-strain subroutines, where the fuel creep deformation is
necessarily treated with the less accurate continuum theory.
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1. Restructuring rules in MX fuels

The basic structural zones, as defined in the above mentioned
references, are identified on the basis of qualitative morphological
properties. The transition between two adjacent zones obviously
occurs without discontinuity and may be rather gradual in some
cases. Therefore, in order to define a geometrical surface boundary
between the zones, more restrictive quantitative criteria have to
be assumed. This is of course only possible i f al l the variables
determining the structure properties are interdependent, otherwise
extended transition regions between two zones may arise. Since this
should be avoided in analytical applications, only a limited set
of characteristic features had to be selected to mark the
occurrence of the different zones. Table I shows the structural
zone properties as previously defined for a standard (AJ 90 %
dense)sintered fuel, and the conditions assumed in the definition
of their theoretical boundaries.

1.1. Boundary IV/III

The restrictive definition of the upper boundary of zone IV has been made
in terms of the concentration of gas precipitated into the grain



boundaries, to form optical ly visible ( 0 $f 0.5 / i) intergranular

pores ("decoration e f fec t " ) . This def ini t ion is s t i l l suff ic ient

in most cases to determine the radial position of the boundary on

optical micrographs with a precision of less than 50yum. The data

collected from a wide number of specimens from fast reactor and

thermal reactor i r radiat ion experiments show that the transit ion

IV / I I I could be related to a local i rradiat ion temperature T IV> whose

value, for similar fuels, varies only with burn-up. Fig. 1 shows

the plot of TjV versus burn-up for a set of MX-type fuels of

different compositions.

Some remarks ought to be made on the TjV determination. F i rs t , a l l

the temperatures, except a few which have been directly measured

in capsule irradiations,are calculated with a computer code. In

addit ion,in some cases (He-bonding at high ratings) the fuel

temperature is predicted to. decrease signif icant ly during i r radia-

tion,due to the improving gap conductance. The temperature assigned

to the boundary was that calculated in the f inal cycle of the

i r radiat ion. This leads obviously to a possible systematic under-

estimation Of T,y

Therefore, considering the available specimens, the plotted curves

should be seen as the steepest expectable dependence of Tjy on

burn-up .

In spite of the variety of the materials examined and of the

imprecision arising in any fuel temperature determination, the data

show that T IV decreases by approximately 300°C from 1 to 6% FIMA

burn-up.

I f the fuel composition changes from carbides to carbonitrides and

ni t r ides, i t can be seen that T.y increases with nitrogen content.

Due to the l imited number of specimens examined with high

nitrogen content, the slope of the curve for these compositions

could not be determined with suff ic ient accuracy, however, at

medium burn-up, the difference in TJV between MC and MN amounts

to about 200-2501.

A theoretical determination of the IV / I I I boundary has been obtained

from the calculations performed with the f ission gas behaviour code

EUGES / 3 / . The code calculates the whole f ission gas kinetics and

swelling. From the development of the grain boundary bubbles, for

each temperature the burn-up could be determined, at which these

attained the given l imi t ing size or fractional volume.. This occurs

when the amount of gas precipitated into the gratn boundaries exceeds

a l im i t which depends only on temperature ( in MC between 800 and

1200°C, this amount varies from 1 . 10 to 5 . 10" moles/cm fue l ) .

The calculation of T,w is therefore s t r i c t l y dependent on the effec-

t ive gas diffusion coefficient and on the local grain size.

Fig. 2 shows the predicted boundary for MC. T IV is obviously

diverging when the burn-up tends to zero. For the explored

range (1-6 % FIMA b.u.) one can see that the predicted curve deviates

l i t t l e from the straight l ine f i t t i n g the experimental data. At higher

burn-ups Tjyis entering the range where the radiation -

enhanced processes are predominant. There a temperature independent

diffusion and creep are assumed in the code and a dependence

T IV -f- (burn-up)'172

is foreseen. This represents the t r i v i a l effect of the temperature

in the equation of state of an amount of gas g^(D t ^ p r e c i p i -

tated into the grain boundary pores. However, this extrapolation

necessitates an experimental confirmation,because even a possible

s l ight dependence of the radiation - enhanced processes on tempe-

rature would markedly affect the slope of T.w at low temperature.

1.2, The c r i t i ca l temperature transit ion in zone H I .

Beyond the IV / I I I boundary, i t has been ascertained that the gas

precipitated within a grain, in spite of an increasing diffusion rate

to the grain boundaries with temperature, gives rise to a higher

microscopic swellingyu. The bubble histograms change abruptly

i f a c r i t i ca l temperature T is crossed and the slope o f / j =JU(T)
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displays a large increase at this temperature / 4 / . The determina-

tion of T is essential for the calculation of the mechanical

behaviour of the pellet, because around and above this tempe-

rature the fuel is actually subjected to the major swelling

expansions. T can be evaluated by careful measurements of u

from electron micrographs. The observations indicate that T

varies with burn-up in a similar fashion to T,...

Fig. 3 shows a plot of T vs b.u. obtained from samples

where the in-pi le temperature could be reliably determined.

The model developed explains the cr i t ica l temperature transition
as due to the increasing mechanical relaxation of the fuel
latt ice around the bubbles, which, by capture of gas and coalescences
builds up fuel internal stresses. The cr i t ical temperature is
found to be a function of the burn-up, of the fission rate, and,
to a certain'extent," of the fuel restraints.

Fig. 4 shows the calculated dependence of T on burn-up. The agreement

with the experiment is satisfactory in the range of burn-up explored.

As for the case of T I V , the behaviour of T at very high burn-ups

is s t i l l matter of investigation.In the low temperature range

the fission fragment damage is in fact simultaneously responsible

for re-solution and diffusion (and hence precipitation) of gas.

In this case the correct evaluation of the concentration of gas

effectively kept in solution by the fission fragment is of particular

importance.

1.3. The III/II and II/I boundaries

The passage from the I I I to the I I structure type is not as

abrupt as for the homologous columnar grain zone in oxide fuels.

The formation of zone I I has been related to the migration of

the fabrication pores along the thermal gradient : the boundary

I I I / I I has been defined as the region where the pores have

migrated at least one grain distance. In order to express

this property numerically a migration rule for pores in MX-

fuels had to be established.

1.3.1. Pore migration mechanisms in MX

Pore migration rates attained in MX fuels are much lower than in

M02< This is in part due to the lower temperature gradients

obtained in the former and in part to the atomic mechanism

governing the pore migration. A peculiar property of pores in

MX is that they slow down completely after having migrated a

certain distance / 5 / . This has been related to a change in

stoichiometry on the cooler side of the pore. This mechanism

wi l l be the subject of a more detailed analysis / 6 / . The

chemical modification le f t behind by a moving pore may be put

in evidence by a colour etching, that reveals the migration

distance (Fig. 5). A measurement of these "tracks" could be performed

in irradiated fuels. Fig. 6 shows a plot of the track

lengths as a function of their radial position in the pellet. These

have been interpreted as produced by a migration process whose rate is ex-

pressed as the product of a thermally activated mobility and

a driving force i .e. :

-
v = grad T x —

kT

-A H/RT
(1.1)

The length migrated is thus given by

,t
•• 1 v dt

Even considering the mentioned slow-down effect, i t is reasonable

to think that the product

f(T) L (T) kT
grad T

should be an Arrhenius function. In fact a plotting of the

experimental data confirms this hypothesis (Fig. 7). This

enables a general rule to be expressed for the pore migration

rates as a function of T and grad T. I t is worth remarking that

the migration enthalpy deduced from the plotting of Fig. 6 is much

lower than any measured evaporation enthalpy and rather close to



the anion migration enthalpy / 7/. Therefore the "evaporation/

condensation" mechanism seems not to be operating. This means that

in spite of the relatively high vapour pressure in MX compounds / 1/

the large incongruency of the evaporation process on the pore

surface requires a compensating solid state diffusion which

eventually becomes rate controlling.

1.3.2. Theoretical formulation of the III/II boundary

The onset of zone II may be determined just by establishing the
condition

L( T, grad T) = a^

where a. is the equiaxed grain size corresponding to the local
temperature.

Fig. 8 shows the calculated boundary. The extent of zone I I is
defined as that corresponding to the segment of an actual
temperature gradient vs. temperature profile lying above the
boundary curve (see dotted curves in Fig. 8). This profile may
intersect the boundary curve or not.. In the f i rs t case the low
temperature intersection corresponds to the onset of zone I I and
the high temperature one to the I I / I boundary.

In the f i rs t case, which is typical for standard Na-bonded pins,
an independent criterion should be given to discriminate
zone I I from zone I . This may be defined as the complement
of T IV, namely as the temperature at which nearly all the gas
is migrating to the grain boundaries. As a consequence no swelling
is produced within the grains and the intergranular and
crack healirig porosity is allowed to achieve any large value,
without being subjected to the typical pressure arising from
microscopic swelling in the cooler regions. ^m/i is indicated in
f ig . 8 for different burn-ups by the vertical lines.

2. An outline of the swelling models in advanced fuels

2.1. A phenomenological approach to the low temperature swelling
analysis (zone IV)

The present indetermination of some material constants at low
temperatures and unsufficient knowledge of the radiation induced
kinetics make any mechanistic swelling model hardly applicable
in the external pellet zones. In addition, a check of the operating
microscopic mechanisms requires sophisticated experimental
measurements which are not yet available. Therefore an alternative
point of view has been taken in the analysis of swelling at
low temperature resulting in a simplified but s t i l l comprehensive
model.

2.1.1. Basic fuel properties in zone IV

i ) All kinetics are fission rate induced and therefore (largely)
athermal, this applies to :

- solid state lattice diffusion
- fission gas diffusion

- creep and in-pile densification of the fabrication porosity
- there is no grain growth

i i ) Fission gas behaviour :

- fission gas is precipitated into bubbles of diameters 0 < 0 ,
where 0 =* 150 nm, and behaves as a van der Waals gas.

- external stress 6* practically does not affect the bubble
size

- fission gas re-solution does exist, but on a very much
reduced scale as compared to oxides because of the
differences in the properties of the fission spikes between
oxides and carbides
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- bubble size distributions range from single gas atoms up to
sizes 0 ^ 0 , but the behaviour of the distribution function
for 0 ̂  30 nm is not known yet.

Under these conditions local swelling in zone IV can be expressed
by a relation

A = s^b"+ / i(T,b) - p o ( l -

K =

(2.1.1.)

(2.1.1a)

Hence the local swelling of a volume element in zone IV, which

contains a representative amount of fabrication porosity can

be expressed as a function A=A(T,b,p ,0" ), i . e . of temperature

T, burn-up b, fabrication porosity p and compressive stress

(reaction stress from the cladding). The rate of swelling Ŝ ,

due to sol id f ission products is independent of T and b, whereas

the f ission gas swelling /} depends upon the temperature -

and burn-up dependence of the bubble size distr ibut ion function

n(0) in the total range 0.3 nm £ 0

function is not known, the quantity >u(T,b) can be

approximated by empirical relations.

0c . As long as this

i i i ) Contribution of the crack volume to swelling in zone IV.

There is l i t t l e sense to try the calculation of the crack

volume in zone IV from detailed mechanistic models of fracture stress,

crack propagation, crack healing, etc. In a simple empirical

approach one can relate the crack volume found by post-irradiation

examination in zone IV with the pin design parameters, the

reactor operation parameters and a total volume balance of

zone IV as br ief ly stretched in the next paragraph.
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The sensit iv i ty of the in-pi le performance of advanced fuels to

the pin design and reactor operation parameters has also consequences

for the mechanical fuel cladding interactions. In this regard

the fuel behaviour in zone IV is strongly involved. For a detailed

description i t is convenient to separate the fuel performance into

a steady state and a (normal) transient part. In the following

the basis for treating the steady state part is br ie f ly outl ined.

In order to make the treatment as simple and transparent as possible,

i t is essential to define the most suitable parameters. In the case

of zone IV this is the radius R,., which defines the high

temperature boundary of zone IV at a' given burn-up b under constant

heat rating in the pin section in question, where R,.. (b) via the

radial temperature prof i le T(r) is connected to the steady state

temperature T... at this boundary. This is related to burn-up

b by

" Tvi« " xb a constant (2.1.2)

The radial temperature distribution in a pellet with radius a can be
represented to a good approximation by

T - T(a) =

ef f

(2.13a)

where ^ e « is an effective thermal conductivity. Replacing T

in equ. (3) by T IV(b) of (2) gives

T IV(b) - T(a) = (2.13b)

In this relation R.v (b) increases slowly with burn-up b, and hence

T.v(b) - T(a) decreases.



From the analysis of the structure of highly rated fuel pins (Xraax
1300 W/cm) a correlation between the ratio —IV- and cladding
integrity has been observed. Cladding failure occured always i f

i ) the decrease of the concentration of gas kept under irradiation
in "dynamical solution" and the increase of the amount of gas
precipitated in sinks
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-|lV > fc « 0.78 i 5 % (2.14)

Hence relations (4) and (3a) can be used to estimate the useful

life of a fuel pin for given values of T(a) and %.

The condition (4) expresses the fact, that at least 30 % of the

volume of the fuel pellet should work under the conditions of

zone IV. Otherwise the mechanical stability of the very brittle

fuel in zone IV is too low and the swelling pressure of zones III

and I too high and the cladding will fail.

Besides condition (4) another aspect of the fuel performance has

to be taken into account for determining the end of life of a

fuel pin, the volume balance in zone IV. This has to be established

on the basis of the pin design parameters p (fabrication porosity)

& (initial gap between fuel and cladding), the requirements

for necessary crack volume because of the unavoidable crack

formation and the fuel expansion (local swelling) in zone IV

according to equ. (1). On the basis of such a volume balance

the most suitable initial distribution of the void space in the

pin between fabrication porosity p and initial gap size So can

be obtained for a given final burn-up.

2.2. Swelling at higher temperatures : dynamics of the porosity growth

If the fuel temperature attains levels at which the diffusion

processes become relevant, the fission gas precipitates into less

dispersed sinks and starts arriving at the fabrication pores. The

behaviour of the gas is more heterogeneous than at low temperature and

requires more articulate analytical models. Fuel swelling in these

conditions is determined by three elementary processes :

ii) the coalescence processes between migrating bubbles occurring

over very small distances, but producing significant increases

of the average size and a proportional decrease of the gas retention

forces due to surface tension(—%- 's terms)

iii) development of new grain boundary porosity and filling and growth

of the fabrication pores

The fuel volume changes involved in these processes are extremely

large compared to the swelling rates of zone IV. In the absence of

any restraint and assuming for bubbles and pores equilibrium conditions,

the fuel is expected to attain porosities of 20-30 %, already at

very low burn-ups.

In fact this does not happen, first because of "external" containment

stresses (cladding and outer fuel rings) ssecond , because the

forces driving the bubbles to their equilibrium sizes are finite

and decrease progressively as the equilibrium configuration is

approached. Under this condition the response of the fuel matrix

to the demand of vacancies is limited, so that a local self-restraint

is created around the cavities into which the gas precipitates.

Therefore, a swelling model has been constructed based on two

fundamental distinct processes :

a. the precipitation of the gas into the various kind of sinks

whose concentrations and features are calculated (kinetics

aspect of swelling)

b. the growth of the sinks, seen as sources of hydrostatic stress,

and their mutual influences (dynamic aspect of swelling).

The analytical treatment of the two points has been discussed in

detail in ref. Iz I.



The point b. in particular, requires some new hypotheses about

the matter flow generated by swelling. These may be summarized

as follows :
- intragranular bubbles grow as a consequence of a .Nabarro-Herring
creep mechanism involving their immediately surrounding volume ;

- pores grow ( or shrink) involving general creep deformation

mechanisms, including dislocation gliding and climb.

Both deformations may be calculated if the gas kinetics rates
(precipitation,coalescence, release)are available and a regular
geometrical configuration is assumed.

The proposed aim is to give a unified picture of the porosity
evolution, considering as far as possible the actual properties
of the porous medium. Since an individual void (belonging to one
of the bubble populations or to the sintering porosity) gradually
develops under the action of a stress generated in part by the
individual i tself and in part by the surrounding porosity, a
realistic expression of i ts rate can only be obtained after
introducing a model for the interaction between the various kinds
of cavities in the matrix.

Representation of the stressed porous medium

In fig. 9 is shown a schematic representation of the porous fuel
this is divided into spherical cells, each one containing in the
centre a macroscopic pore. The radius of the cell b and that of
the pore a are related to the porosity F and the concentration
of pores N by the equations :

(2.2.1)

The stress field in tne spherical shell has defined boundary conditions
on the inner surface the stress is determined by the imbalance between
fission gas pressure and surface tension ; on the outer surface the
stress is equal to the local value of the "geometrical" external field.

If
b

is the grain boundary surface energy , p the gas pressure in

the central pore and C* the mean value of the local macroscopic
stress field, i t follows :

(2.2.2.)

Furthermore,the medium constituting the shell is represented as a
set of small sub-cells, centered on the fission gas bubbles and
having the same characteristic as the large cell to which they
belong.

Equations analogous to (2.2.1) relate the microscopic swelling/J and
the bubble concentration to the sub-cell radius £> and the bubble
radius <\ . The boundary conditions are also analogous to (2.2.2),
whereby the stress acting on the sub-cell surface c? is given by
the mean stress at the bubble position, calculated by taking into
account the global configuration of the large cell ( i . e . central
pore + shell + bubbles). The value of <?is one of the system unknowns.

= h = - <T (2.2.3)

Since the problem is completely formulated, having assigned a value
to the external variable (T , the stress field and the permanent
deformations which are simultaneously generated in the large cell
and in the set of sub-cells can be calculated.

Mathematical model

The basis of the analytical treatment is the calculation of the stress
field in a hollow sphere, subjected to external (p ) and internal
(p.) load. This is a classical problem in the theory of
elasticity / 8 / . In the case considered the yielding of the
matrix has to be accounted for, and the physical relationship between
strain and stress becomes more complicated. Assuming that the
deformation occurs according to the general creep rule., i t can
be written :

(2.2.4)



where £ and S" are the effective strain and stress, respectively.

The parameters K and n are supposed to be provided experimentally.

To deduce the stress distr ibut ion in the hollow sphere, start ing

from the p last ic i ty condition, the same formalism can be employed

as in the elastic case ; the results are thus analogous with those

reported in ref. / 8 / .

The radial stress component is given by an equation of the type :

with 3//

where

0 =

Since spherical symmetry is postulated, from the stress equilibrium

equation :

(2.2.6)dR

one obtains the tangential stress component as :

The first step of the analysis is to express the microscopic
swelling rate which represents the mean strain rate of the large
shell ; we have in fact, by definition :

(2.2.8)

Calculating the equivalent stress in (2.2.4) by means of (2.2.5)
and (2.2.6) enables (2.2.8) to be obtained in terms of the
problem variables :

The hydrostatic stress on the microcell is given by :
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(2.2.9)

where

r
The only term unknown in (2.2.8) and (2.2.9) is <r , which is

determined by the stress f i e l d in the embracing large cell centered

on the pore. The calculation of this stress f ie ld represents the

second step of the procedure.

The large pore cel l is composed of incompressible material and

bubbles. The volume strain rate of this cel l (mean strain rate)

w i l l therefore be given by the growth (or shrinkage) of the

bubbles. The stress-strain equations in the large cel l may be

written as / 9 /•

(2.2.10)

where

and 6 is given by (2.2.4).

These equations, the equilibrium equation (2.2.6) and the strain

compatibility condition :

£ 4- (2.2.11)

are in principle suff ic ient to determine the variables £ 4 , ^ - / S

i f the boundary conditions are f ixed. These are given by (2.2.2).



The system formed by (2.2.6),(2.2.10) and (2.E11) can only be

integrated with numerical methods, because of the term £ which,

in the general case, is non-linear in <T.

However, with a further assumption the calculation procedure can

be substantially simplified.

* • ,

The term £ is spatially dependent through the stress c , the mean

stress in the large cell, which is given by :

(2.2.12)

In the case of a linear creep rule ( n = 1) <? is constant through

the cell radius and therefore also £ is spatially independent.

This property leads to significant simplifications in the

calculation, so that it would be desirable to reduce the general

case to the same condition. To achieve that it can be assumed that

all the bubble microcells are subjected to a constant restraint,

equal to that exerted in the center of gravity of the large cell,

that is expressed as :

with where ~ T (2-2-13)

With the hypothesis of constant £ , eq.s (2.2.10) and (2.2.11) are
reduced to an easily integrable case. The stress is calculated as the
sum of two components. The f i rs t one is a stress f ield expressed
again by (2.2.5) and (2.2.7) with the boundary conditions given
by (2.2.3). The second one is a constant hydrostatic stress field
generated by the gas overpressure in the bubbles ; i ts mean
value is given by <r , calculated from (2.2.9), in which & is
substituted by ? and <J£is calculated in the center of gravity
of the microcell. This hydrostatic component is called swelling
pressure and measures the force at which the bubble growth
occurs.. I t is worthwhile remarking that this second stress
component only affects the volume rate of the macroshell

(microscopic density) without producing shears in the cell ;
in particular, i t does not affect the volume ratio between the
shell and the central pore (macroscopic density). On the other
hand the f i rs t component is purely deviatoric and does not cause
variations of the microscopic density, however, this component
is responsible for the shears occurring within the volume defined
by the shell and its central pore, which formally represent the
macroscopic density variations.

Substituting the analytical expressions for the stress tensor into
(2.2.10) enables the strain rates to be calculated. Since the
resulting formulae are rather extensive, but straight forwardly
obtainable, the strain rates wil l only be indicated with their
functional dependence on the radial position in the cell R,
the variable stress conditions at the boundaries and the geometrical
parameters. The bubble growth equations assume therefore the simple form

(2.2.14)
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dt

The microscopic swelling rate is given by :

VIs; (2.2.15)

i.e. by the average mean strain rate of the bubbles.

The total density decrease of the macrocell (local swelling rate)

is eventually expressed as :

(2.2.16)

The new variable 6" representing the local mean value of the
geometrical stress f ie ld, in the system defined by the fuel pellet
and its cladding, is treated as an external variable. In practice,
the stress fields calculated in this model represent the variation
on a microscopic scale of the geometrical stress field around the
different types of cavities, and the strain rates obtained replace
the volumetric terms in the pellet creep equations. That certainly



introduces in the analysis of the mechanical behaviour of the pin
an amelioration of the mathematical description and an improvement
in the form. However, coupling the interaction of the swelling rate
equations with a realistic calculation of the geometrical stress in
the fuel can only be made with further simplifying hypotheses and
this s t i l l represents one of the major operational problems in the
fuel modelling analysis. A particular approach is given in the
next paragraph.

Results

In this section only the salient differences are examined, which
result from the assumption of the new hypotheses of non-equilibrium
bubble growth (dynamic model). In order to simplify the discussion
a very schematic case has been calculated, with fixed temperature
and external stress and pre-established precipitation rates.
To discuss the results the parameter fi (microscopic swelling) has
been Chosen, because it is much less affected than local swelling
by the value of OJ . To represent the deviations from the results
obtained with conventional models (bubble equilibrium models), a
parameter F is introduced

where u and j\c are swelling calculated with the dynamic model and
with the equilibrium model, respectively. Under steady state
conditions F is obviously always positive, because in the dynamic
model the bubble rate is activated by the deviation from the pressure
equilibrium condition and becomes effectively zero when this is
attained. Therefore F wil l be called here "constriction factor" and
its value represents a measure of the mismatch between the effects
of the fission gas precipitation and the yielding of the surrounding
material.

Fig. 10 shows a plot of F as a function of irradiation time for
various temperatures. Owing to its definition F is zero at t = 0
and assumes positive values for t ^ 0 and tends to zero for t -*• <x> •

Therefore F has to pass through a maximum , whose position and 157
height depends principally on the mechanical strength of the matrix.

Looking at the numerical results plotted in fig. 10 , one can see that
there is a range of temperatures where the maximum of F is not attained
within technological time intervals and F increases in value and
slope with burn-up. By plotting for the same cases IL versus time
(or burn-up) (fig.11) in a logarithmic graph, one recognizes that
at low temperatures the slopes of the curves are nearly 1 and
they increase with temperature up to a limiting value of 1.5, corres-
ponding to the known relationship between microscopic swelling and
gas precipitated b, under equilibrium conditions :

This relation is obviously only approached in the bubble growth
stage in which the influence of the external stress on the gas
pressure is negligible, i.e. for intermediate sizes. In principle,
the attainement of this growth regime corresponds to a nearly
complete relief of the gas overpressure due to the sufficiently
rapid relaxation of the matrix.

These results show that if the temperature of the fuel is sufficiently
high, the swelling predictions of the more simplified equilibrium
models are negligibly different from those obtained with the more
comprehensive dynamic model, so that the use of the former is in this case
fully justified. On the other hand at intermediate temperatures
(zone III) the new results have great significance in predicting
the swelling behaviour. Furthermore, at very low temperatures,
fission gas bubbles approach the typical property of solid
precipitates, namely that of occupying a volume independent of
the spatial dispersion. This proves that the phenomenological model
for swelling of § 2.1. in the low temperature range is wery suitable.
This peculiarity is illustrated in Fig. 12, where the constriction
factor and swelling are plotted as a function of the bubble concen-
tration N: at low temperatures decreasing N (i.e. increasing the
average bubble volume) produces an increase of F that keeps swelling



nearly constant. The effect gradually disappears at higher temperatures,

where F becomes in any case lower and an increasing dependence of

swelling on bubble concentration is calculated. In other words, it

can be argued that the coalescence processes between bubbles lead

to a significant increase of swelling, only if the fuel is plastic

enough to relieve within a sufficiently short time the (relatively

low) overpressure resulting from the coalescence of two or more

individuals.

Finally the dependence of the bubble growth on temperature has

to be considered. For this purpose the calculations of swelling have

been carried out including the evolution of the bubble spatial

concentration with temperature, and have been restricted to

a range where gas release could be reasonably disregarded. The

curves of microscopic swelling as a function of temperature

are shown in fig. 13 for different burn-ups. These curves can be

approximately fitted by two straight-line branches, that at

higher temperature being much steeper. The two brances define

at their intersection point a temperature, which characterizes

the transition between the low temperature and high temperature

swelling regimes which have been mentioned above.

These predictions agree with the experimental observations and

measurements of microscopic swelling. The experimental curves

of H versus temperature also display an abrupt change in slope

at a certain temperature, called the critical temperature for

microscopic swelling (T ) / 4 / . The properties of this transition,

which have been studied in detail can be now understood in the

light of a physical explanation. According to the model proposed,

the "knee-point" T is due to the activation of two independentc
processes j the mechanical yielding of the matrix and the

decrease with temperature of the average bubble concentration,

leading to an increase of the average bubble size and a progressive

loss of the capillarity restraints which constitute at high

temperature a primary containment factor for the fission gas.

According to the numerical calculations, the change of the swelling
slope through T c occurs without discontinuity, but the change
is accomplished in a so small temperature interval ( a few
tens of degrees), that the introduction of the definition of a
knee is in practice perfectly justified as well as very useful
to characterize the swelling performance of a given fuel.

3. Calculation of the fuel/cladding contact pressure from the hypo-

thesis of structural zone formation

Since each structural zone has specific swelling characteristics

and definible average mechanical properties, it is possible to

treat fuel regions corresponding to different structures as separate

bodies connected at their boundaries. A pellet is thus subdivided

into four concentric rings, the thicknesses of which are determined

by the radial position of the boundaries mentioned in § 1.

As shown in § 2, in each ring a volume element aV is defined,

enclosing a representative sample of the fuel voids ( bubbles, pores

and, possibly, cracks ). For these elementary volumes an isotropic

strain rate has been calculated , which accounts for all the pro-

cesses involving changes and/or modifications of the void volume.

A general formulation of this strain rate ( local swelling rate )

is of the type:

e 6 V = f(*,a
eXt) (3.1)

where t|i represents the internal stress field created by the gas
ext

precipitation and a the local external constraint.

- In fact, the dependence of the local swelling rate on the internal

stress sources has been expressed only for the high temperature

zones ( III, II, I ), while in zone IV the strains produced by the

only available internal source ( microscopic swelling ) are expres-

sed in a semi-empirical form, where only the hot-pressing term is

explicitly dependent on stress. -

Independently of the formulation of the strain rate of the elementary

volume , the strains of each zone can be described as the sum of

a deviatoric term, produced by the stresses at the zone boundaries
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( rigid displacement of the elements 6V ) and an isotropic term e.v,

given by (a.-l) ( expansion or contraction of the elements <5V ).

The former values can be calculated analytically if each zone is

represented as a hollow cylinder, subjected to the isotropic stresses

o. and o.i on its outer and inner surface, respectively (Fig.14).

This may be made assuming convenient hypotheses.

- As an example, a plain stress configuration is postulated here.

In this case, if the body obeys a creep law of type:

£= Ks"~

where K represents a temperature dependent ( or radiation induced)

constant, the stresses can be calculated as in § 2, obtaining:

" ~ < 3- 2 )

where r is the pellet radial coordinate, and

r\ In,, rr- _ Oi.. , <y. ~) I (Q.J - IX,' , '
n - v-^i ^-L *-•! 4,-iJl V- * .t-i >

where a. are the zone boundary radial positions.

The deviatoric tangential strain rates at the boundaries are therefore:

efc - L

Finally, the total strain rates include in addition the isotropic term.

We have thus: ' •

As a successive step the total tangential strain rates of two adjacent

zones must be equated in order to ensure the body continuity. Therefore,

if c is the pressure exerted on the cladding outer surface, one writes:

(3.3)

Having fixed the value of a this system can be solved to find the 1Q9

zone boundary stresses a ^ From this are the local and geometrical

expansions of the fuels calculated immediately.

It is worth noting that although a solution of this system is reiterately

required in the swelling calculations, under steady state conditions

a new calculation of o^ is only effectively needed when the source

terms (swelling and hot-pressing) produce important changes in the

internal stress/strain fields. Furthermore, if the creep rules become

linear (n=l), the system can be solved directly and the stresses are

expressed as rational functions of the amount of gas precipitated in

the various sinks.

The model presents the advantage of separating the calculation of the

hydrostatic stress/strains produced by swelling from that of the

thermal stresses.

However, a correct use.of the model is only possible with the aid of

a "parallel" thermal stress calculation, on which any prediction on

the macroscopic integrity of the four zones ( and especially

of zone IV ) depends. A reliable cracking criterion is therefore

a primary need in order to predict the effects of swelling in MX fuels.

In fact, as long as zone IV can be considered as intact, the geome-

trical swelling of the fuel depends entirely on its thickness and

its average mechanical strength. A formation and progressive penetra-

tion of radial cracks into zone IV does weaken the self restraint of

the pellets. The development of extensive radial cracks through

zone IV leads to a stress short circuit ( a; •* a2 ) and thereafter

the high swelling pressure of the inner zone III is more and more

directly exerted onto the cladding. In the extreme situation, of a

totally fractured zone IV, its buffer effect on swelling is limited

only to the hot-pressing, occurring under the action of the sole

radial stress component.

As mentioned above, zone II becomes important for the internal stress

generation only at high burn-ups. The presence of an extended zone

II between III and I, prevents any expansion of the zone III towards

the porous central regions. Therefore zone I, which because of its

high porosity\and release rates does not act as a stress source,tends

to remain unaffected by the outer restraint.
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TABLE I

Zones

IV

III

II

Qualitative ceramographic def in i t ion

- start ing ceramographic facies
- s l ight densification
- f ission gas bubbles of small

(<2*300A) size

Boundary

- grain growth
- precipitat ion of gas into the

grain boundaries starts (decoration)

IV/III

T

- bubbles start grow ( $ 1000A)
- coarsening of intergranular pores

III/II

idem as above.in addition,
alongation of grains and inter-
granular pores in the direction of
grad T
decrease of intergranular porosity

II/I

irregular rounded big pores of
granular size
in some case a central hole is
formed

Boundary defining conditions

concentration of gas precipitated
on the grain boundaries corresponds
to an increase of 0.5 % of the
intergranular porosity

point of maximum curvature of the
function yu = /i(T)

grains stretched in direction of grad T
by more than 100 %

grains stretched by less than 100 %

or
more than 90 % of gas diffused at the
grain boundaries
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F IG . l The boundary temperature of zone IV as a function of burn-up
in dif ferent MX fuels.
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FIG. 5 Migrating pores in MC. The tracks indicate the
distances migrated. Note that the grain structure
is little affected by pore pigration.
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FIG. 7 Arrhenius plotting of the pore migrated
distances.
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FIG. 10 Bubble constriction factor at different temperatures
as a function of the irradiation time
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FIG.12 Effect of the fuel self-restraint at different tempera-
tures as a function of the bubble concentration.
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